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Attention - All StaflY
from Bob McGowan [SWIHL]
The directors of Scott Wilson International Holdings Ltd are pleased to announce the promotion of Keith Sutton to a Level 5
Director.
Keith has been in the consulting sector all his working life training and graduating with R W
Gregory & Partners, a Building Services Consulting Engineer in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. He
moved from there to Dale & Ewbank, who eventually became Ewbank Preece and it was in the
1980’s a working relationship developed with Scott Wilson.
Keith managed the Ewbank Preece design team based in Cirencester and Brighton who were subconsultants to Scott Wilson for the Building Services, Utilities and Telecommunications designs
for the three Iraqi air base projects in the early 1980’s, working closely at the time with Bill
Sterling and Peter Innes. Many a happy hour was spent in Baghdad with the Scott Wilson team.
He was also the Manager on behalf of Ewbank Preece in their Partnership with the then Bertlin &
Partners (now Scott Wilson Maritime) for the Abu Dhabi Naval Base project.
He moved on with Ewbank Preece from large project team management to office management and
spent three years managing their Bristol office followed by leading a team of specialist engineers
carrying out safety audit and asset management work in the Brent and Cormorant Fields in the
North Sea.

-;---

I

Keith Sutton
Director 5P Operating Unit
responsible for:

Facilitis,lanagement
hfecharnald Electrical
Buda 5ervies

In January 1992 he joined Scott Houghton as Director working closely with Ken limes and Peter
Rutter and in 1998 was instrumental in incorporating the M&E business into SWK & Co Ltd.
Recently a great deal of effort has gone into developing a Facilities Management capability for Scott Wilson with some success over
the past two years. Keith firmly believes that the growth in the FM market over the past 10 years and the trend towards multifunction
‘outsourcing’ contracts in recent years will change consultancy as we know it today.
Both he and his wife are keen gardeners and most of his free time is spent in their garden in the Cotswolds. He has a son at
Southampton University and a daughter in the sixth form.

As promised in Issue 200, here are somefurther biographies
ofsenior promotions.

joined us from Travers Morgan, where he felt his skills were
being under-utilised.

Gareth Jones joined Scott
Wilson four years ago to help
planning
a
establish
capability within the firm.
That process has been very
successful and Scott Wilson
now boasts one of the largest
and most diverse planning
Gareth Jones
teams in the country.
Technical Director Urban Planning

Gareth tells Scottlight that “Sandy Burrell (now Associate)
and myself have marketed vigorously over the last 18 months
and we now regularly work for a dozen or more new
housebuilder and developer clients. We now support projects
large and small right across the southern half of England.”

-

[PPA]

Gareth’s main success however has been to deploy a
commerciallmulti-disciplinary sector team in Basingstoke,
where a very wide range of planning, transportation,
environmental and engineermg services now work for a
number of new Scott Wilson clients. These are over and
above the clients which transferred with Gareth when he

Gareth gained two degrees in Town Planning from the
University of Wales (Cardiff) and prides himself on being the
first Welshman to qualify in Town Planning from the
University of Wales. It was at university that he met Janet,
whom he has been happily married to for 30 years. They
have two sons, the eldest a Chartered Surveyor in Manchester
and the youngest at Secondary School. When not working,
Gareth can be found on the golf course, at Old Trafford with
his sons, coaching at Newbury RFC or occasionally at home.
There is no truth in the rumour that he now has a bed and a
phone in his car!

It is difficult to put 52 years into a few
lines, but
Anan is originally from
Iraq, where he left to do his A levels and
BSc in Civil Engineering at Manchester
University. The University then gave him a
scholarship to carry on with an MSc in
Concrete Structures, which he completed in
1968, (yes that long ago!). Anan then
returned to Baghdad where he was
appointed to work in the Transport
Anan Adios
Department
of the Ministry of Planning,
Technical birector
where he picked up an interest
which
is
Transportation Planning
in transportation. In that part of the
[PPA)
world engineers usually have two
jobs, and Anan also worked with a consultant as a structural
designer.
-

In 1972, Anan was sponsored by the British Council through
the Ministry for an MSc in Transport Planning at Birmingham
University. This was followed by a Ph.D. which was
completed in 1975. After returning to Baghdad he was
wearing the transport hat half the day and the other half he ran
his private consultancy with his architect wife, providing
building design and supervision. It was through his work on
the ‘Baghdad Comprehensive Transport Study’ in the early
1980’s that the Scott Wilson link came about. For 3 years he
was Scott Wilson’s client for that project where the team
included Ron Rakusen, Geoff French and Jerome Munro
Lafon.
Just before the Gulf War actually started Anan sent an SOS to
Geoff to ‘import’ him into the UK so he could work with Scott
Wilson. The lengthy process of getting the work permit and
visa was started but so did the war, and after the war was
fmished, Anan and his family were able to leave Iraq (in one
piece). Miraculously and through sheer perseverance on
Geoffs part, residency was granted and Anan joined Scott
Wilson in August 1991. Since then he has been leading the
Transport Modelling discipline at Basingstoke and getting
involved in a number of diverse and interesting projects.
Anan obtained his British Citizenship 3 years ago and this has
made it much easier for him to travel abroad on business.
Anan says that his story demonstrates the loyalty of Scott
Wilson to its friends as without the help of Scott Wilson,
Anan believes he and his family would never have been here
or have a passport which allows them to travel easily.
Anan plays squash regularly, but still cannot get close to
Graham Handy. When it’s windy he is out windsurfmg and in
summer he does quite a bit of water-skiing. Playing Bridge
has been one of his pastimes for many years now.

Basingstoke Taxi Bookings
from Jackie Constable [CS]

C)

0

Excel Chauffeur Service have
recently moved premises. Therefore,
would all Basingstoke ‘Globetrotters’
and Secretaries please ensure that they make a note of Excel’s
new contact details. These are as follows:
Telephone: 01256892299 Fax: 01256893400
Mobile Phone: 0370 741928

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme Explanatory Booklet
from Chris White [SWHL]

The Explanatory Booklet has been revised to reflect the
Scheme changes effective 1 January 1999. Distribution of the
Booklets to Members has commenced. If your Operating
Unit has issued you an AS Ring Binder version of the
Employee Handbook you will be issued the Explanatory
Booklet as an insert for the rear of your Employee Handbook.
For Members who have not as yet received the AS version of
the Employee Handbook you will be issued the Explanatory
Booklet in an A5 Ring Binder.
The major distribution is likely to take place along with the
July payslip distribution, therefore if you are Member of the
Scheme and have not received a copy of the Explanatory
Booklet by the time you get your payslip, kindly advise your
Personnel Department.

hid
from the liii! committee
During the last week all potential lids should have received a
memo asking them to confirm their eligibility for the hid
programme. Can we please request that these forms are
completed and returned to Piers Cume as soon as possible.
If you have not been contacted but feel that you are eligible,
please contact any of the following hid committee members:
Ian Bamforth
David Bunn
Piers Currie
Sarah Dewsbury
Tessa Harding
Annette Lardeur
Emma Major
David Thompson

The eligibility criteria are as follow:
•
•

Are you at career level 1 or 2 of your Career Path and
does it generally progress to Level 5?
Is the professional qualification you wish to pursue one
which is recognised by and an asset to Scott Wilson. See
the list in the Scottlight Special SI XI 21 June 1999 or ask
a member of the committee for a copy.

The IPd committee very much hope you will wish to part of
the IPd programme and look forward to hearing from you.

Fire Drill
from Mike Sales [CS]

I would advise that there will be a
Fire Drill in Scott House during the
last two weeks of July, other than
the normal Monday 10:00 am. test.
This Drill should be taken as
seriously as ‘the real thing’ and
will be monitored accordingly.

2

Presentation on ‘Fire
Performance Cables’
from Pat Paterson [SP]

‘7..

A CPD (CIBSE) lunch time presentation by Delta Cables on
Fire Performance Cables will take place at Scott House
Conference Room 2A12B on Wednesday 28 July 1999 at 12:30
p.m. Lunch will be provided. Please contact Pat Paterson on
BA Ext. 319 if you would like to attend.

P
9

GEO’s current Slope Safety System andlor the community at
large. Investigations of forensic quality will be carried out in
the event of landslides resulting in serious injuries or fatalities.
The Joint Venture will also input data into GEO’s Slope
Information system and Landslide Database and advise on
and undertaken any improvements to these systems. Review
Reports at various stages will make recommendations for
consideration in policy formulation.
The Agreement is for a nominal period of 24 months,
although the major inputs are expected to be completed within
18 months.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Ghana

Hamish Goldie-Scot

12 Jul

Project Director Bob Hunt
Project Manager David Hadley
-

-

-

16 Jul

Moves

What Going On?
Scale: A: £3million±; B: £600000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

Review of Design Standards and Provisions of Traffic
Signs and Road Markings in Hong Kong
from Ron Ralcusen [Scott Wilson Hong Kong]

Scott Wilson (Hong Kong) Limited has been appointed by the
Road Safety and Standards Division of Transport Department
to carry out a research project on the design standards and
provisions of traffic signs, directional signs and road markings
in Hong Kong.
The Project was conceived to upgrade the current Transport
Planning and Design Manual (TPDM) Volume 3 Traffic
Signs and Road Markings. Scott Wilson will analyse about
400 complaints made by the public in 1998 and identify
deficiencies in the current design method or process. In
addition, a comparative study will be conducted on
contemporary practices in not less than five overseas
countries. Subsequently, Scott Wilson will compile a set of
recommendations together with updated standards and design
drawings. The Project commenced on 30 June 1999 and
completion is scheduled for 30 September 1999, with
prospects for follow-on works.
-

Project Director Graham Bodell
Project Manager Julian Kwong
-

Vikki Lovejoy who joined the Adrnin. Department at the
Telford office on 11 June 1999.
Paul Gardner who joined the Plymouth office on 28 June
1999.
William Fiddell who joined the Plymouth office on 5 July
1999.
Dawn Varty who joined us permanently in the Basingstoke
office as ReceptionistlAdmin. Assistant with effect from 5
July 1999.
Steven Miles who joined the Abingdon office as Assistant
Landscape Architect on 5 July 1999.
Marie Conder, Graduate Landscape Architect from the
University of Sheffield who joined the Manchester office on 5
July 1999.
Eddy Fox, Graduate Landscape Architect from the
Manchester Metropolitan University who joined the
Manchester office on 12 July 1999.

TRANSFERS

Welcome from Scott Wilson Manchester to Alison King,
Landscape Architect, who transferred from the Abingdon
office on 14 June 1999.

-

1999 Landslide Investigation Consultancy
from Ron Rakusen [Scott Wilson Hong Kong]

Scott Wilson (Hong Kong) Ltd, in joint venture with Fugro
(Hong Kong) Ltd and Maunsell Geotechnical Services Ltd,
have been appointed by the Geotechnical Engineering Office
(CEO) of the Civil Engineering Department to carry out the
1999 Landslide Investigation Consultancy.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

John Butterworth who will be leaving the Basingstoke
Water Section with effect from Friday 16 July 1999.

As in the 1998 Landslide Investigation Consultancy (also

carried out by a joint venture of Scott Wilson and
elements will involve landslide examinations and
throughout the wet season and the carrying out
studies of selected events that have significant

Fugro) key
inspections
of detailed
impact on
3

Vacancies

—Editor’s Note

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

Signing Off

Team Administrator 2.2

After a couple of ve,y enjoyable months with Scott Wilson, I
shall be moving on to (‘more permanent,) pastures new from
Friday 16 July. From this date until Angela Lowle returns,
which should be the end ofAugust, Chris White will be Acting
Editor for ScottLight. E-mail entries for ScottLight should
continue to be sent to Angela ‘s e-mail address
(‘angela.lowleswkeurope.com,), which chris will have access
to, other contact numbers and the address also remain the
same. If you could e-mail any submissions wherever possible
rather than fax or hand—written, it would be greatly
appreciated as chris is not a fist tjpist. A reminder, all
submissions should be received by 5p.m. Monday or they run
the risk ofnot appearing!

-

The Project Management team in Basingstoke office require a
Team Administrator to provide full administrative support to
the division. Duties will include general secretarial duties and
the management of a small secretarial resource, maintaining
information storage and retrieval systems, cost control, client
database, technical and promotional material and business
development.

Candidates should be computer literate with a good working
knowledge of Word and Excel is essential. Knowledge of
other computer software e.g. Powerpoint and Access would
be an advantage as would good ‘A’ level grade and/or
relevant diploma. The ability to work as a team, be selfmotivated and willing to work flexible hours is essential.
If you are interested in the above position, please contact Sally
Mason on BA Ext 210.

Quo/a of/he C7JJeek

For Sale & Wanted
Contributed by Peter Jones;
FOR SALE
Slalom Kayak Fibreglass, very good condition. £75.

From a letter to us from a Government Department (who
may prefer to remain anonymous):

WANTED
Adult Touring/White Water Kayak plastic.

Hotel. I have
“The meeting are (sic) to be held at
enclosed a map of where the hotel is for your connivance.”

Please e-mail Brian Sweatmore at: loopline@ouvip.com

[

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned t1ough to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel:
01256 461161 x 285 Fax: 01256 335 001 e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 335 001

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGFIT please state which heading
(continue on a separate page if necessary)
-

From

Location

Operating UnitS

This is a Scott \Vilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies m the IJK
and Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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Week ending: 23 July 1999

Attention All Staff!
-

Further biographies of senior promotiolls July 1999
-

Bill Jameson joined Scott Wilson in

i
4
Bill Jameson
Technical irector

-

Manchester Office
[C]

from
graduating
after
London
Loughborough University in 1973. He
moved to Basingstoke with the firm in
1974 and worked on water, drainage and
infrastructure projects which included
overseas experience in Botswana and
Nigeria. In 1980 Bill left Scott Wilson to
work in Guildford undertaking projects
in Tanzania and again in Nigeria. After
taking an MSc in Public Health
Engineering at Imperial College in 1983,
Bill joined PSA Southern Region in their
Reading HQ.

Bill returned to Scott Wilson in 1992 to develop the water
team in Chesterfield, undertaking flood defence projects for
the Environment Agency and other projects including some
water supply studies in his favourite place yes, Nigeria! For
the last few years Bill has been spending more time in our
Manchester office developing a railway business and
eventually took over the management of the office in January
this year, following the retirement of David Lyon.
-

He sees that in future Scott Wilson will be considered by
clients as the preferred consultant to ensure that their
developments demonstrate compliance with sustainability
principles.

Peter Lynch started his career in

1976 with London Underground’s
civil engineering group. He later
graduated in 1983 with a I3Sc in
Civil Engineering and in the
intervening years worked on such
projects as Heathrow Terminal Four
tunnels and shafts, Piccadilly Circus
Station ventilation tunnels, Chesham
bridges and Mansion House station
redevelopment. In 1986, he jomed
Peter Lynch
Halcrow’s tunnelling division and
Associate
designed the pipe jack tunnel for the
Head of Civil Engineering
Thames Water Ring Main project.
l)esign [RJ
On leaving Halcrow, Peter and his
wife moved to Kent where he worked at Kent County
Council’s Highway Structures Office designing bridges.

Bill is MICE and a Fellow of CIWEM. He is married to
Caroline, with 2 children Michael (16) and Danielle (15). As
a keen golfer, Bill is looking forward to defending his booby
prize won in last year’s Scott Wilson Railways golf
competition in Swindon.

In 1989, Peter joined Evans & Langford in Maidstone,
designing and supervising construction of a £l2M lead
refmery, Chiist Church College Canterbury library,
machinery and paper storage buildings for Reed Paper and a
jacked box at South Ockendon, at that time the largest in
Europe to be jacked under a railway.

Stuart Coventry joined Scott Wilson

Peter returned to London Underground in 1992 working on
the CrossRail project. The failure of the CrossRail Bill in
Parliament meant a switch in 1996 to the Jubilee Line
Extension Project where he was responsible for the design of
Canada Water Station, Canada Water Bus Station and running
tunnels and shafts.

from Oxford University in 1982.
Between 1982 and 1991 he worked in
the UK and Nepal and spent 3 years in
Hong Kong working on port
developments, major landfills and
environmental projects. Since 1991 he
has played a key part in the
development of the environmental
both
in
capability of the group
and
Management
Environmental
Stuart Coventry
Environmental Assessment He has
Technical birector
played leading environmental roles in
[C]
major infrastructure projects including
Devonport Dockyard: rail projects including the Channel
Tunnel Rail Link and more recently the West Coast Main
Line; and airports, including Manchester, Birmingham,
Liverpool, Kuala Lumpur and Lisbon. He has also been
responsible for the production of numerous guides for CIRL’\
on the subject of environmental good practice in construction.
.

In 1997, Peter and his family moved from to Wiltshire where
he joined Scott Wilson Railways in Swindon as a Prmcipal
Engineer. Projects have included the Chiltern Lines Capacity
Works, Thameslinlc 2000 London Bridge and Earthworks
IV(A).
Peter is both a Chartered Civil Engineer and
Chartered Structural Engineer and is Head of Civil &
Structural Engineering at Swindon. Although he currently
specialises in railways, Peter considers himself a ‘general’
civil and structural engineer having gamed experience with
different employers in many diverse environments and market
sectors.

Peter plays cricket for the local village team and in his spare
(!) time also plays squash and golf He has recently been
elected a Parish Councillor. Peter has a son and daughter,
both at Tetbury primary school. Peter and his wife like to
spend what is left of their leisure time, travelling in the west
country.

Francis Chan graduated from
King’s College, London in 1982
with a first class honour degree in
civil
engineering.
He
then
completed a MSc in Geotechnical
Engineering from the University of
California at Berkeley in 1983. He
joined Dames and Moore in San
Francisco in the same year,
working in their soil laboratories in
the West Coast. The sound of
Waikiki proved too much to resist
as he spent the next two years in
Hawaii working for a local firm
in
specialising
geotechnical,
earthquake
and
foundation
engineering in the Pacific Rim.

Dr Francis Chan
Associate

5WPE

In 1986, he started his research at Nottingham University on
granular pavement materials, for which he gained his PhD in
1990. “I had a choice to join the less established but
research orientated pavement engineering company in
Nottingham or the more main-stream geotechnical group at
Chesterfield,” he says. “Somehow the right decision was
made and I have had a testing and yet enjoyable time
growing with the company”.
In 1996, he took up the challenge and relocated with his
young family to set up Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. “Despite the various natural
disasters and the financial turmoil in the region, the
experience gained in the past 3 years is simply invaluable”,
he says. “We are now reasonably well-known for our quality
and expertise in pavement engineering in the Asia Pacific
Region and I am positive that our services will continue to
be sought after”.

Jonathan Hart Wins
the Glossop Award!
from Gareth Hearn [RC]

For the last three years the Geological
Society of London has organised The
Glossop Lecture at which an eminent
engineering geologist is invited to speak
on a selected topic. The Glossop Lecture
is the most prestigious event in the engineering geology
calendar. The speakers to date have been Prof Peter Fookes
and Prof Evert Hoek, both of whom are recognised leaders in
their fields of engineering geology and rock slope
engineering. In parallel with this Lecture, the Geological
Society have invited young engineering geologists, under the
age of 30 years, to submit an entry to win the Glossop Award.
Applicants are required to write a short abstract describing a
project where they have played a key role in advancing the
benefit of engineering geology within an engineering project.

Candidates are shortlisted on the basis of these abstracts and
interviewed by a panel of experts to decide who wins the
coveted title. Candidates from Mott MacDonald Limited have
won the Award in both the first and second years.
This year Jonathan Hart presented his work on the Halsema
Highway in the Philippines, and on 14th July we were
informed that he had won. Jonathan joined Scott Wilson in
September 1997 after having completed his MSc in
Engineering Geology from Imperial College and having
worked for a ground investigation contractor in southern
England. He travelled to Manila within a few days of his
interview in Scott House and commenced ground
investigation supervision and engineering geological mapping
on the Halsema Highway. This road is probably one of the
most severe testing grounds for engineer and geologist alike,
but Jonathan settled in very rapidly and produced some
extremely good work. He spent approximately 9 months on
site and was then seconded to the Hong Kong office, where he
is working on the Landslide Investigation Consultancy
Project.
The Glossop Lecture this year will be held at 5.00 pm on
Tuesday 3 November at the Royal Institution of Great Britain,
London. The invited speaker is Prof Richard Chandler and
his topic will be “The Geotechnical History of Basement
Sediments”. Jonathan will share the forum at this event where
he will be given approximately 20 minutes to present his
submission: “Engineering Geology and the Rehabilitation
Design of the Halsema Highway”. Those who wish to take in
breath at the spectacular scenery and learn of frontier
engineering geology on vertical mountain slopes are welcome
to attend. The audience is normally about 300 strong and
comprises competitors, colleagues and clients, so the more
support the better. SW will also have a poster exhibition at the
Institution. Afterwards there will be a Reception at the
Geological Society at which Jonathan will be able to rub
shoulders with the rich and famous, and also some illustrious
engineering geologists.

Attention High Fliers!
from Barbara Smith [10]

Have you made an enquiry about
obtaining UK Private Pilots Licence? A
letter (unsigned, undated and not marked
for anyone’s attention), together with
relevant information from the Civil Aviation Authority has
arrived in Network House and if this is something you are
expecting to receive please let me know (Ba Ext. 402).
—

Seminars and Training Sessions

Dave Sutton will be running a series of seminars for SWKCL
on the changes to track safety certificate requirements which
are effective as of and from 8 August 1999. Certain
individuals should have received a memo or an e-mail inviting
them to attend a specific location but alternatives are listed
below:
Basingstoke

23 July
2

Chesterfield
Manchester

5 August
5 August

If you are a track safety certificate holder and have not
received an invitation to attend a seminar please contact Val
Hopwood in Basingstoke as soon as possible.

7
Whatc Going On
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

Long Service Awards

Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
received Long Service Awards in July:
Gary Cooper and Sean Meades both of whom have
completed ten years service.

....And then there were three.
from Sue Bell [RC]
The RC operating unit’s Edinburgh office is now able to boast
three ecologists following my return from maternity leave.
The team consists of:

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:-

Sue Bell, Principal Environmental Specialist: I have
experience of integrated management plans, environmental
education, public consultation, and freshwater and marine
ecology. In addition to leading the work of the Edinburgh
ecology team, I am currently managing a vegetation and
bathymetric (depth) survey of a freshwater loch, and
developing monitoring mechanisms for the vegetation of a
canal.
Nikki Wood, Senior Environmental Specialist: Nikki
joined Scott Wilson from Scottish Natural Heritage
(Government advisers on nature conservation, landscape and
access in Scotland). She has particular experience of policy
development, freshwater management, and environmental
audit and management systems. Recent project experience
includes providing ecological advice on the installation of a
constructed wetland to treat minewater, and the development
of an Integrated Land Management Plan for the MoD range at
Kirkcudbright. She is currently working as an Environmental
Task Manager for the West Coast Mainline route.
Sarah Oakley, Ecologist: Sarah has wide-ranging field
survey experience including otters, badgers and plants. She is
currently undertaking surveys for the West Coast Mainline
route, windfarm locations throughout Scotland, and
supervising a Phase 1 habitat survey.
Nikki and Sarah and I are happy to provide help and advice
on projects throughout Scotland and further afield (anything
legal with a valid Scott Wilson job number considered!). We
keep in close contact with our colleagues in Basingstoke and
Leeds to ensure that the most appropriate person is appointed
to projects. Give us a call sometime.

Daniel Crighton who joined the M&E Department at
Basingstoke on 12 July 1999 as Graduate Engineer.
Janet Howells who joined on the 19 July 1999 as part time
ReceptionistlTelephonist in the Basingstoke office.
Alan James who also joined on the 19 July 1999 as Senior
Transport Planner in the Birmingham office.
And a belated welcome to Joanne Mole who joined as an
Asst Transport Planner on the 21 June 1999 also in the
Birmingham office.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Rosemary Monnier and Ken Periam both of whom left the
Basingstoke office on Friday 16 July 1999.

Sports & Socials
Fantasy Football Season 1999-2000
from Matthew Davis [PPA]
The new season is nearly upon us and
anybody who is interested in taking part
should contact me on Ba Ext. 502. I
will circulate the details of the
competition soon.

Congratzrlatwns!
The Basildon office would like to
wish Dominic Speller a “Happy
Birthday” on the 19th July, and
would remind him that when he is
next back in the Basildon office,
cakes are due.

Anyone for Tennis?
From Mel Smith [RC]
The re- aunch of the company tennis evening is in full swing
and open to all standards, so if you are looking for some
Monday evening antics join us for a sociable knock around.
We play at 5.00 pm at Stratten Park, Pack Lane, Basingstoke
3

(near the football ground). Please contact myself on Ext 374
for more details.

Quofe ofIbe e7lieek:

Share Club

Contributed by Mike Le Gouais:

from Rob
Rushmer [C]

Language Barriers
In a Japanese Hotel:
“You are invited to take advantage of the chambermaid.”

Further to my recent note regarding the establishment of a
share club, the deadline of 16 July has come and gone. Thank
you to the nine people who have expressed an interest. To the
remainder of the firm, if anyone is still thinking about it, or
has just forgotten, please contact me by Friday 23 July. After
that date, the opportunity to make some money will have
passed you by.

STOP PRESS
Car for Sale
BMW 31 8i, white
J reg 1992, 79,000 miles
Full service history.Very good condition. Beautiful to drive

To the current nine, I shall contact you next week to
determine a date for a ‘pre-contract’ meeting.

£7,500 ono
Contact Mike Jackson on Basingstoke ext. 301

For Sale & Wanted
ROOM AVAILABLE IN SHARED FLAT, OVERTON,
NR. BASINGSTOKE
Tessa Harding [RC]
2 bedroom ground floor flat with garden and conservatory.
Anyone interested will need to provide some of their own
furniture and be ‘cat friendly’!!
Give me a call on ext.302

[

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel:
01256 461161 x 285 Fax: 01256 335 001 e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 335 001

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTfLIGHT please state which heading
(continue on a separate page if necessary)
-

Frorn

Location

Operating Unit

This isa Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK
and Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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Manchester Airport Office is handled initially by Manchester
Airport PLC’s staff with whom we share offices.

Attention All Staff]
A further biography following senior promotions July 1999
-

After graduating Mike Jackson
worked with a local authority
and joined Scott Wilson on site
in 1973 on the M2 motonvay
project in Northern Ireland. In
1976 he transferred to our Ghana
office designing and supervising
road
Anyinam-Kumasi
the
was
which
construction,
in
Malawi
on
year
by
a
followed
Lilongwe International Airport.
Between 1979 and 1989 he had
Mike Jackson
two spells in Hong Kong as a
Associate
Resident Engineer on new town
[PPA)
B5gst
s
in
infrastructure development
Tsuen Wan and Tuen Mun, separated by a period on airbase
design in Basingstoke
Since 1989, Mike has been based in Basingstoke and has
concentrated on airports projects on which he has played a
leading role on projects in UK and overseas, including
Bangkok, Taiwan, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Uganda, Madagascar
and Slovakia.

We would therefore ask all staff to be more careful when
marking post etc. up for the Manchester and/or Manchester
Airport Offices. For clarity details of the two offices are
given below:
Manchester Airport Office:

Address:
Hale Top House
Thorley Lane
Manchester Airport
Manchester M90 5PR
Tel:- 016 1-489-2255
Fax:- 0161-489-2072
Manchester City Centre Office:

Address:St James’s Buildings
Oxford Road
Manchester
Ml 6EF
Tel:- 016 1-236-8655
Fax:- 0161-228-258 1

With commercialisation and privatisation of airports he has
seen significant change in clients needs and client types in the
aviation sector and believes that Scott Wilson are well placed
to meet the changing market place.

75 Years Logo
from Tim Blow [CS]

Mike is married with two children, he is a keen amateur
musician, but regrets he is unfortunately not as rich as his
famous namesake

,L u3.:
“1>
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A Plea from “Us Up North”
from Philip Thompson [PPA]
the Manchester Airport Second Runway Project Office

Actual size

Will all staff please bear in mind, particularly when sending
post / faxes that, just like in football, Scott Wilson has two
teams in Manchester. We have an Office at St. James’s
Buildings in the centre of Manchester and an Airports Section
Office at the Manchester Airport Second Runway Project’s
Offices.
It is becoming increasingly obvious that large numbers of staff
are getting the two offices confused and that post and faxes
are being sent to the wrong office. This, as well as causing
delay, can be embarrassing when confidential or
commercially sensitive information is sent to the wrong
office, particularly as most of the incoming mail for the

location on template
75

In response to the excellent
suggestion from Alison
Knowles, it has been
decided to include a 75
the
onto
logo
Year
for
Letterheads
Company
the next six months or so.
This logo will be added to
the Word Template for
letterheads on PC’s and
appear automatically at the

bottom left corner of the letterhead just above the registered
offices. It should be available in all our offices as of the first
week in August.

Whatc Going On’
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

Use of Company Cars
from: Bob McKittrick [HMBJ

As part of the review of Core Services it has become obvious
that we spend a large amount of money on car hire and taxis
in spite of having about 140 company vehicles within our
European companies. A number of issues arise from this.
1 All members of staff who have a company vehicle are
reminded that although the vehicle is primarily for their use
it is also for use by other members of the company. During
normal working hours, therefore, the vehicle, when not in
use, must be available for members of staff who are
required to undertake business journeys. Members of staf’f
should, therefore, use their own or a hired car only when a
company car is definitely not available.
2 In future the control and booking of hire cars and/or taxis
will lie with the Chairman (or whomever he delegates) of
each of the Operating Units. Prior to giving approval to a
hire car or taxi, he will need to be assured that a company
vehicle is not available. The costs of these hires/taxis will
be debited directly to the Operating Units.
Mike Sales will provide Operating Units based in
Basingstoke with details of the car hire firm with whom
we deal and Operating Units in turn will be asked to
provide him with details of those in each Operating Unit
who are authorised to order hire cars. Operating Units
based outside Basingstoke will continue with their
existing arrangements.
Pam McIntosh must be consulted about the mechanism
for informing our insurers of a car hire.
3 Individual offices will obviously deal with local taxi firms
when the need arises. As far as Operating Units based in
Basingstoke, are concerned, Mike Sales will provide them
with details of the taxi finns which we use.

British Aerospace’s
Lead-in Fighter
Contractors Support
Facility Shortlisted for
the British Construction
Industry Awards.
From Richard Hoyes [SP]

---—

Scott Wilson have been shortlisted for the International
Category of the British Construction Industry Awards 1999
for their Project Management of the British Aerospace Lead
In Fighter (Hawk) Contractor’s Support Facility at Newcastle
Airport, New South Wales, Australia. David Farthing and
Richard Hoyes led a presentation to the awards’ judging
committee on Thursday 22nd July 1999.
The client’s
representative from British Aerospace, Larry Mann, was very
complimentary about the Scott Wilson team which also
included Architect, Tony Pearson from Faulks Perry Culley
and Rech.
The project was delivered to
programme, budget and to a quality
that has delighted the client. The
delivery
programme
to
was
particularly important as this was the
first element of an £800 million
project between British Aerospace
and the Royal Australian Airforce to
CONSTRUCTION
assemble and maintain 33 Hawk
INDUSTRY fighter aircraft. The Australian Prime
AWARDS 1999
Minster opened the project earlier
this year which demonstrated the importance of the project to
Australia.
The results of the contest will be announced by the Secretary
of State for Scotland, John Reid, during the BCL& 1999
Awards Dinner on 20th October 1999 at the London Hilton.

B RIT SH

ipd Feedback
from Piers Currie [ipd committee]
-

DEMOLITION & ASBESTOS
SAFETY AWARENESS COURSE

from Val Hopwood [CS]

The above one day course will be held In House’ on Thursday
5 August 1999 at Scott House Basingstoke in conference
room 2a12b, anyone wishing to attend please contact me
ASAP on Ext 350 (Ba). Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section for their approval before replying. ( also
completing a Ql09 training request form ) as each Operating
Unit will be responsible for the cost of each person attending.
The cost will be about £96.00 + VAT, obviously if we can
find more people interested in attending then the cost per
person will go down.

Thank you to everyone who has returned the memo sent to
them in the last couple of weeks. Following on from this very
positive response, we are now planning to arrange internal
courses over the coming months which will cover the
following topics:
Presentation Skills
Finance
Contracts
Management Skills
Seminars explaining the IPd programme will be held during
the early part of September. Further details of these and the
internal courses will follow in due course. Feedback from the
remaining few who have not replied is still very welcome and,
if necessary, a copy of the original memo can be obtained
from me Ext 271(Basingstoke)

International Symposium on 21st Century Education in
Civil & Structural Engineering at Tongji University
Shanghai

The crossing over a public road affords protection for both
road and rail traffic entering the complex via a single track rail
connection from the main network.

In May last Bob McKittrick attended this conference on
behalf of the Institution of Structural Engineers to present a
paper on Continuing Professional Development, along with
Richard Haryott from the Joint Board of Moderators who
dealt with the education of professional engineers and John
Whitwell from the Institution of Civil Engineers who spoke
on the subject of structured training. The following extract
has been taken from Bob McKittrick’s report, published this
month in the IStructE’s journal.

Scott Wilson Railways spearheaded the project from their
Crewe offices from start to finish being responsible for
development, design and project management including
planning supervision during the construction, testing and
commissioning phases.

Delegates (to the conference) came from several universities
in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Italy, Canada and the
USA. There were six Themes covering current education
systems; education plans for the 21st century; core curricula;
computer information and comnuinication techniques;
continuing
and
accreditation/registration
professional
professional development.
Bob McKittrick concluded that ‘the clear message from the
event was that there is an overwhelming desire by academics
in China to develop degree courses which will produce
engineering graduates with a much broader base of
To include the
knowledge and skills than at present.
environment, sustainability, management, business, ethics and
the social sciences.’
7.

Bob also comments that the amount of construction work
going on in Shanghai has to be seen to be believed and is sure
that China will provide major opportunities for the industry
and profession well into the 21st century

Scott Wilson Scotland’s Continued Success
from David Stephens [S]
Scott Wilson Scotland have been appointed by Highlands and
Islands Airports Limited (HIAL) to undertake the project
management, design and contract supervision of the £2,000,000
rehabilitation of Wick Airport. The commission was awarded to
Scott Wilson on the grounds of their quality submission (Fee Scale
D).
This success builds on the relationships developed with the client
during the current commission with HIAL for the £1,000,000
Runway 06/24 Pavement Rehabilitation works at Invemess Airport
(Fee Scale D).
Through negotiation HIAL have also rccently extended Scott
Wilson’s existing commission at Invemess to include the upgrade of
the Light Aircraft Maintenance Area (Fee Scale D).
The Director responsible for the airport commissions is Simon
Hindshaw with the role of Project Manager being undertaken by
David Stephens. Technical support is provided by Hamish Grant
from the Invemess Office.

Level Crossing
from Bob Allen [RI
A giant leap forward’ was how Shotton Paper Company plc
described the commissioning of their new automated level
crossing adjacent to their paper mill in Flintshire.

The project which included liaison with Local Authorities,
HM railway Inspectorate, EW&S and Public bodies also
included the provision of a new road crossing surface.
Services provided included provision of specifications, signal
sighting, wiring and crossing layout design, statutory
notifications and technical support,
The Automatic Open Crossing (AOCL) contains some novel
features with trains stopping in both directions to cater for the
unusual propelling train movements. In addition the track
circuits provided are of the high voltage diode type in order to
limit the provision of power supplies away from the crossing,
thus minimising the risk of failure from vandalism.
Although staff in the Crewe office has been involved in the
design of numerous level crossings for Railtrack this is the
first level crossing managed throughout for the private sector.

Major Projects Association (MPA)
from Peter Innes, [PPA]
Scott Wilson is a member of the MPA, a group which
includes a wide range of firms representing all aspects of
major project developments: Clients, Project Management,
Consultants, Contractors and Academic Institutions.
Meetings and seminars attract high level participation from all
sides and we aim to be represented whenever the subject is in
any way relevant to us.
Recent subjects have included: The Great Man Made River
Project, Risk Management, Project Evaluation and The
Heathrow Express, with site visits to Rolls Royce, Derby and
the Millennium Dome. Meeting reports are of a very high
standard and are placed in the Basingstoke Office Library.
They are available for loan to staff.
The MPA has a web site: http://w4vw.majorprojects.org
with access to the ‘Public Area’. Access is also possible to
the ‘Members Area’ using the User ID: swk and the
In this area members and their staff can
password: basing
seek and distribute advice/help/information from other
members.
.

I am currently responsible for managing the SW
Advance information is
representation at MPA events.
copied out to OU Chairmen so that they can make
nominations.

Kent International Airport
from Peter Innes [P PA]
Kent International Airport was perhaps better known as RAF
Manston, It has now been privatised into the ownership of
3

Wiggins Group Plc, being one of the first RAF airfields
actually to achieve the change.
Scott Wilson were appointed just over a fortnight ago to
prepare contract documents and supervise resurfacing of the
entire runway. With the handover from military to civil
operation the CA.A (as the licensing authority) were
particularly strict on quality especially the achievement of the
surface friction. Construction commenced a week after our
appointment. The resurfacing included a tack coat and
150,000sq.rn. of 20mm. thick friction course asphalt. This
was completed over a period of only 5 12 nights with
runway possessions from 6pm to 8am. The contractor,
Associated Asphalt, employed a 4m. wide paver travelling at
25m. per minute.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Tonia Balbuena who joined SP operating unit in Basingstoke
on 14/7/99 as a clerk typist

Welcome back to the Peterborough office, Elaine Overend
on return from maternity leave following the birth of her
daughter in March.

Independent Griptest measurements were carried out on
Saturday night, proving 100% successful. CAA inspection
and acceptance were completed on Monday 26 July. They
don’t seem to work weekends!
All credit is due to John Prosser, Niel Robinson, David
Rawson and all others involved for a remarkable job.
Fee scale D

LEAVERS

I

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Tim Cuell who leaves the Transportation Planning section in
the Basingstoke office wef 30 July.
Thank you
from Lynn Furnell [PPA]

Thank you to all my friends for the lovely fruit hamper and
the sherry and wine you obviously know my weakness! It
was nice knowing everyone was thinking of me.

Sports & Socials

-

MEASOR MASIUE
from Diana Clarke [JO]

I was very well looked after in the Hampshire Clinic and it
was in very pleasant surroundings.
I have now got 4/5 weeks to recuperate
reading and just relaxing. Sounds good!

-

sitting in the sun,

Once again thanks to everyone for the goodies. See you all
soon.
,

Congratulations!
To Paul and Rachel Godsmark who are now
the proud parents of Sian Elissa born 10 July
1999 weighing 6lbs 14.5 oz
-

Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
all received Long Service Awards recently.
Terry German 20 years service on 20 June 1999
Gary Cooper 10 years service on 4 July 1999
Tee Pemba 40 years service on 6 July 1999
Sean Meades 10 years service on 20 July 1999
Elaine Overend, 10 years service 11 July 99

Just a reminder for all those who would like to take part in the
Measor Mashie on 12th August to contact me in Network
House (x404) by the end of the week. I need a note of your
handicap plus payment of20 for the afternoon’s golf and
dinner afterwards, (Cheques should be made payable to Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd).

Good Little Runner
From Peter \Villett
The fuel efficient team of engineers from M&E and FM,
Peter Willett, Sean Holmes and Mick Mansel (retired
driver) achieved a creditable 1516 miles to the gallon at
(4th place in the
Silverstone Race Circuit last week.
individual class, 28th out of 120 overall)

This was achieved despite a lack of corporate interest in fuel
efficiency and I would like to thank my team members for
their support.

-

-

-

-

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
4

Secretary/Receptionist (2.1)
Abingdon
The Abingdon office are looking for a pro-active and highly
organised individual to perform general secretariallreception
duties, often to tight deadlines.

NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

Idea of the Week

Duties to include:Typing of submissions, reports, letters, memos etc etc
acting a central point of mformation for planning section
ensuring conformance with QA procedures and standards
diary management
travel arrangements
answering the telephone, distributing mail, faxes,
photocopying, binding, filing, archiving etc
greeting visitors
dealing with outgoing mail

There are no ideas this week but the Awards for June are
published in this issue
.

Saf9 o’r t’%e weeá:
Froni

ii

liroclnire o a car ,engd Iiriii in Tokyo

Applicants should be have good secretarial skills with
approximately 2 years experience in a similar role and should
be flexible and enthusiastic. A current driving licence would
be desirable,

“When a passenger of foot heave in sight, tootle the horn.
Trumpet him melodiously at first, but if he still obstacles your
passage then tootle him with vigour.”

Project Administrator 2.1
Basingstoke

Eds note:
Scottlight is indebted to Mike LeGouais for a series of such idiosvncraiic yet
source at
amusing absurdities he has somehow gotten hold of from an
Liuerpool.ac.

The JO section based in Network House, Basingstoke require
a Project Administrator to provide assistance to Project
Manager and team on:
Project financial management
Co-ordination of project team logistics
liaison with local in-country representatives and experts
setting up and managing project database
quality assurance procedures
document control including managing translation work
co-ordiniation of procurement activities
Candidates should have the following:
Minimum B.Tec Qualification
competent in Word & Excel
Administration experience
Proven team working abilities
Ability to use initiative and have a flexible approach to work
Desire to develop career and broaden experience

If you are interested in applying for either of the above
positions please contact Sally Mason in Basingstoke office on
ext 210

For Sale
Rover 820 Sli Fastback e/v, dl,
e!s/r, e/m, alarm, silver 10 months
mot, taxed Jan 2000, 94,000 miles,
very good runner. Haynes Manual
and original Rover books. Quick sale needed hence £2000
ono call Nick Blake Basingstoke ext 374 or mobile 07979
550179

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-rnailed or phoned through to Paula Marsh in Basingstoke
by5p.m.onMondays. Tel:01256461161 x285 Fax:01256335 001
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256 335 001

Date:

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTILIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Location:

Operating Unit

x
J/d1e’, of ithe Week
To Paula Marsh (Basingstoke)

DateS

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name

Location

Operating Unit

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distrthuted to all sw/fin the operating, associated and subsidia,y companies in the UK and
Europe. It is not Jar outside circulation.

*
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Add web site to recruitment advertisements
Peter Lynch [R] Issue 195
Advertise the group by printing our capability on the reverse of business cards
Daniel Keyes {S] Issue 196
Basingstoke Print room to offer full reprographic service
Nick Jeffries [RC] Issue 196
Video Conferencing facility for sharing group training initiatives
John Butterworth [RC] Issue 197
Incoming fax machines to be located on each floor of Scott House
Tim Cuell [PPA] Issue 197
E-mail copy letters internally
Marion Ffrench [SP] Issue 197

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd. Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for June 1999. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region.
£25 award,
nearly merited an award,

a commendation that very
a commendation
=

=

‘

=

through commendations and an award of
Accumulate
£25 can be claimed. (Please note that if you have accumulated
entitling you to an award of25, you are advised to
claim the award.)
Cheques to this month’s winner will be in the post!
Idea 1

Add web site to recruitment advertisements

-

j1u[]nle 1L999

Idea 3
service

-

Basingstoke Print room to offer full reprographic

Local to Basingstoke issue Nick as presented and seemingly
answered fully in Issue 197 by Peter Brundrit.
Video Conferencing facility for sharing group
Idea 4
training initiatives
-

Has been used in some parts of the group, though not for the
purpose suggested.
Idea 5 Incoming fax machines to be located on each floor
of Scott House
-

Not a problem throughout the group, though remains so at 110.
Other means of communication are making an impression on
the volume of faxes and this trend should continue.

This will be done Peter, Thank you.

Idea 6

Idea 2 Advertise the group by printing our capability on
the reverse of business cards

In general you are right Marion but before implementing such
procedures it is necessary to consider what our policy is going
to be. As yet this has not reached the top of the priority list.

-

Jim Forbes in his reply printed in Issue 196 shows this idea has
been thought of and used when appropriate. In general UK
staff have tended to keep the reverse of their business cards for
translations into languages useful for the countries they find
themselves working and marketing in from time to time.

-

E-mail copy letters internally

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the ‘ear.

p
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Week ending: 6 August 1999

Attention All Stall!
Credit Limit Assessment Procedure
from Angela Gardiner [CS]

Following the implementation of the Client Credit
Limit/Check procedure some time ago for all new clients, it
has been noticed that the procedure is not being adhered to.
Therefore, this note has been compiled to remind all existing
employees and to inform new employees of the procedure.
A credit limit/check approval for all new clients should be
requested well before any terms and conditions relating to
payment of invoices are negotiated and it is essential that no
work is undertaken before confirmation of terms is received
from the Chief Financial Accountant. This will avoid the
embarrassing situation where the client has been given 30/40
day payment terms but Dun & Bradstreet say payment with
order.
The limit/check is requested by completing a Credit
Assessment Form and forwarding it to myself either by fax of
internal post. The individual requesting the check will be
advised in writing the terms for payment to be indicated in the
contract with the client. This may include a request for bank
references, If this is the case, that it will be necessary to gain
these references before fmal terms are negotiated. The request
for any bank references will need to be actioned via myself.
Upon receipt of a satisfactory Bank Reference, a Credit Limit
will be advised, as above.

To Engineer (3.1)
LOOK Tai-loi
WAN Ka-leung
To Analyst Programmer (3.1)
Leo LEE Kim-on
Frederick CHIT] Ping-lim
To Junior CAD Draftsman (2.1)
Tony CHEUNG
Eric TANG Shung-ngai

Having carried out a review of salaries, and in view of the
inflationary economic environment and the prevailing market
conditions, other than for those promoted, and in special
cases, salaries are to remain at the current level.
In future the annual salary review date is to be moved to 1st
July each year to be in line with other companies within the
group.

New Office in Indonesia

Scott Wilson Asia-Pacific Ltd
Taman Kebon Jeruk Blok P1 No. 20
Jakarta Barat 11630
Indonesia
Contact: Andrew C Walker BEng MICE

It should be noted that if a client breaches the limit set, then
the client will be advised that work will have to cease unless
his account is brought up-to-date.

Tel: (62 21) 586 7136/7/8
Fax: (62 21) 586 7135
e-mail: ptii(i)cbn.net.id

A copy of the Credit Assessment Form is printed at the end of
this edition of ScottLight for your use.
Plymouth Office Closes for Total
Eclipse of the Sun
Promotions and Annual Salary Review, Hong Kong
from Martin Kwong [SWHK]

The Directors are pleased to announce the following
promotions with effect from 1st August 1999:
To Technical Director (4.3)
Joseph HO Chung-Leung

To Principal Environmental Scientist (4.1)
Simon WILD
To Senior Engineer (3.2)
Michael Cheung Chi-keung
Sion GITIFNS
WONG Ko-yin

On 11th August, Plymouth, along with
other parts of Cornwall and Devon, will
experience totality and all predictions
indicate that the area will grind to a halt
on that day.
In line with official advice, we will be closing the office. All
staff have been given the option of coming in or taking leave
and all have elected to take leave on that day.
An answerphone has been installed which will give several
telephone numbers which can be called in an emergency
however please try to avoid 11 11 .3Oam! Key clients have
also been given these numbers.
Normal service will be resumed on 12th August.
-

-

DFID Knowledge and Research Proposals
from Hamish Goldie-Scot [JO]

Wardens also check at regular intervals, the siting of
extinguishers, the current maintenance of them and that they
are not propping open fire doors, that fire doors are not
blocked and all the other pro-active preventative fire
measures.

As advertised in the NCE, proposals have been invited for
research projects in the fields of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Resources, Water Supply and Sanitation;
Energy;
Geoscience;
Urbanisation;
Transport;
Information and Communication Technologies.

The deadline for all (e-mailed) submissions is 17th
September. If you are already preparing to respond, or would
like a copy of the advertisement, please e-mail Lesley
McDougall, who will be keeping a central record of what
proposals, if any, are being prepared. Past experience
suggests that the bulk of these assignments go to established
research organisations, though some of these will be keen to
associate with Scott Wilson to give a project focus to what
could otherwise be an overly academic approach.

Public Utilities/Services Authorities data
from Andre Gilleard [RC]

The contact details for Public Utilities/Service Authorities
throughout the UK are now available as a read only file on the
T: drive, stored under ‘\services\services.doc’

Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[JO]

A flirther £21.60 was made from a recycling run on Saturday
24th July. Thanlcs to everyone who is still saving it for me.

Fire Drill at Scott House
from Mike Sales [CS]

A fire drill was carried out at Scott House, Basingstoke, on
Wednesday morning, 28th July. The building was evacuated
by the 250 staff and visitors in 2 minutes 55 seconds. This
time has only been bettered on one previous occasion, in 1992
by 10 seconds, with fewer people resident.
The role of the Fire Wardens and deputies has also varied with
the passage of time. No longer are personnel seeking
investigations carried out. The fire alarm is an instruction to
evacuate the building which equally applies to Fire Wardens.
Do not sit at your desk waiting for a Fire Warden to tell you to
vacate do it!
-

Fire Wardens’ duties do not nowadays involve, as mentioned,
checking loos, meeting rooms, Directors’ suites etc. for
stragglers. They now lead by example and maintain an
orderly and quiet exodus.

Thank you
from Lyn Furnell [PPA]

Thank you to all my friends. I was thrilled to receive the
bouquet of flowers delivered to me on Friday. They look
lovely.
I am progressing well but looking forward to being able to do
a little more next week. One good thing I am gaining a tan
equal to being in the South of France and cheaper!
-

-

Thank you once again for the lovely flowers. Best wishes to
you all.

What’s GothK On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

Conservation inVietnarn
from Andy McNab [PPA]

Ba Be National Park and the adjacent N Hang Nature Reserve
are situated in northern Vietnam, about six or seven hours
drive from Hanoi. This is a beautiful landscape with lakes,
limestone mountains, virgin forest and a rich wildlife
including a rare monkey found nowhere else. There is also a
growing population of minority peoples and some amazingly
attractive villages. However, the pressure of population is
making the conservation of the area a difficult task as villagers
seek a livelihood from the forests and the wildlife.
Scott Wilson Asia-Pacific Ltd has been appointed as the lead
consultant for a five year study designed to improve rural
livelihoods, to promote new forms of development including
eco-tourism, and to improve the conservation of the area.
Working with the Environment and Development Group from
Oxford and FRR Ltd from Bristol, our team comprises 6
expatriates and up to 12 Vietnamese.
Our immediate clients are the United Nations Office for
Project Services (UNOPS) in Kuala Lumpur who are
contracted to UNDP. The project is funded by the Global
Environment Fund (GEF).
This is an important new project for our Hanoi Office,
underlining our presence in this emerging and exciting
market. It is also an important project for Scott Wilson AsiaPacific Ltd, demonstrating our ability to win large
environmental projects in the region.

Simon Davies was in Hanoi to inaugurate the project in early
July and to dispatch the first two expatriates on their tortuous
Scott Wilson backpackers will be
journey northwards.
Fee Scale B
assured of a warm welcome in Ba Be!

Matlock Office Grows
from John Trinick [C]
Matlock office continues to grow to over 90 staff through
expansion of the Area 14 activities, work on A 19 DBFO
(Teesside) and for new clients.
Street Lighting Section has had its first major contract for
lightmg on Ml between Junctions 25-26 (0.8m) and an
experienced designer, Stan Hall, has joined the team of Nick
Smith and Kevin Wilkinson to continue working on Area 14
and meet the demand from other offices and external clients.
Bridges Section has been awarded a commission from Cork
CC for the NRA of Ireland for a Pilot Study on Bridge
Inspection which will form the basis of a Bridge Management
System for Ireland (Tom Dean and Sean Meades will also be
investigating the source of the Murphy’s). Dennis Whittaker
will be joining the team from site to assist Tom in managing a
team of 15.
Design Section under the watchful eye of Liz Sheerin is now
over 20 strong and has a very frill workload on current and
future designs for HA including more major maintenance
schemes on Ml, and design for A 19 DBFO, East Midlands
Airport and developers.
Traffic Section has grown to 12 staff employed on temporary
traffic management design, major traffic calming projects
involving public consultation exhibitions, and over 70 Local
Network Management Schemes.
Construction Maintenance and Administration Sections have
also taken their share of extra work and staff.
,

Finally, we had a very good report from I-IA on our Area 14
work after our first year, with a number of activities graded as
excellent. A first class team effort!

es
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Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Project Manager (3.1) Basingstoke
-

The Project Management section in Network House,
Basingstoke, require a highly motivated Project Manager to
replace an existing member of the team who is leaving at the
end of August.
The role will involve being the Project Manager responsible
for a variety of projects, principally (but not exclusively)
involving buildings.
Applicants should be highly proactive, with good experience
of managing projects. A current driving licence is essential
and good computer skills (Word, Excel, MSProject) are also
necessary
If you are interested in the above position, please contact
Diane Goddard on ext 209 or for fm-ther information, contact
Bob Ballard (ext 420) or Kim Candler (ext4l9).

For Sale & Wanted
Car Share If you live in Winchester and are interested in
saving some cash, perhaps you would be interested in pooling
resources and joining a car share. If you are, please contact
Mel Smith (Basingstoke, RC) on x374 to make arrangements.
-

Tropical Fish Tank 300W x 750L x 350F1 with all pumps,
temperature control, and other accoutrements but no fish.
FREE to a good home. Apply to Kim Candler in Basingstoke
x4 19.
-

Whatc on your
Mtha’?

A warm welcome to:
Simon Middleton who joined SWPIE on 12/07/99 as a
Graduate Engineer.
Eric Draper who joined SWPE on 0208/99 as a Technical
Assistant.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Sarah de iIowbrav who leaves the Basingstoke office on
Friday 6th August.

QA Forms and the Intranet
from Peter George [RC]
Whilst it is very convenient to have a number of the QA forms
on the network, could whoever is responsible for doing this
please make every effort to ensure that the forms are complete
and error-free. Form Q22 has revision marks and struckout
text on the hack page, whilst on tbrm Q29 the field for the
project name remains blank regardless of what text you try to
type in. The form also has a number of revision marks. Since
the QA forms are password protected it is not possible for
individuals to correct these errors. I have not checked all the
other forms but perhaps it would be useful for someone to do
so.

3

On a similar note, the QA section on the intranet could be
improved considerably by making the forms available for use
directly. At the moment, if you select a form you are
presented with a nice picture of it which you cannot actually
use unless you print it out and then fill it in by hand. It would
be far more useful if when you click on a form, it opens up
the appropriate template in either Word or Excel. As I recall,
this function is available on the SWK Hong Kong intranet
and, if my memory serves, it also has a form name/number
search function.
Could I suggest that the intranet
administrators in the UK and Hong Kong engage in a little
inter-office dialogue to share ideas?

Idea of the Week

India
Nepal
Philippines
Australia
Belgium
Uganda
Zimbabwe
Malaysia

One.Tel
34p
4lp
p
9
i
5p
5p
9p
2
28p
1 ‘p

BT
119.85p

lO8.lp

.lp
8
lO
49.Op
131.19
l3l.l9p
76.99p

I tried to fmd out BT’s business rates for both national and
international calls but they refused to give them to me over the
phone. However, unless these are considerably lower than
their residential rates, major savings in our phone bills are
clearly possible, if only for international calls. I would
therefore suggest that Scott Wilson consider using a service
such as One.Tel.

from Alan Gibbs [SP]
I would like to suggest that we incorporate colour
photographs on the front page of our CVs. Now that our
offices are all equipped with colour laser printers the old
problem of professional quality reproduction should not
trouble us.
In a spare hour I scanned in a passport photograph and placed
it in the area between the tram lines of my CV, on the righthand side opposite present appointment, etc. Now people
who have met me will know that I’m no film star, but to my
mind the effect was to invigorate what previously was visually
a very dull page. Suddenly there is a real person engaging the
reader. We are selling our people, and a CV that catches the
eye in the way our project description sheets do should serve
us well.
I would not under-estimate the effort required to assemble a
library of photographs, and keep them up-to-date. I imagine
also that revision to the CV template would be needed to
ensure uniformity of size, style and positioning. There might
also be difficulties of variation between photographs of
colour, contrast and who knows what else.
But in spite of the difficulties, I do think that now would be a
good time to re-consider whether photographs on CVs would
be worthwhile.

National and International Telephone Calls
from Chris Tolley [10]

There are now a number of companies that offer cheap
national and international telephone calls to both residential
and business customers. The one that I use at home is called
One.Tel and they offer a flat UK national call rate of 2.5p a
minute (including VAT), 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This
compares to BT’s residential daytime rates (including VAT)
of 4.Op local: 8.Op regional; and SOp national.
In addition One.Tel’s international call rates also offer
significant savings over BT’s rates. The following table
compares One.Tel’s call rates per minute (including VAT) to
BT’s residential daytime rates for some of the countries in
which Scott Wilson are working.

2ooeeeá:
Contributed by Mike Le Gouais [RC]

Quotes taken from actual work performance evaluations
(NOT taken from the recent Pathways Reviews).
“Since my last report, this employee has reached rock bottom
and shows signs of starting to dig.”
“His men would follow him anywhere, but only out of morbid
curiosity.”
“This associate is really not so much of a has-been, but more
of a definitely won’t be.”
“Works well when under constant supervision and cornered
like a rat in a trap.”
“When she opens her mouth, it seems that this is only to
change whichever foot was previously in there.”
“He would be out of depth in a parking lot puddle.”
“This young lady has delusions of adequacy.”
“He sets low personal standards and then consistently fails to
achieve them.”

From Chris White
This edition of ScottLight has been pivduced by Anna Liddell
who is standing in until Angela Lou’le returns. Fortunate/v I
am going on leave and f all goes well Anna will be going
back to university to finish her degree and Angela will be
passedfit and ,eath’ to return to the fold.
Anna has volunteered to do Scottlight whilst I am on leave so
please be kind keep your articles ideas and news coming in
prefi’rahly by e-mail it (toes make lfe easier.

4

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-niailed or phoned through to Paula Marsh in Basingstoke
by5p.m.onMondays. Tel:01256461161 x285 Fax:01256335001
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com

Date

Aigela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256 335 001
FOR TNCLUSION IN SCOITLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Operating Unit:

Location

1/clea of the Week
Date

To Paula Marsh (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name

Location

Operating Unit

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.

CREDIT ASSESSMENT FORM
To: The Financial Accountant Basingstoke
-

Please obtain a Credit Reference Report on the undemoted potential client. Details are as follows:
Client Name
Client Registered Address
(if diff from Client Address)

Client Address

Client Co. Registration No.
This is a new/existing client.

*

Expected contract/fee sum
Expected contract duration
Billing frequency

Print Name:

Contract is to be Scott Wilson standard 28 days credit *
Contract is to be non-standard; expected payment terms are :

*

Contract is “back-to-back”, the prime client is
Name
:
Address
:

Special considerations (e.g. Advance Payment offered)

TheJobNois:

I

The Job Title is

Print Name

Signed
(Project Manager)

Date of request

*

Delete as appropriate

Sc(OrrT
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Attention All Staff!
The Directors of Scott Wilson
(Hong Kong) Ltd are pleased to
announce the promotion of Joseph
Ho to Technical Director.
Joseph has 26 years experience in
the design and supervision of a
siructures,
of
wide
range
particularly buildings. He has a
professional
of
number
qualifications including MICE,
Joseph Ho
MlStructE, MHKIE and is a
Technical Director
Registered Structural Engineer in
terms of the Hong Kong Buildings Ordinance. He has been
responsible for a number of high rise building projects in
Hong Kong including residential and commercial projects.
He was Project Manager for the design and construction of the
Cathay Pacific Headquarters at Chek Lap Kok and also
involved in the design and construction of the underground
extension to the KCRC Kowloon Tong Station concourse.
He is currently looking after the Thomson RoadJFlerning
Road CommerciallOffice Development in Wanchai, the
Forensic Investigation of Deep Foundations in Tung Chung
and a number of structural designs and investigations.
In his spare time, Joseph loves the outdoors and likes
camping, going to the beach with a good book and enjoys the
occasional game of tennis in between his involvement with his
local church activities.

technicians. After two years they are starting to make a name
for themselves, particularly in the house building sector.
With the broad range of Planning, Architecture,
Environmental and Engineering skills available, he believes
that they can provide major advantages to Commercial and
Residential Developers on large complicated schemes.
Outside of work he is very keen on sport. He has played club
rugby and has also run in sprint races on the professional
Highland Games circuit. He now plays golf and had the good
fortune to design and supervise the construction of 9 new
holes on his local course. However, intimate knowledge of
the course has not assisted his scores.
He is married to Debbie and they have two children, Jamie (6)
and Danielle (5).

Kosova
from Peter Frankham [PPA]
A brief note to let staff know that we have been keeping an
eye on possibilities for SW in Kosova following the peace
efforts. Bob McKittrick has attended UK Government Task
Force Meetings and I have kept track of events in the
European Commission, who are co-ordinating reconstruction
efforts with World Bank.

He is married to Anne, and they have three children, all boys,
ranging from 7 to 20 years old.

Our belief at the present time is that the majority of early
reconstruction work will be restoration of housing and
essential utilities followed by measures to stimulate
agriculture, commerce and new markets. Damage to transport
infrastructure appears to have been exaggerated. We do not
foresee substantial possibilities for SW at the moment.

After graduating in 1984, Sandy
Burrell worked for Fairclough
(Scotland) Limited before moving to
Basingstoke to work for a Housing
Developer. Shortly after, he joined a
local Consulting Engineering practice
and rose to the level of Principal
the
Development
in
Engineer
Infrastructure Section.

More large scale infrastructure renovation will be required in
Serbia, but the political situation is not viable for aid from the
EC or World bank at this time. Meanwhile we are tendering
for an EC project to provide Technical Support to the
Infrastructure Project Management Unit in Albania, a two
year task to support the transport and water sectors. We see
this as a good way to reinforce our presence in the area, ever
hopeful of further involvement.

c

-i

He joined Scott Wilson in 1997 and
quickly realised the potential for the
firm to expand into the local developer
led market for which they had very
Actively encouraged by Jerome
stage.
that
little work at
Munro-Lafon and assisted by Gareth Jones and John Orchard,
they quickly established a team of experienced graduates and
Sandy Burrell
Associate
Basingstoke [PPA)
-

Software
from Bob McKittrick [HMB]

PC’s are being audited on a regular basis to ensure that Non
Year 2000 Compliant software and unlicensed software is not
being used. Any software detected that is either Non Year

2000 Compliant of unlicensed will be removed (this will
include screensavers and wallpapers).
Installation of
unauthorised software could lead to disciplinary action being
taken against offenders.

Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

Please also note that data brought into the company from any
external source also needs to be Year 2000 Compliant as old
versions of software may save in non Y2K Compliant format.

Investigation, Design and Construction of Landslip
Preventive Works on Government Slopes
from ML Chalmers [SWHK]

Old Canon Colour Copier Key Cards (Marketing
Department)
from Tim Blow [CS]

Could anyone/department that was originally issued with a
key card for the old Canon Colour Copier please return them
to the marketing department as soon as possible please. We
now have a new faster and updated copier and the old key
cards are no longer valid. The old copier has been transferred
to the Chesterfield office and they require the cards there.

Scott Wilson Website Update
from Tim Blow [CS]

The new redesigned website is now up and running.
Although some changes and additions are still to be
implemented the majority of pages are now viewable.
Visit the site at: wwwscott-wilson.com
Any changes, comments or additions can be sent directly to
marketing from the feedback page at the end of the site.

Project Description Sheets Via the Intranet
from Tim Blow [CS]

Within the next week or so all Project Description Sheets will
be available in Adobe PDF format over the intranet to be
printed off by anyone with a colour printer. They can still be
ordered via Denise Smith in Marketing in the usual way, but
hopefully this should reduce the amount of printing we do in
marketing at present. It will also help with timescales should
people require these sheets urgently.

GPS Capability
from Paul Lacey [GIS]

Could anyone interested in using a Global Positioning System
contact the GIS department. We are currently considering
purchasing a Trimble GPS with the view to hiring it out to
other departments.

Whatc Going On?
-

The Directors are pleased to announce that Scott Wilson
(Hong Kong) Ltd has been appointed by the Geotechnical
Engineering Office of the Civil Engineering Department to
conduct the investigation
design and construction
supervision relating to Landslip Preventive Works on 60
Government-owned slopes in the Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing
area.
,

As part of Government’s long-term strategy for upgrading
slopes and retaining walls, the GEO have now extended their
original 5-year LPM programme for a further 10 years. One
of the aims of this 10-year extended LPM Project is to
complete upgrading works to a further 2500 sub-standard
Government slopes.
The agreement is the first of a new breed of LPM
consultancies within this 10-year extended LPM Project
taking an area-based approach to the selection, study and
upgrading of slopes. This creates the potential for a long-term
partnering relationship between ourselves and GEO within the
Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing area.
The assignment will commence with initial ranking of about
500 slopes throughout the study area and selection of the
highest priority slopes for upgrading. Following ground
investigation and design, implementation of upgrading works
will be in two separate construction contracts. The design
stage will consist of detailed site inspections and desk study to
determine the condition of the slopes and this will lead on to
the development of options and cost estimates for upgrading
works, ground investigation, stability assessment and design.
Preparation of contract documents, tendering of the works and
construction supervision will then follow.
Other important components of the agreement will be the
design of temporary traffic measures and TIAs, the production
of environmental project profiles and ELks, value
management workshops, project monitoring and co
ordination, the creation of a Geographical Information System
and also innovative bio-engineering initiatives for upgrading
slopes in an environmentally-friendly manner.
The important commission will draw on expertise from all of
the Hong Kong Business Units, together will support on the
geotechnical side from China and Malaysia.

The machine we are looking at has sub-metre accuracy,
accurate height reading, and auto-correction. We are already
aware of several projects requiring its use. It would be
available almost immediately but we need to put together a
business justification before we go ahead and buy it.

Bob Hunt is the Project Director and Mark Thorn is the
Project manager. Soh Tan-hua will manage the TIAs and
design of traffic measures, environmental input will be lead
by Y T Wong and project monitoring and co-ordination will
be under Peter Wilson.

If anyone has any further questions about the machine or how
it might be of use to them we would be happy to demonstrate
its potential. If you are interested contact Paul Lacey on x369.

The agreement started on 23 July 1999 and construction will
be complete in 2003.

Airport Authority Hong Kong
Geotechnical Consultancy Services
from Michael Hendy [SWHK]

b

Moves
STARTERS

Scott Wilson have recently been appointed for a 2 year term
consultancy to review the settlement performance of the new
Airport at Chek Lap Kok. This is the third project to be
awarded to us by the Airport Authority recently (preferred
consultant) and keeps us at the forefront of reclamation design
The results of the assessments will
in Hong Kong.
complement the platform-wide settlement predictions we
carried out several years ago during the construction phase
and will also further enhance our technical edge on the
performance of major reclamation’s. The project will include
assessing the long term settlement based on the extensive
monitoring data and advising the Authority with regard to
their maintenance requirements, particularly for the airport
runways. This project provides an exciting opportunity to
assist our Client with developing an important management
tool for use well into the next millennium. The Project
Director is Bob Hunt and the Project Manager is Michael
Hendy.
Fee Scale C.
Scotland’s Native Trees and Shrubs
from Nigel Hackett {RC]

A warm welcome to:Neil Brant who joined the Basingstoke office as Senior
Transport Planner on 9th August 1999.
TRANSFERS

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Nick Jeffries who is leaving the l3asingstoke office Water
section on Friday 13th August.
Andy Abrahanas who is leaving the Health and Safety
section at Chesterfield on Friday 13th August.

Vacancies

SWRC Edinburgh has been appointed by the Scottish
Executive Development Department (Transport and Planning
Group) to prepare a publication on the selection, procurement
and use of Scotland’s native trees and shrubs with particular
reference to road and other transport mode situations (Fee
Scale D). The project requires a range of skills which are
being provided by the Scott Wilson Resource Consultants
Edinburgh office. These include landscape, ecology, editorial
and high quality photography expertise. We will also be
involving a graphic design sub-consultant to ensure that the
document is published to the highest graphic standards so
look out for this in your bookshops in the not too distant
future (likely to be available from The Stationery Office
probably about the middle of next year).

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Senior Systems Pavement Engineer
Operating Unit

3.1/3.2 in 10

The 10 division based in network House, Basingstoke are
looking for a Senior Systems Pavement Engineer to carry out
the following:
•

-

To assist with the publication, Nigel Hackett from SWRC
Edinburgh would be particularly interested to receive
photographs (colour transparencies preferable) or appropriate
illustrations relevant to the publication of Scott Wilson
projects especially in Scotland but also throughout the UK.
All illustrations will be given a credit. Please phone 0131 225
8655 if you wish to discuss potential illustrations.

-

•
•
•
•

to work with project teams on highway maintenance
projects
to work on the design and specification of road
maintenance management systems (RMS) and software
to develop RMS programmes and programme interface
software
to assist with computing requirements and IT
developments in the office
to work in UK and Overseas

Candidates should have a relevant degree with experience of
Highway engineering and maintenance systems. They would
also need to be competent in application and programming of
MS Access and VB6 and must be mobile and prepared to
travel overseas.

Congratulations!
Structural Engineer and Cad Technician
Births
To Andrew and Julia Aikman on the birth of Kirstin on 3
August 1999. Everyone in the Edinburgh office sends their
best wishes.

Due to expansion, we need a Structural Engineer and Cad
Technician to join the existing Structures team based in
Chesterfield. Both will need 5 years experience of building
structures in reinforced concrete, steelwork and masonry
materials for commercial public and private sector projects.
The technician must be full conversant with Autocad 14 and
preferably CADS RC. Anyone interested should contact
Mary Rook at Chesterfield.
3

Electrical Clerk of Works

Electrical Clerk of Works needed to join the Area 14 team at
Matlock, initially on a temporary basis, to undertake ordering,
supervision and testing of routine and schemed lighting
maintenance and improvement work on the Motorway and
Trunk road network in and around Derbyshire.
Candidates will need an appropriate electrical qualification, be
computer literate, physically fit and with a fill driving licence.
Anyone interested should contact Mary Rook at Chesterfield.

Whatc on your
MthcL

.1

The Eclipse
from Mick Mansell

I do not see why Plymouth office needed to shut on the 11th
August just because of the eclipse. We in Basingstoke work
in the dark most of the time.

If you are interested in any of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

2€ofriewee4:

For Sale & Wanted
Car for Sale:
Ford Escort 1.3, 5 Door, metallic light blue.
1992 J reg, 68,000 miles. Full service history, 10 months
£1,700 ono. Contact Sarah
MOT, excellent condition
Bradley at Chesterfield x 202.
-

Contributed by Mike Le Gouais [RC]

Some more quotes from actual work performance evaluations
(NOT from the recent Pathways Reviews)
“I would not allow this employee to breed”
“This employee should go far and the sooner he starts, the
better.”
-

NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

“This employee is depriving a village somewhere of an idiot.”

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Paula Marsh in Basingstoke
by5p.m.onMondays. Tel: 01256461161 x285 Fax:01256335 001
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
To:

Date

Paula Marsh (Basingstoke)

Fax No: 01256 335 001
FOR INCLUSION fN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

From

Location:

Operating Unit

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiaty companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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AL!! Staff!
Tower Crazy Lateral Thinking
from Alastair Pitcher [RC]

Scott Wilson Ethiopia New Telephone/Fax Numbers

-

-

Please note as from 1st September 1999 the Addis Ababa
design office will be closed and all contact will be via the
following:
DANACONSULT FAX: 0025 1-1-532037
HIRNA-KULUBI PROJECT OFFICE TEL: 0025 1-1-183343
MOBILE TELEPHONE: 0025 1-1-203275

Air Tickets for Extended Visits
from Alan Morton [CS]

SWKCL staff who are to travel overseas on Extended Visits
(periods of one to three months duration) should no longer
organise their air tickets, and any visa required, via Amanda
Hutson in the Personnel Department at Basingstoke. Instead
they should use the same person that they use to organise air
tickets for Short Visits (periods under one month).
Amanda will continue to issue relevant staff with ‘Contract
Letter’ for Extended Visits.

Holiday e-mails
from Stephen Leach [CS]

At this time of year you may be going on holiday. If you
want someone else to check your e-mail while you are away,
you need to leave them your network username and password
as well as your e-mail usernarne and password. They will
then be able to connect to the network as you and collect your
e-mails.

On Monday lunchtime this week, 20 Graduates came together
to develop their team building skills. Teams of 5 undertook to
build a tower, out of different shaped colour blocks. In
technical terms ‘baby blocks.
Collectively they were told to build a tower in 15 mins, but
were not able to talk, write or draw. Added to this, each team
member was given a requirement of the tower, which they had
to portray to their compatriots.
Frustration was the initial reaction. The restriction of no
talking was a totally unfamiliar concept, but lateral miiids
started to splutter into action and towers started to rise.
It was interesting to note that the finished towers were
completely devoid of any aesthetic qualities. Is the criticism
true that civil engineers will design to the basic requirements
any additions are surplus to requirements?’???
-

All the graduates not only enjoyed their lunch hour, but
In
recognised the importance of good communication.
addition, it was an ideal opportunity for three new graduates
to get to know others in the office.
If anyone else would like to take up the challenge, then
contact Alastair on x240, but hurry, the blocks are oniy
around for another week.

Whatc Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,909,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D: £6,000 £50,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

Please note that if you don’t follow this procedure then your
e-mails will not be checked, since Computing Services will
not open or re-direct your e-mails (without your express
permission) for fear of breaching the Data Protection Act.

-

Three New Contracts in East Africa
from Lesley McDougall

As part of its ongoing workload in East Africa, Scott Wilson
(the 10 DBU) signed three new contracts during July:

EU China Public Procurement
from Richard Levett [10]
-

-

-

We have 9 Chinese Experts visiting the UK to study European
Procurement Procedures from 2nd September, to be followed
by a visit to Germany (Berlin and Bonn) from 16th 22nd
September. Do we have anyone fluent in the German
language available to accompany them on the visit to
Germany? It is a funded visit. If you are interested, please
call Debra Power to discuss.
-

In Ethiopia

Supervision of the World Bank funded Hirna to Kulubi
Road, which forms part of the trunk road network linking
Addis Ababa to both the strategically important Red Sea part
of Djibouti and to Somalia.
The works contract consists of upgrading 91 km of existing
road to full 2-lane asphalt concrete standards, at an estimated
cost of £12 million. The construction period is expected to be

30 months, and supervision will extend intermittently by a
further 12 months to cover the Defects Liability Period.
Supervision will be undertaken in association with Dana
Consult, Scott Wilson’s local partner and sub-consultant on
the ongoing Woldiya to Zalambessa road design review and
Harare to Jijiga design projects, the success of which had a
major part to play in this award.

Following African Development Bank funds being available
for implementation, Scott Wilson has been directly appointed
to update the original study and to design 250 km of highest
priority links.
Work will be carried out in association with Associated
Consulting Engineers, who were also involved in the original
study, and is expected to span a 5-month period.

Scott Wilson will provide two members of the permanent
team; Nigel Curtin (Resident Engineer) and Altaf Qreshi
(Senior Materials Engineer) who worked together in similar
capacities in Uganda, on the Mityana to Fort Portal road
rehabilitation in 1993/94. The remaining five engineering
posts will be filled by Dana Consult personnel.

Bob Draycott is the Team Leader and will be assisted by Clive
Daniels (Economist), David Jordan (Pavement Engineer) and
Ruth Golombok (Environmentalist), all of whom have an
involvement in the ongoing Kati.inguru to Fort Portal road
study review and design project. In addition, Peter Chaudhry
will handle the sociological elements of the project.

Visiting specialist input will be provided by Bob Weekes
(Claim Expert), Mike Thomas (Highway Engineer) and
Daniel Afework (Geotechnical Engineer) all of whom made
substantial contribution at the proposal stage.

Support to this team will be provided by eight experienced
Ugandan professional staff including Andrew Kasekende,
who is on secondment to Scott Wilson from Associated
Consulting Engineers for an initial period of 12 months.

[Fee Scale B]

[Fee Scale C]

In Uganda

Congratzrlation!

As part of the World Bank funded Transport Rehabilitation
Project, supervision of the upgrading of the 65 km Mbarara
to Ibanda Road to bitumen standards in the south west of
Uganda.
Because of poor performance, and despite the Works Contract
being approximately 80% complete, in June the Ministry of
Works Housing and Communications took the locally
unprecedented step of deciding to remove the supervising
consultants. The Ministry approached Scott Wilson directly
for immediate assistance to complete supervision and to see
the contract through to Final Account.
A team comprising of Bob Weekes (Contract Specialist), Phil
Grant (Resident Engineer) and two experienced Ugandan
Engineers, from Associated Consulting Engineers, was
assembled within 7 days and put on 48-hour standby.
However due to the time taken to formalise an agreement,
actual mobilisation of the team was delayed by two weeks.
It is gratifying that, in an internationally competitive market,
Scott Wilson was considered as the finn best able to sort out
potentially the worst contractual situation the Ministry have
experienced, at least for a number of years. This is a tribute to
the many Scott Wilson staff who have “spent time” in Uganda
over the past 12 years, and to the success of the firm’s long
standing association with its Uganda partners, Associated
Consulting Engineers.

Births
Congratulations to Phil and Jackie Dawson on the birth of
their third child, Samuel Philip, on 11th August weighing in at
8 lbs 13 oz. He will no doubt be mothered by his two big
sisters Charlotte and Victoria.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Paul Adu who joined the Basingstoke Airports section as
Airport Engineer on 16th August.
Ian Coates who joined the Basingstoke Structures section as a
Graduate Engineer on 16th August.

Sports & Socials
Measor Mashie
from Richard Cooper [10]

[Fee Scale C]
En Uganda
The Central Uganda Classified Road Study (undertaken by
Scott Wilson in 1995) assessed the economic and engineering
viability of maintaining and/or rehabilitating a network of 850
km of gravel and 75 km of surfaced road, in a particularly
agriculturally rich part of Uganda, and recommended a 3-year
It also included establishing a national
programme.
computerised maintenance management system.

This years Measor Mashie was held at Basrngstoke GC soon
after the eclipse fever had died down. There was a field of 29,
but noticeably no representation from SW Railways. The
results were;
Mashie Winner Cohn Holmes (40 points)
2nd Peter Frankham (39)
3rd Andrew Blacker (35)
Best Gross Sandy Burrell
Booby Prize Alistair Pitcher
-

-

-

-

-

2

Hidden nine- Tim Blow
Longest drive Phil King
Nearest the pin Steve Kimmett
Putting Piers Currie
-

be prepared to use own initiative once familiar with
established procedures.

-

-

The prizes were presented by Bob McGowan, who has yet to
figure in the Mashie prizes and is considering an application
to the Royal and Ancient for a handicap revision. He did
however succeed in extracting a wager from the writer.
The Pontifact putter was again won in Hong Kong, this time
by Peter Chan with 44 points. Scotland’s best was Danny
McBeth with 36, played in 60 mph wind and driving rain.

If you are interested in the above position, please contact Sally
Mason on ext 210.

For Sale & Wanted
Accommodation Wanted: Craig Wark will
shortly be joining the Airport Planning group
(mid to late September) and is looking for a
place to live with his wife for early September.
They are looking for a two-bedroom flat with
space for a vehicle in the Basingstoke area. The
property should be on a bus or train route and available for
early September. They are both non-smokers, without a pet
and are not into loud music.
I

J

For the record, SW Basingstoke drew their annual match with
Mott Ewkank Preece at Puttenham GC on 4th August.

Great Scottish Run
from Grant Scholes

This Sunday sees the Glasgow Half
Marathon taking over the streets of the
city. Spurred on by Darren Kimberley’s
success in the London Marathon, Derek
Ogilvie, Barry Lemon and Craig Symon
(the only three of the five initial entrants
from Structures not affected by injury or
family commitments) will be running to
raise money for the Imperial Cancer Research Fund. The
nearest estimate for their total time, along with sponsorship,
wins a donated bottle of wine.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Secretary/Admin Assistant (2.1)
Basingstoke

Secretarial/Administrative support is need within the 10
Operating Unit based at Network House, Basingstoke.

If you are offering, or aware of, any accommodation that may
be suitable please contact Craig on:
Home : 01509 550 355
e-mail: W.C.Wark-98@student.lboro.ac.uk
Accommodation Basingstoke
We have been notified of a 4
bed detached house, available
immediately, in the old Hatch
Suitable for
Warren area.
share
arrangement.
house
Further details available from Personnel. Please contact Sally
Mason or Lisa Litchfield if you are interested.
-

Car for Sale: Proton 1.5 GLS
Full service history, sunroof, full
MOT, light blue. One owner.
£1,700.

Contact Diana on Basingstoke x404
The successful candidate would be working as part of a team,
providing support to the Section Secretary. Main duties to
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

word processing
photocopying and binding documents
ordering and maintaining stocks of stationery
opening and distributing post
processing of courier packages
sending/receiving/distributing faxes

NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on off’r!

\J.

Ieao telVee

J..

Other duties to be carried out when required:
•
•
•

answering telephones, receiving visitors
data entry
travel (flights, hotels, taxi bookings)

Candidates must have excellent Word for Windows skills, be
accurate, methodical and conscientious. Be able to work well
as part of a team, seeking advice when necessary but should

from Lisa Litchfield
As we seem to be in the age of the computer how about
making Microsoft Scheduler available to staff in the
Basingstoke office to book Conference Rooms and possibly
Director’s offices.

3

from Peter Ansell
I understand that Railways are changing there QA assessor to
BSI, presumably to provide increased ‘seamlessness’ both
internally and externally. Can I suggest, therefore, that we
also consider moving to a common job numbering system
with Railways (and perhaps Scotland and Pavement
Engineering?) so that all staff can use the same job numbers
on their timesheets. I realise that there is a need for separate
accounting, but presumably CONQUEST could take care of
that, either through the sub-number or staff number. I
believer that such a system would improve not only fmancial
efficiency (because the inter-company ‘billing’ could be done
automatically by CONQUEST’?) but also staff utilisation,
because of the reduced need to set up and administer new job
numbers for what can be relatively small inputs to internal
‘client’.

from Andrew Piechowiak [RC]

The placing of the QA manual on the Intranet was intended to
centralise this document for the purpose of being able to
quickly search through the various sections and for the
document to be read on-line, similar to many other documents
currently on the Intranet. MS Office (Word for instance) uses
the templates by opening a copy of a template file from the
local server that the user is logged in to. If as suggested, the
QA forms were accessible directly from the Intranet most
users in the UK, except those in I3asingstoke, would need to
access them by connecting to Basingstoke every time a
template was required. Templates would be very slow to fill
in, especially if several users were trying to access the same
template. Therefore, by far the most efficient method of
access is by keeping copies of these templates on local
servers.
If you think you have any ideas for the Intranet please e-mail
Kevin Lloyd who will gladly advise you on whether the issue
has been raised in the past of if it’s feasible. He will also
advise you on the correct procedure for getting new
information on to the Intranet.

Having spent the last month trying to establish a decent
method of communication electronically with the Basingstoke
Office from Oman, I felt that I should share my fmdings with
you.
The problem is that before leaving the UK, the Shiva Software
(which allows connection the UK SW network) failed to work
on my machine and hence we had to give up this idea before I
left. I have since had to use our sub-consultants office e-mail
system to send all e-mails or alternatively ask our client to use
their internet connection.
The solution could be, provided you do not need access to the
UK Network, that our existing internet provider supplies a
pool of e-mail addresses that can be used across the globe
together with local access codes for various countries across
the world and user passwords. Hence each time someone
goes overseas they could be issued with an e-mail address,
access code for that country and a user name and password.
All that is required by the person travelling is a good
telephone line.
This system would appear to be a cost-effective method of
communicating overseas as it then only costs the price of a
local telephone call to communicate with anywhere in the
world. In addition, as I understand it, the Shiva software
requires to dial back to the UK hence costing the price of an
international telephone call.

houghifor the week.’
‘work’
Virus Warning
from Mike Le Gouais[RC]

There is a new virus going around called ‘work’. If you
receive any sort of ‘work’ at all, whether via e-mail, internet,
DO NOT OPEN
or simply handed to you by a colleague
IT.
Unfortunately, ‘work’ has been circulating around our
building for months. Those who have been tempted to open
‘work’ or even look at ‘work’ have found that their social life
is deleted and their brain ceases to function properly.
Send this message to everyone in your personal address book.
If you do NOT have anyone in your personal address book.
then the ‘work ‘has already corrupted your life.

Reply of the Week
from Stewart Dalton
As part of the Intranet development team, I am pleased to see
ideas coining forward for the potential use of the Intranet.
While we actively encourage this, I would like to address
Peter George’s suggestion in” What’s on your mind” (issue
204) concerning the installation of QA forms on the Intranet,
rather than the local tiled servers as at present.

4
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A ttentic’n All Staff!
A Jiniher biography of senior pro in otions July 1999
-

Eddie Foster
birector Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick
(India) Pvt Ltd.

Eddie Foster joined Scott Wilson in
1989 as an Assistant Principal
Engineer, on his return to the UK
The
after 15 years overseas.
majority of that time was spent in
Hong Kong, initially with the PWD
on airport works, then for 9 years as
island
SRE
outlying
on
a
development projects, but he also
spent time in Vanuatu as engineer on
roads, ports and airports. Originally,
Eddie spent five years with a
Contractor on motorway construction.

-

At the age of 40 he and the family
decided, with some trepidation, to
make the break overseas and fmish the children’s schooling in
the UK. Eddie’s overseas experience was recognised by Scott
Wilson and he joined the overseas roads section, initially
working on inroads to the emerging market in India and
providing contract support to an ongoing project in Sri Lanka.
Eventually his role developed into marketing and Project
Management in some of the new and exiting markets that
opened up to the West in the early 1990’s. Eddie was the first
Scott Wilson man in Mongolia in 1993 and later in the same
year he started our work in Poland. Projects in Vietnam and
Cambodia followed.
Last year a circle was completed, after completion of the
children’s education, with Eddie returning overseas full time
with his wife, Chris, on assignment as resident Director of
Scott Wilson India, based in Delhi. As well as travel. Eddie
enjoys reading, watching football and playing tennis.

The Annual Chris Rigby-Jones Award
from Chris Jennison [SWPE]

The fourth recipient of the Chris Rigby-Jones award is John
Dobrzycki, Senior Operations Manager, who has been with
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering since its inception in
1985. The award is given in memory of Chris Rigby-Jones
who was tragically killed whilst working for SWPE in 1995.
It is awarded to a member of staff who is deemed, by the
committee (made up from management and staff), to have
contributed towards the Company as a whole’, This means
not only from a work point of view, but social and outside
interests which are company related, are also taken into
consideration. John will be presented with the award to the

value of £100 by John Nutt, prior to the SWPE Board
Meeting on 10 September 1999.
Congratulations to John from all the staff and Directors at
SWPE.

“Fire Safety Strategy”
from Cohn Baker [SP]

The following has appeared on my desk:
“Fire Safety Strategy for New Accommodation project”
prepared by Gensler Architects, July 1999.

If you can throw any light on this or it is meant for you, please
contact Cohn Baker in Basingstoke (x 388), otherwise it will
be added to the paper recycling bin.

IPd Introductory Meetings
from Tessa Harding [kid Chair]
8th
Two meetings have been arranged (Basingstoke
both
to
inform
September)
14th
September, Chesterfield
those eligible for kid and their potential mentors about the
Initial Professional Development Programme. The meeting
will provide a forum for views and ideas for training as well
as offering an opportunity for us, the Ipd committee, to let you
know what will be happening over the next few months and
beyond.
-

-

Travelling expenses will be reimbursed, and a paper detailing
the questions and answers raised at the meeting will be
circulated to all Ipd staff unable to attend.

9’

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Rornania
Dubai

Simon Thomas
Alan Stacey

30th Aug 9th Sept
3rd Sept 30th Sept
-

-

7
Whatc Going On
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; 0: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

An update on some successes in the rail market:
from David Webster [5]
Scottish Borders Railway Feasibility Study

In April of this year Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd was
appointed by The Scottish Office (or Scottish Executive as
they are now known) to undertake a comprehensive
assessment of the feasibility of reopening the former
Waverley Rail line which ran between Edinburgh and
Carlisle, traversing the difficult topography of the Scottish
Borders. The area has suffered recently from the continued
demise of the textiles industry, and more recently closure of
employers in the high technology sector. The line closed in
January 1969, however there is significant pressure from
local people and politicians to have the railway line
reinstated.
Our brief covers the assessment of potential passenger and
freight demand in the area, appraisal of the physical
condition of the route, assessment of the environmental and
planning impacts and identification of funding options for
the scheme.
In addition, our role covers assessment of the socio-econornic
impacts which a new railway line may bring to the area
including increased demand for housing (especially for
commuters to Edinburgh), increased attraction for potential
industrial investment and the potential effects on tourism.
There is a high level of expectation locally that reinstatement
of the route would go some way to solving the problems
which the area currently suffers.
We are currently approximately 50% through the project and
have undertaken an initial assessment of the key passenger &
freight demand, physical infrastructure and environmental
aspects of a number of reopening options. From this, three
base options have emerged which are now undergoing
rigorous analysis with a view to establishing firm
recommendations for re-instatement. This stage also involves
identification and development of alternative and
complementary transport systems in the area.
We are due to report during November and it is likely that the
outcome of the study will feature heavily in the local and
national press. I will keep you posted! For the record, the
Project Director is Simon Hindshaw and the Project Manager
is David Webster assisted by Keith Wallace and Nigel Hackett
in the railway and environment/planning aspects.

with introduction of a passenger service, the revenue which
may accrue, identify station locations, and the impact on
freight traffic. The study will also examine the wider public
and private transport issues including modal shift and the
potential for development of integrated transport facilities.
The Project Director is Simon Hindshaw and Project Manager
is David Webster.
Fee Scale D.

Congratulations.’
Long Service Awards

Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
all received Long Service Awards this month.
Andrew Emberton
Robert Howie
Dave Gellinger
Samy Ramasamy
Rob Noble
Graham Thompson
David Webb
Robbie Greenock

20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10

years
years
years
years
years

years
years
years

Aug 99
1 Aug 99
Aug 99
Aug 99
Aug 99
Aug 99
Aug 99
21 Aug 99

Births

Congratulations to Val and Andre Barharn on the arrival of
baby Sebastian, born 18 August weighing 7 lb 13 oz.
Congratulations to Phil and Mary Deaves on the birth of
their first child, Luke, born on 19th August weighing in at 7
2 oz.
lbs 8Y

Congratulations to Elena Yakovieva, Project
Manager for the Turkmenbashi Port Project, on her
engagement to David Stebbings, son of Peter
Stebbings, Principal Engineer Maritime Section. This event,
it is understood, took place during the eclipse!

I

from David Fowle [SP]
Congratulations to Tony Smith, Senior (BICE) Engineer at
EWC Hereford, for passing his ‘NEBOSH’ course. Best
wishes from all his colleagues.

Fee Scale C.
from Nick Mottram [RC]
Ashington, Blyth and Tyne Railway Study

Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd, has also been appointed by
Northumberland County Council to undertake a feasibility
study into the potential for reintroducing passenger service on
to the Ashington, Blyth and Tyne Railway line. The key
elements of the study will be to establish the costs associated

Congratulations to Robert Spencer of Abingdon [RC] on the
publication of his co-authored paper: Sixth Year Results from
Four Ash (Fravinus excelsior) Breeding Seedling Orchards by
PS Savill, R Spencer, JE Roberts and JD Hubert. Published in
Silvae Genetica 49 (1999)
7

Moves
STARTERS

Please contact myself or Joanne Morrell (01793 515916) with
your current handicap at the earliest possible opportunity.
Monies will need to be paid two weeks before the
competition.

A warm welcome to:

Vacancies

Joanna Glass who joined the Roads Section in the Glasgow
office as a Graduate Engineer on 9th August.
Allan Kerr who joined the Transportation Section in the
Glasgow office as a graduate in August.
Jean Juke who joined SWPE on 16th August as an Assistant
Accountant.
Tom Jervis who joined SWPE on 16th August as a Technical
Assistant.
Nicky Allison who joined SWPE on 16th August as a Clerical
Assistant.
Michael Gould who joined the Structures section in the
Basingstoke office as a Trainee Technician on 23rd August.
Steven Bennett who joined the Structures section of the
Basingstoke office as a Trainee Technician on 23rd August.
TRANSFERS
Nic Barrowcliffe of SWPE transferred from Clerical
Assistant to a Technical Assistant on 16.08.99.
Manchester office would like to welcome Colin Barker who
joined the team on 17th August, from Hong Kong. Cohn will
be responsible for developing the work of the Civils team in
the Manchester office.
LEAVERS

I

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Kit Chick leaving the Basingstoke office on 27th August.

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Project Administrator, Grade 2.2
A very experienced Project Administrator is needed to work
in the Project Management Section of Scott Wilson Railways,
Swindon. The post provides a complete service for up to 12
staff consisting of civil engineers, quantity surveyors and rail
operations specialists working in the widest range of rail
related projects for clients, which include rail infrastructure
owners, contractors, local authorities and private rail
developers.
The successful applicant is likely to have at least five years
project-related experience and a high level of competency in
using Word, Excel, Powerpoint and Powerproject/Microsoft
Experience in the use of Quality Assurance
Project.
Procedures and in the planning and financial control of
projects is essential.
If you are interested in this position or would like further
information, please contact Alison White on 01793 515262
(07-75262).

Operations Manager 4.1
Bassingbourn
A position has arisen at EWC Bassingbourn for an Operations
Manager to carry out the following:
•
•
•
•

Management support for EWC contracts
QA auditing of EWC offices
Tender (Bidding) support
Market development

-

Alistair Pitcher leaving the Basingstoke office to return to
the Environment Agency on 27th August.
-

Steve Butcher leaving the Basingstoke office on 27th
August.
-

Sports & Soclals
SWR Swindon Golf Competition
from John Blackmur [RI

Candidates should be Incorporated Engineer status with at
least 5 yeas operational experience of maintenance of the
MoD estate.
Accounts Clerk 1.2
Basingstoke
The Accounts department in Basingstoke are looking for an
Accounts Clerk to carry out the following duties:

-

Scott Wilson Railways (Swindon) will be holding
their golf competition for the “Mainline Rail” on Thursday
23rd September. The venue this year will be Carswell Golf
Club which is located between Swindon and Oxford on the
A420. The cost will be the same as last year at £15 which
includes 18 holes plus evening meal and trophies. First teeoff time will be about 12:30. All are welcome, but we need to
have reasonably accurate numbers as soon as possible.

•

•
•

UK and Overseas site returns, carrying out correct
procedure for collection and return of money for staff
going overseas.
Entry of Sales Ledger receipts in a timely manner.
Entry of site returns/overseas expenses into Conquest.

Candidates should ideally be at level 1/2 AAT and have
accounts experience.
If you are interested in either of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on Basingstoke ext 210.
3

The man below says “You must be a manager.”

For Sale & Wanted

“I am” replies the balloonist, “but how did you know?”
For Sale: Toyota Carina E 2.0, 1994 L
reg. Automatic, blue, very good
condition, e/w front and back,
e!sunroof power steering, complete dealer service history,
long but careful mileage, one owner from new, MOT and tax
until May. £3,600 ono. Call Anan Allos, Basingstoke x328

For Sale: Peugeot 205 1.6 Gti. One owner,
graphite metallic grey, sunroof, full service history
with receipts, 11 months MOT, taxed, recent
service. £1,800 non. Call Leighton Williams,
Basingstoke x256

“Well,” says the man, “You don’t know where you are, or
where you are going. You have made a promise which you
have no idea how to keep, and you expect me to solve your
problem. The fact is you are in the exact same position you
were in before we met, but now it is somehow my fault.”

from Julian Harrop [SP]
.

.

An auditor is someone who arrives after the battle has been
fought and sets about stabbing all of the wounded.
from Brian Sweatmore [R]

Motorcycle for Sale: Honda CX500, W-Reg
(‘81), only 26000 miles, 9 months MOT, 2
months tax, good original condition, runs and
rides very well. £1,300 ono. Contact Simon
Windsor, Basingstoke x42 1.

ISAMBARD
Isambard Kingdom Brunel is my name
The Great Western Railway was my claim to fame
Lend me a vision, a problem, a dream
I’ll change time and money from vapour to steam.

For Sale: Ford Escort 1 .6L, 5 door hatchback,
—\
blue, sunroof, 11 months MOT, taxed end Sept.
1999, Haynes manual and original Ford books.
Good runner. Wife’s car, quick sale needed hence
£800 ono. Call Nick Blake, Basingstoke x374, e-mail:
Nick.Blake@swkeurope.com or mobile 07979 550179.

The splendour of horse power; the turn of the cam
The sparks from the furnace; the hydraulic ram
Descartes and Napier, redoubtable friends.
Expedients only; the means to my ends.

NB. Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

True motivation; The drive to succeed
The grip of a challenge: a mission decreed.
The face of the mountain, the undershot stream
The ship with its harness, the loco powered beam.

Idea of the llVeek
There are no ideas this week, but the awards for July are
published in this issue.

CThough!for the aeek:
from Graeme Thompson [SP]
A man is flying in a hot air balloon and realises he is lost. He
reduces height and spots a man down below. He lowers the
balloon further and shouts, “Excuse me, can you help me? I
promised a friend I would meet him half and hour ago, but I
don’t know where I am.”
The man below says, “Yes. You are in a hot air balloon,
hovering approximately 30 feet above this field. You are
between 40 and 42 degrees North latitude and between 58 and
60 degrees West longitude.”
“You must be an engineer” says the balloonist. “I am” replies
the man. “How did you know?”
“Well,” says the balloonist, “everything you have told me is
technically correct, but I have no idea what to make of your
information, and the fact is I am still lost.”

You gauge my successes, not losses and pain
My Times were a treatise on hard graft, its plain.
For many a man-jacked laboured for me
My tribute, my friend, is to their industry.
Progress, I learned, not all from a book
I made some mistakes and courage it took.
Darwin discovered, but later learned better
Design’s at the root both in number and letter.
-

My values were simple, No bull or deception
From bases of granite rose Gold Age Perception
Enforcing a system is all right in part
If that doesn’t profit try lifting the heart.
Here, take an Havana, you’ve heard me so far
You can, if you’re partial, share with me ajar
Don’t take it all serious, I see you can smile
But cross me, I’m warning, you won’t last the mile.
You Sir and you Sister, never look down
The pride of a Father is an honest man’s crown.
Whatever your station, put this on the line
Make the best of your purpose and never resign.
© From “The Train at Platform One” by B. Sweatmore

4
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User manuals/help menus to be available on the Intranet.
Joe Melton [RC] Issue 199
Display boards to be prepared showing a cross section of Scott Wilson work.
David Dales [RCJ Issue 200

£25 award,
nearly merited an award,
=

‘

=

= a commendation that very
a commendation

Cheques to this month’s winner will be in the post!
-

Idea 2 An ideas section to be added to the Intranet.
-

Stephen, the committee agrees with you 100%. Thank you.
Idea 3 User manuals/help menus to be available on the
Intranet.
-

**

Accumulate
through commendations and an award of
£25 can be claimed. (Please note that if you have accumulated
*** entitling you to an award of £25, you will need to be
proactive in claiming the award.)

Idea 1

11(9(9(9)

Locate RC sections on same floor of Scott House.
Adam Symons [RC] Issue 199
An ideas section to be added to the Intranet.
Stephen Vincent [RC] Issue 199

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for July 1999. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region.

* **

jiudL

Locate RC sections on same floor of Scott House.

Adam, the committee regarded this as somewhat a Head Office
problem and whilst your argument that it would make logistical
and fmancial sense is understood, the question remains as to
whether it is a practical proposition. In general such moves are
only to be done if essential.

Joe, this was one of the original intents and your suggestion has
acted as a good aide mémoire.
Idea 4 Display boards to be prepared showing a cross
section of Scott Wilson work.
-

David, Operating Units have been asked to produce such
displays with mixed results. Your conclusion that we undersell
the group capability at present is well drawn and is why the
matter of display materials is currently under review by the
Marketing Support Group.

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.
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AL ttention All Staff!
Bob Wallis began his expatriate life

Further biographies of senior prom otions July 1999
-

Roger Edwards
Technical birector,
Telford IC]

Roger Edwards began his career in
civil engineering working for WS
Atkins as a site engineer on the Mill
Hill section of the Ml during his ‘A’
level summer vacations. This was
followed by employment with
Travers Morgan, initially for the
purpose of undertaking a ‘sandwich’
degree course at the City University,
London. After graduating he moved
to Nottingham and spent some two
years as an Assistant Resident
Engineer on the second Clifton
Bridge. It was there that he met and
married Alexe.

Between 1973 and 1987 Roger worked for Telford
Development Corporation, engineering significant elements of
the New Town infrastructure. He remembers those as heady
days when construction contracts were being awarded every
other week. As a committed ‘Telfordian’ he still lives in the
heart of the New Town and is proud to have contributed to its
success.
In 1987 Mrs Thatcher struck and the Development
Corporation engineers were privatised and so he joined Scott
Wilson. Roger helped set up the Telford office under the
direction of the late Steve Cotterell and shortly thereafter
became an Associate of the Firm with the responsibility for
development infrastructure projects in the West Midlands.
Since then he estimates he has overseen the planning, design
and implementation of schemes with a total value in excess of
£200 million. A large number of these have involved
complex sites requiring large scale land reclamation and
remediation works, in addition to the provision of the road,
drainage and services infrastructure.
In 1998 he added to his responsibilities the airport engineering
work of the Telford office and is currently project director for
major expansion works at Birmingham and East Midlands
airports.
As a Technical Director of C Operating Unit, Roger will be
responsible for the commercial and teclinical performance of
the Unit’s Telford and Birmingham offices and is looking
forward to the new challenges that this will bring.
To relax Roger enjoys walking, the arts and watching cricket
and rugby. He is also a Rotarian and a keen DIY enthusiast
(when time allows).

in Kenya in 1967, following two
years designing M4 Motorway
Bridges for Gibb. Since graduating
he has worked exclusively for
Consultants with only four years in
the UK on the Thames Barrier
Project with RPT.

Bob Wallis

Associate
Teamleader Nepal
-

The early days in Africa were spent
building Trunk Roads through hills,
swamps and other difficult terrain.
A move to Botswana introduced him
to Infrastructure work for a new
Township for a Copper-Nickel Mine
in a very remote area of Bush.

The love for Africa grew and after only a few years on site on
the Thames he joined Scott Wilson and returned to Kenya to
build the Intake and Treatment Works for the Mombassa and
Coastal Water Supply Scheme 3 years of heaven on earth.
-

A return to Botswana saw him building a new International
Airport in Gaborone, which is where he started Hashing, a
continuing interest. Just before the airport was complete, a
telephone call sent him to Al Ain to supervise the movement
3 of sand to form the base for future work.
of 25 million m
A 14 month tour turned into 12 years, supervising all aspects
of the Airport and having the incomplete Airport being taken
over by the Americans during the Gulf War.
With his wife Sheena wanting to see other countries, there
followed a spell in Bahrain upgrading Airport Aprons, 6
weeks in Mongolia and 9 months in BVI.
Currently he is Team Leader for the Third Road Improvement
Project having gone to Nepal as a CRE to sort out a
problematic contract, again for a supposedly short tour.
His interests remain as Sheena, travelling, hashing and
gardening.

E-mail Enquiries in the EC
from Debra Power [10]

If you want to know the correct e-mail address of a member of
the EC’s staff, send a query to the following e-mail address,
stating the full name of the person you are looking for. They
will provide the address by return.
E-mail: address-informationMAIL.DLcec.be

Some News From Glasgow
from David Stephens [S]

At a recent committee meeting of the Central Southern
Branch of the Institution of Highways and Transportation,
David Webster was confirmed as Junior Vice-Chairman of the
Branch for the rest of the 1999-2000 session.
This is the first stage in a progression towards Branch
Chairman, which David will become in the 200 1-2002
session. This will keep up the proud Scott Wilson tradition of
Branch Chairmen, since he follows in the footsteps of a
certain Hugh Blackwood Esq. who held the position in 199394.

-

-

I have had details of the following events:

•
•

The work has just begun with a desk study to see whether
there are any underlying problems on the site which may have
led to variable track quality. Construction and maintenance
records have been found dating back to 1914, when the line
was built. One possible cause of poor ground is thought to be
poorly filled bomb craters it is known that the area was
heavily bombed during 1940 and again during 1944 by flying
bombs. The desk study unearthed detailed records of bomb
damage.
The records are not easy to fmd so SWPE called upon an
Val Thompson, Scott Wilson Librarian in
expert
Chesterfield. Val thrived on the challenge and found the work
very interesting. She is now and expert in delving into LUL
records so, if anyone else has a similar need for the services of
a specialist librarian, speak to Val.

CIRIA Events
from David Webb [SP]

•

LUL has now commissioned SWPE to assist them in
investigating a problem site at Queens Park Station on the
Bakerloo Line, where the track requires continuous
maintenance.

The benefits of using improved EFQM Excellence Model,
NW London 15.09.99
Putting partnering into practice, Manchester 16.09.99
Added value through effective data management, central
London 30.09.99

The Project Director is Robert Armitage, .Project Manager Dr
Phil Sharpe, with invaluable assistance from Keith Fry and
Paul Grainger, all in SWPE’s Nottingham Office.
Fee Scale D.

More details available from David on Basingstoke x 506
P
9

Cong’ratulationsf

TRAVELLERS

from Robert Milne [S]
Location

Traveller

Dates

Kiev, Ulcraine
Kiev, Ukraine
Oman

Phil Shepherd
Alan Brookes
Cohn Holmes

4th Sept 1 lth Sept
4th Sept 1 ith Sept
6th Sept 10th Sept
-

Hearty congratulations to James Douglas, Engineering
Geologist at Scott Wilson Glasgow, for completing his
NEBOSH course by passing his examination.

-

-

Whatc Going’ On
7
Scale; A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

Trackbed Investigations at Queens Park Station for
London Underground
from Robert Armitage [SWPE]

Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering, have been awarded a
contract by London Underground Ltd under the existing
framework arrangement with Scott Wilson (SP Division).
Over the last ttvo years we have developed innovative
techniques for improving trackbed assessment, including the
Automatic Ballast Sampler (ABS) and Ground Probing Radar
We have also adapted our Falling Weight
(GPR).
Deflectometer (FWD) for use on rail (both for standard
sleepers in the UK and for twin block sleepers in France). A
more detailed description of the techniques is attached at the
end of ScottLight (Rail Trackbed Evaluation).

Cheers James, the drinks are on you!

Sports & Sociils
Institution of Civil Engineers National Five-a-Side
Football Finals
from Alistair McNicol, tuned by Mike Grimmel
-

Flaying qualified as winners of the Southern
team
Championship,
the
Association
travelled to Bristol to face the other Regional
Champions. We were John ‘Crazy Legs’
Sawyer, Dave ‘Hot Cross’ Bunn, Mike ‘Rose like a Salmon’
Grimmel, Adam ‘The Cat’ Symons and Alistair ‘No Flair’
McNicol. In all, eight teams were present. The format saw
ourselves drawn in league A, with the prospect of two teams
from each league qualifying for semi-final play offs.
The Saturdays weather was red hot and still. The pitches were
purpose built astro turf with netted perimeter to a great height;
perhaps even I could afford to shoot at goal without the risk of
ball loss.
First we faced the Scottish champions. They won’t turn up
‘cause they won’t pay ve joked! We were wrong. They did
turn up and they looked good. Being fresh, the game was

played at lightning pace. Mike Grimmel’s neatly scuffed 2
yard bobbling pile driver confused the defence, goalkeeper
and spectators as it dribbled into the corner of the net. Despite
this early initiative we failed to score again until late on, once
the heat and pace had taken it’s toll on the opposition, who
were fast resembling lobsters in complexion (Scottish sun
tan).
Next up we were perplexed by the wondrous language and
skill of the Northern Irish. We could not understand them on
either count and so suffered an indigenous defeat without
ourselves managing to score. Our performance could be
described using the words headless and chicken.
Luckily, the whipping boys of the group from the North East
were our last opponents. After securing our kit bags into a
locked safe we took to the field. A win here and the semi
finals beckoned. We were cool playing our keeper Adam out
field to rest Mike. With Dave doing the running as ever, John
and Adam slotted us home convincingly.
We faced the league B champs, East Anglia, in the semi. The
game was stretched to eighteen minutes which was strength
sapping in the mid afternoon heat. They played particularly
firm but fair. We were working well together, resisting the
tackles and attacking quickly. Our resilience and once again,
Jon’s fme eye for goal got us the lead with about four minutes
to play. We held on well until a soft challenge from myself
allowed them a square pass straight in front of our goal which
they duly netted. Ten minutes of extra time could not separate
us (only kill us). The game was decided on penalties whereby
we came over all English and fluffed again and again.
The tournament was won by the Northern Irish who trounced
East Anglia and delivered a trophy speech to which everyone
just clapped anyway. We therefore have the distinction of
only being beaten in open play by the champs. And no I did
not score but I didn’t loose a ball either.

“Many I don’t appear to have received at all, so best e
maillfax the whole lot again.” This related to 12 items of
correspondences. How many others have been lost?
Fancy ideas about “Handing over OS maps to the Library”
and “Advertising Scott Wilson’s 75th Anniversary” are all
very well, but the loss of mail and disregarding a proposal to
reference letter (whose receipt could easily be checked using
unique sequential references) rate more than “What’s on your
mind”.
Something is seriously wrong in the organisation and before
more correspondence goes astray, the situation needs an
urgent review.
Electricity you can’t see but paper you can!
“remember basics” at least’?

Shouldn’t we

Idea ofthe Week
from Joe Melton [RC]
I feel there should be some form of real time video for
meeting/conferences for things such as 11111 where it would be
costly to send people down to Basingstoke for the meetings.
When the staff have to attend in their own time uses up a days
leave for people in remote offices such as Peterborough, due
to the distance we have to travel and the time this would take.

Thoughlfor Ihe veek:

Whatc on your
Mind?

I

Bearing in mind the subject matter, it is ironic that the fax
with the following article from Bob Wallis went missing!
J-loivever, having been found, Bob has requested that it is still
published, even f it is a month later than anticivated.
from Bob Wallis [10]
I refer to ScottLight 198 and the comments of the Selection
Committee regarding my idea relating to references on
correspondence.
I recently sent an e-mail (properly referenced) to a senior
member of staff in Basingstoke regarding lack of replies to
my correspondence. I quote part of his response:

from Peter George [RC]
A sense of humour is life’s shock absorber.
From The Times letters page:
“The defmition of a consultant someone who borrows your
watch, tells you the time and then charges you for the
privilege.”
-

from Debra Power [TO]
A team of engineers were hacking their way through dense
jungle with machetes. Visibility was poor, so the project
manager climbed to the top of a small hill to take a look
around. We’re going in the wrong direction!’ he yelled to his
team. ‘Don’t worry!’ they yelled back, “were making great
progress.

3

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstokeby5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 356 Fax: 01256 475 600
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

Date

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256475 600
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTILIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

Operating UnitS

Location:

From

1/clea of the P4e(ek
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basmgstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Operating Unit
Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

Tins is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staJf in the operating, associated and subsidiary coinpames in the UK and
Europe It is notfor outside circulation
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Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering
Rail Trackbed Evaluation
from Robert Armitage [SWPE]

Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering provides testing and consultancy covering all aspects of rail trackbeds. Our specialised railway
team all have PTS, and we also have staff trained to manage work during both Red Zone and possession working. Recognising the
woeful inadequacy of existing methods of site investigation by shallow trial pits, we have developed a range of innovative, yet cost
effective techniques for performing trackbed investigations, within the constraints of an operational railway. The information
collected includes:
•
•
•
•

Trackbed layers, thicknesses and condition;
Subgrade type, moisture content and strength;
Variability of profile from HSTRC records;
Variability of trackbed and subgrade load spreading ability (stiffness).

Data is analysed and presented in a unique format to provide the permanent way engineer with a previously unprecedented level of
information, from which the most suitable maintenance or renewal methods can be deduced.
Reasons for Trackbed Evaluation

At any stage in the life of a trackbed it may be necessary to evaluate its structural capacity for one of the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

It is to be subject to an increase in traffic levels, either speed, axle load or volume;
It is showing distress and the reasons for this need to be known in order to rectify the problem and design appropriate renewal
treatments;
In order to assist targeting of future tamping, stoneblowing or ballast cleaning;
In order to monitor rate of deterioration and hence depreciation of an important asset.

The techniques described below can be used over short lengths to solve major problem sites, or along a route to help optimise
maintenance and remedial measures.
Site Investigation Techniques

•

Ground Probing Radar: This non-destructive technique uses pulses of electromagnetic radiation to identify the presence of layer
interfaces between the different materials comprising the trackbed construction. If ballast materials have become contaminated
(e.g. slui-ried), there is normally a strong return signal highlighting the interface with clean ballast. Typically a radar reading is
taken between each pair of sleepers, and all the results are combined to give an effectively continuous profile along a length of
track.

•

Automatic Ballast Sampler : This equipment consists of a steel sampling tube with a hardened cutting shoe which is driven into
the trackbed using a hydraulically powered hammer. The device can penetrate ballast and obtain a 65mm diameter sample,
typically to Im depth. If required, a smaller 50mm diameter tube can be driven to greater depth (3-5m) through the hole formed
in the ballast.

lam
Photographs of ABS Samples

Sketch of ABS

Continued over page...

The samples are sealed in a plastic tube, enabling them to be returned to the laboratory for logging, photography and appropriate
materials testing. Typical materials testing includes:
•
•
•
•

Grading, percentage fmes in ballast and Uniformity Coefficient;
Moisture content and Atterberg Limits of cohesive materials;
Assessment of shear strength using shear vane or cone penetrometer.

Falling Weight Detlectometer: The FWD is a non-destructive device designed to apply a known impulse load, via a sleeper, to the
trackbed. Transient deflections of sleeper and the ballast surface are measured to an accuracy of a few microns. The data can be
interpreted to determine several indicators of ballast and subgrade performance, to provide information on the stiffness of the
trackbed under wheel loading. Research has shown that stiffness variability is a major influence on track quality, and yet this
information is not collected under Railtrack’s current renewal or maintenance contract.

Deflection data from FM.TD testing clearly distinguishes between subgrade variability and trackbed (ballast/sub-grade) variability.
Either may result in poor ride quality (as identified by HSTRC records). However ballast cleaning or renewal is entirely unproductive
if the variability is in the subgrade alone. Similarly tamping is of little value if the ballast is life expired, or contaminated with clay
slurry.
Our approach to Trackbed Evaluation has been positively received by Railtrack, Consultants and Contractors, but the existing
contractual framework operated by Railtrack effectively inhibits the procurement of our services apart from ‘Trial Projects’.
Meanwhile millions of pounds are being wasted by Railtrack, paying for ineffective, short term treatments, that have no hope of
improving the quality of the track infrastructure, as evidenced daily by the deteriorating condition of the network.
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Week ending: 10 September 1999

All Staff’

Level 5 Executives Meeting
from Geoff French [HMB]

CVs
from Bob McKittrick [HMB]

The Level 5 Executives from all around the world will be
holding the latest of their four-yearly meetings from Thursday
16 September to Sunday 19 September.

For as long as I have been with Scott Wilson there has been
continuous debate about who is responsible for the care and
maintenance of CVs. We have had them with Administration,
Marketing, Discipline Champions and Operating Units and
confusion still reigns.

The last two meetings were held in Cape Town and Hong
Kong so this time it is Europe’s turn to host the event. A
mixture of international accessibility and geographic
proximity to the UK led to the choice of Amsterdam for this
extended working weekend.
Individual operating units will be establishing their own
systems for dealing with the absence of their Level 5
Executives. If there are any serious issues that arise and you
are uncertain of what to do please contact Geoff Redwood in
Basingstoke. He will either provide a response or make
contact with the Executives in Amsterdam.

Professional Services Appointments
from Geoff Redwood [SWHL]
The Intranet Web Page dealing with Professional Services
Appointments has been updated.

Now that the Operating Units are firmly established as the
basis on which we are managing our business, it has been
decided that the Operating Units are now responsible for
holding, updating and managing the CVs of all staff assigned
to each Unit.
At present Pam McIntosh holds, on the remnants of the central
system, a version of a CV for most members of staff but only
a small percentage are up to date. If any Operating Unit
wishes to retrieve any of the CVs from Pam please do so as
soon as possible because on 30 September 1999 she will
delete all of them from her system.
Finally, please remember that CVs should always be relevant
to the purpose for which they are being used and a “standard”
CV is rarely what is required.

The update has been made for two reasons:
Talks, Seminars and Training Sessions
• to introduce the recent publication of a second edition of
five of the nine pre-printed ACE Conditions of
Engagement.
• To make available to Project Directors and Project
Managers a proforma standard appointment letter and pre
printed Terms of Business that can be used for small
appointments where it is considered inappropriate to
require the completion and exchange of the formal ACE
Memorandum of Agreement. The new appointment letter
and pre-printed Terms of Business replace the previous
Standard Acceptance Letter approach.
The web page can be found in the Standard Contracts section
of the Technical area of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd.

Miles Macadam Ltd
from Val Hopwood [CS]

a.

Miles Macadam Ltd, Resin Reinforced Grouted Macadam
Surfacing ( also known as Hardicrete, which is their product
name) are to present a lunch time seminar in Scott House on
Wednesday 22 September 1999 at 12.30 p.m. in Conference
room 2aJ2b.
The seminar will consist of a presentation followed by an
opportunity to ask questions. The meeting would qualify for
are asked to confirm
CPD requirements so all, especially
their interest to me on ext 350 as soon as possible, so that I
can make arrangements and order the buffet.

Lunchtime Seminar Chesterfield
from June Brown [CS]

Richard Pinnegar who joined the Airports section in
Basingstoke office as Graduate Engineer wef 6/9/99

Engineering Products will be giving a
lasting 30/40 minutes on various methods of
retaining walls. This will be followed by a
answer session. CPD certificates will be issued.

and to Yvonne Newland, also joining Basingstoke office as
Accounts Assistant wef 6/9/99.

-

Forticrete
presentation
constructing
question and

The presentation will be in Springwell House Conference
Room on Wednesday 15 September at 12.3Opm. Sandwiches
will be provided so I need to know numbers as soon as
possible. If you are interested please contact me on ext 217.

‘VacaJrlicuies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Personnel Officer 2.3/3.1

ipil Introductory Meeting Chesterfield I Matlock
from Annette Lardeur [C]
-

The date of the Chesterfield meeting to inform both those
eligible for ipd and their potential mentors about the Initial
Professional development Programme has changed.
It will now be held on Wednesday 22nd September at 4.30 in
Meeting Room I in Chesterfield library.
A meeting has also been arranged in the Matlock office on
Wednesday 22nd September at 12.30 1.30 in the conference
room.
-

Travelling expenses will be reimbursed, and a paper detailing
the questions and answers raised will be circulated to all iPU
staff unable to attend.

from Alison White [RI

-

Basingstoke

The Personnel department in Basingstoke are looking for a
Personnel Officer to carry out a generalistic role working
across various operating units to include:
Recruitment & Selection
Employee Relations
Training and personnel records/administration
Offering professional advice and support
Candidates should be a Graduate member of the IPD with a
good knowledge of basic employment law. You should be
well motivated and able to communicate with and influence
senior management. You would also need to have a flexible
and mature approach, with lots of energy and the capability to
meet deadlines.
If you are interested in the position, please contact Diane
Goddard, ext 209.

Assistant EWC (3.1) Tidworth, Wiltshire
-

Please note:
It was stated in Scott Wilson Railways
newsletter for August ‘99 recently, that Luca Bertolino was
leaving service. He is actually taking unpaid leave whilst
studying for an MBA.

(CoirlIg7ra tiui/iai itioiriis!
Best Wishes to Nicky Giles and
Dominic Howgego (SP and PPA
respectively) who were married
on Saturday 4 September.

.M(o) \‘7
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Phillip Callawav who joined the Plymouth office on 1.9.99
as a Graduate Engineer.

The EWC office at Tidworth requires an Assistant EWC with
a MechanicaL/Electrical Building Services bias due to a
contract amendment to include BVD Ludgershall within our
remit.
The role will be primarily carrying out technical inspections
of the Garrison buildings, answering technical queries and
providing costings as appropriate.
Applicants should ideally have a HNC or equivalent in an
appropriate subject although experience is considered as
important.
If interested in the above position please contact Diane
Goddard on Ext 209 or Pam Masson on Ext 507 or for further
information contact Bob Pettifer or Nigel Ball on 01980
846175.

ojp’

The ideal way to instil the discipline of including job number
and file references on e-mails would be to include fields for
these within standard Scott Wilson e-mail templates. When
this is done it would provide an ideal opportunity to finally get
round to including the sender’s contact details in the footer.

ronuir Mind?’

References on Correspondence
from Hamish Goldie-Scot [10]

The very real problems referred to by Bob Wallis (ScottLight
208) would not be solved by a unique referencing system.
The underlying issues to be addressed include:
I. The dramatic rise in the level of communication, and the
resulting difficulty in differentiating between ‘significant’ and
A simple one-sentence e-mail may
‘routine’ e-mails.
ultimately prove to be more ‘significant’ than a lengthy formal
letter.
2. The (occasional but very rare) instances of e-mails or faxes
going astray; and
3. The (much more common) problem of communication not
being acted upon, or being misplaced, because of workload
pressures, inadequate backstopping arrangements, and
fundamental weaknesses in current filing systems (whether
electronic or paper-based).

Total Eclipse of the Sun
from André Evans [SP]

For those of us who were lucky enough to witness the total
eclipse, it was an unforgettable experience. However, would
the joker who rang me on my mobile at precisely 11:11 am on
11 August please own up!

In cases where there remains a risk of faxes or e-mails going
astray, a recipient-specific unique reference system would
immediately alert the recipient to missing communication
from a particular sender. In most cases, however, the simple
expedient of including the job number and (sender’s) filing
code on every fax and e-mail should ensure that there is no
difficulty in finding the document to which the eventual reply
refers. Routine use of the ‘reply’ function when responding to
specific e-mails should leave the original sender in no doubt
as to which communication is being referred to. Where e
mails are charged by the kilobyte, the bulk of the original
message can be deleted.

contributed by John Monks
‘If you can keep your head whilst all around you are losing
theirs, then you haven’t got a clue what’s going on.”
Anon

Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256475 600
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT please state which heading
(continue on a separate page if necessary)
-

From

Locatiow

Operating Unit:

and
This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK
Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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Week ending: 17 September 1999

A!! Staiff!
Vacancies on the SW Intranet
from Alan Morton [CS}

With effect from Friday 17th September, current internal vacancies for posts available within the various SW Europe
businesses will be displayed on the Intranet, in reverse chronological order showing the most recent entry’ first. Each vacancy
will remain on the Intranet until the relevant position has been filled, at which point the vacancy will then have a ‘watermark’
printed across it in red for a period of about two weeks, before being removed altogether.
The information relating to the vacancies appearing on the Intranet will be processed and co-ordinated by Kevin Lloyd at
Telford.
Thanks Received

Russel Matthews
from Peter Guthrie [RC]

Russet Matthews, a Director in RC Operating Unit, has
decided to step down as a Director of Scott Wilson and
become a consultant, as of3lst August 1999.

The following is quoted from a letter received by Roger
Edwards at Telford office from Birmingham International
Airport:
“Remote Stands and Taxiway Link

Russet has been a Director since 1996 when, with his fellow
Partners in CRC, Ralph Cobham, Russ Canning and Andy
McNab, he joined the company at the merger of CRC with
Scott Wilson.

With the contract now awarded for the above, I just wanted to
record the Airport Company’s thanks for yours, Andrew’s and
the team’s good work and commitment to the project to date.

Russet has led the ecology, forestry’ and landscape
management expertise in CRC and subsequently in Scott
Wilson and has played a crucial role in developing the
environmental consultancy business in the company.

As always we set a challenging programme with your
appointment in April 1999, but with a concerted effort by all
parties, we remain on programme to deliver the new facilities
as urgently required for next May.”

His foresight, management skills, and patience have been used
to the full in welding the cultures of the two firms to produce
a successful and growing part of the Scott Wilson portfolio.

Planimeter Required

Although he is standing down as a Director, Russel will be
continuing his work on major projects including West Coast
Mainline Route Modemisation, and his wealth of experience
will be available to us.

Total Computer Shutdown
from Bob McKittrick [HMB]

As part of the preparations for the millennium, a trial
shutdown of all our computing equipment will take place on
Saturday 6 October. This will affect all servers, PCs, printers
and e-mail facilities in all the permanent UK offices of all
European Operating Units. All staff are therefore advised not
to plan any work requiring computing resources on that day.

The Edinburgh SWRC office would like to borrow a
planimeter (an electronic one preferably). If there are any
offices who still have such a piece of equipment and are
prepared to provide it on loan during November and early
December 1999 I would be grateful if you could contact Nigel
Hackett Tel 0131 225 8655. We need to measure the area on
plan of a large number of habitats for a study we are currently
undertaking.

Lunch Time Seminar Basingstoke
AARSLEFF PILING LTD
from Val Hopwood [CS]

(y..

—S.

AARSLEFF PILING is the second largest precast-concrete
piling contractor in the UK. In addition, they undertake a

wide range of sheet piling, tubular piling and timber projects
using their specialist fixed-leader rigs.

For example Derni Knights address is:
dknight@scottwilson.co.zw.

A lunch time presentation by AARSLEFF has been arranged
for 29 September 1999 at 1230pm in Scott House conference
room 2a12b.

A listing of key names and their addresses follows:

The seminar will consist of a presentation followed by an
opportunity to ask questions. The meeting would quali1’ for
CPD requirements so all, especially EII(Is, are asked to confirm
their interest to me on ext 350 as soon as possible, so that I
can make arrangements and order the buffet.
PS I haven’t had any response to the seminar booked for 22
September, details in Scott Light 209, if no takers by Friday
17 1 will have to cancel it.
‘

New E-mail Addresses for SW Harare

Please note that the Harare office have implemented a
personalised e-mail address system. The new addresses are
name@scottwilson.co.zw.
Name comprises the addressee’s first initial and last name.

Derm Knight,
Chief Exec-CA
Rob Geddes,
Highways
Ian Hargreaves,
Zim Cons En
Melissa Makwarirnba,
Res. Cons.
Peter Brewer.
Finance & IT

dknightscottwilson.co.zw
rgeddes@scottwilson.co.zw
ihargreaves@scottwilson.co.zw
mm akwarimba@scottwilson.co.zw
pbrewer@scottwilson.co.zw

In addition please note that we will shortly be switching to a
permanent e-mail gateway. This will ensure that all e-mail
sent to Harare office will be received in real time. 24 hours a
day. Hopefully any response problems will then be individual
rather than system related! This will also facilitate real time
access to the Intranet.
In view of these developments employees in Asia Pacific and
Europe are advised to use e-mail to contact us rather than q
mail, which is a dial up facility.

Opening of A50 Derby Southern Bypass (M6 and Ml Link)

William Kemp, Lawrie Haynes, CEO of the
Highways Agency, and Bob McGowan

On 8 September 1999 the M6 and MI link section of the A50
Derby Southern Bypass was opened by Lord Whitty of
Camberwell. Lord Whitty arrived by horse and carriage to
emphasise the fact that the Highways Agency, aware of the
impact on the surrounding area, have
environmental
constructed an underpass to accommodate agricultural traffic,
equestrians, cyclists and pedestrians thus providing a safe link
for local traffic.
The Derby Southern Bypass Contract B (known as the
missing link), for which SW were the Employers Agent
extends the A50 eastwards from Sawley Weston Railway
Bridge, where a new north facing Junction (24A) connects

with the MI motorway. A roundabout has been constructed
on the A50 eastbound carriageway.

A new bridge has been constructed over the motorway to
carry the MI southbound diverge slip road on one half and a
diverted local road, Warren Lane, on the other half The
existing Warren Lane bridge was removed and demolished.
Two free flow link roads have been provided, one for the
eastbound A50 traffic to the MI northbound and the other
bringing A50 westbound traffic from Junction 24. Rookery
Lane, a local side road has been realigned to a new left in/left
out connection with the A50.

Mark Maunsell-Thomas who joined the BA Institutional
Development section as a Graduate.

VJhiat’ Goingr On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000- £2.999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 £59999;
E: less than £6000
-

Helen Wright who joined
Secretary/Receptionist.

the

Abingdon

office

as

Case Study on the Effects of Large Dams: Tarbela Dam
from Peter-John Meynel! [RCI
LEAVERS
As part of a series of case studies on the effects of large dams,
the World Commission on Dams based in South Africa has
decided to include the Tarbela Dam in Pakistan, one of the
world’s largest earth filled dams lying on the River Indus.
Peter-John Meynell has been asked to contribute to this case
study by investigating the ecological and social effects of the
reduction in water flows caused by Tarbela. This includes the
effects upon the riverine ecology and upon the mangrove
ecosystem in the Indus Delta. This contract has resulted from
his previous experience of the Indus Delta ecosystem where
he ran a project for four years, and also as a result of a
(Value D)
marketing trip to South Africa in February.

Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Elizabeth Burge who leaves the Accounts section in
Basingstoke wef 16/9/99.

iports & Sociiaiis
The Burrell Collection
from Keith Wallace [SRJ
I was pleased to read of Sandy Burrell’s recent promotion.

Environmental Guidelines on Mining and Petroleum
Extraction in Arid and Semiarid Zones.
from Peter-John Meynell [RC}
IUCN- The World Conservation Union and the Convention
on Combating Desertification (CCD) have commissioned
Scott Wilson to prepare a set of environmental guidelines for
agencies granting mining concessions, mining and oil
production companies and government agencies and NGOs
monitoring such activities in arid lands. This will involve
considerable research by myself and Ruth Golombok on what
guidelines have already been produced for other situations and
holding discussions with relevant agencies and companies.
We will also be organising a workshop to discuss the first
draft in November at the Conference of the Parties of the CCD
in Recife, Brazil. If anybody has information or experience of
mining or oil exploration in arid lands, please get in touch
(Value D)
with Ruth Golombok, in Basingstoke.

Mo v(es

The Professional Games Circuit which Sandy sprinted on was
above board but, it is rumoured, was predominately based
around illicit bookmaking, or so I am led to believe.
Furthermore, I was aware of rumours circulating at the time,
unsubstantiated of course, that Sandy and his identical twin
used to cause the bookies and indeed the handicappers great
identification problems in training and possibly races (entirely
unintentionally I presume).
I also note his move into Golf. In this respect it’s unlikely that
anyone could confuse Sandy with our very own Willie Burrell
(that other notable golfer) but could they be related? They are
after all both descended from good reiver* stock. I may add
to this further unsubstantiated rumours of cheating in recent
years by another ex-rugby player in the Scottish Offices golf
tournaments.
You may ask me the moral of this tale. I couldn’t possibly
comment.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
the following staff who joined Glasgow office on
September:

It was quite a coincidence when Sandy moved into my old
desk when he joined Scott Wilson since in a previous life he
and I were rugby team mates (where Sandy was built for
slightly more speed than me).
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Kirsty McHugh Graduate, Ian Dick, CAD Technician,
Tracey Bender, Accounts Assistant, Crawford Johnston
Graduate in Railways Scotland Office.

*Author’s Footnote : A “reiver” was a medieval cattle rustler
in the Scottish Borders.

Vcanci&es
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

And to the following who all also joined on 13 September:
Cad Technician, Grade 1.1
Amy Hocking who joined the BA Highways & Infrastructure
section for a year as Industrial Trainee.

Scott Wilson Railways. Swindon are currently looking for a
CAD Technician to provide support to the Permanent Way
Designers.

The ideal candidate will have a GCSE in English and Maths
and an ability to use Microstation would be advantageous.
You should be a conscientious and motivated individual able
to work under pressure. You will need to be healthy, mobile
and fit, as there may be an opportunity for site work.
If you are interested in this position please contact Alison
White on 01793 515262.

Teaching Company Scheme Associate En Rail Trackbed
Engineering

Scott Wilson Railways and the University of Nottingham
have been awarded a TCS grant, the objectives of which are
to advance the transfer of research results into engineering
practice. The project will focus on improving the evaluation
of existing trackbeds and the development of improved
methods for predicting deterioration and managing
maintenance.
The transfer of technology will be undertaken primarily by a
TCS Associate based in Nottingham. The Associate will, at
the end of the two year programme, have obtained specialist
skills that should enable him/her to pursue a career path within
the Scott Wilson Group, which employs over 2000 staff
world-wide. Alternatively, this challenging role could lead to
study for a PhD and an academic career.
Candidates should have a BSc/B.Eng honours degree (2.1 or
better) in civil engineering or a related discipline, a minimum
of two years practical experience, preferably in railway
infrastructure maintenance, and an ability to work either
independently or in a team. If necessary specific railway
training will be provided. Willingness to travel and work
flexible hours is essential.
Apply in the first instance to Robert Armitage, SWPE,
Nottingham. Applications forms will be available from the
University of Nottingham.
The closing date for applications is

th
30

September 1999.

anyone can help please contact the Personnel Department as
soon as possible.

wh( it’

(0]!7/ )VQ

Miznd?’
from Cohn McKenna
To follow up Bob McKittrick’s note about CVs, it has been
the responsibility of the OUs to update their staffs CVs for a
while now. The problem has come in making them accessible
to others. My understanding is that CVs were to be accessible
via the Intranet, though this has yet to be implemented.
In the interim can I suggest that the CVs of particular OU are
placed on the “T” drive of that OU’s main server in a suitably
named directory CV might be a good choice with logically
named files so that up to date CVs of all staff can be found
readily by all. My belief is that a standard CV should contain
a record of all experience and that a ‘special’ should be
formed by cutting that one down to be relevant for the
purpose. We score points in technical proposals for the
experience of the staff submitted so it cannot be
overemphasised this is an important aspect for our winning
or not future work.
-

-

-

-

-

J/clka of the Week
from Joe Melton [RCJ
I would suggest that the format for Meeting Notes be altered
to include in the header the date on which the meeting was
held rather than the date on which the notes were typed. On
occasion it has been necessary to fax Clients extracts from
meeting notes and confusion has arisen due to the fact that the
date displayed under ‘Date of Notes’ is the date the notes were
typed rather than the date on which the meeting was held.

Graduate

The Project Management team in Basingstoke are looking for
a Graduate who might be interested in a transfer into Project
Management.
If you are interested in the above position please contact Pam
Masson on Ext 507.

For Sadie & Wainited
Accommodation Wanted

Graduate due to start at the Basingstoke office 4/10:99 is
seeking local accommodation possibly a house share. If
-

i’k weeá:
contributed by Paul Godsmark [PPA}
“I think the surest sign that there is intelligent life out there in
the universe is that they haven’t made contact with us...’
Hobbes [Calvin and Hobbes/Bill Waterson]

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, c-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 285 Fax: 01256 335 001
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com

Date:

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 475 600
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

Operating Unit

LocationS
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1/dea of the Week
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To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):
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-
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Attention All Staff!

Scott Wilson South Africa
from Bob McGowan [SWIHL]

Scott ‘Wilson’s business in South Africa in recent years has been carried out by a locally registered South Africa company
(S\VSA), in which we have 50% ownership, the other 50% is held by shareholders resident in South Africa who were
formerly part of the Home Glasson Partnership.
It has been agreed that:
i)

from 1 May 1999 this arrangement will cease;

ii)

for a three year period from that date SWSA will be permitted to trade in South Africa using the Scott Wilson name but
with no Scott Wilson ownership;

iii) co-operation and collaboration will continue in South Africa and elsewhere to the mutual advantage of both parties and
specific provisions have been agreed to allow this to happen.
The International Directors regret that our business in South Africa has not blossomed in the manner hoped but recognise
that not all mergers, or marriages, are successful and in the circumstances the best outcome for all is an amicable corporate
divorce, which we hope has been achieved.

ACE Publishes New Fees Guide For Clients
The Association of Consulting Engineers (ACE) has
published a revised and updated edition of its best-selling
Guidance for Clients on Fees.
The popular and authoritative guide provides the ACE’s
recommendations on fees, which are no longer included in
current ACE Conditions of Engagement agreements, for the
standard services described in them. It includes a method of
calculating consulting engineers’ fees by time charges, lump
sums or by percentages on the cost of the project or works.

Commenting on the new edition, ACE’s director of
professional affairs, Brian Woodford said: “The ACE is
widely regarded as an authority on the proper fees for
engineering consultancy. Even in these highly competitive
times our recommendations are still often used as a starting
point for negotiations or a benchmark upon which discounts
can be offered.”
Several changes and additions from the original booklet
published in 1995 are included in the new guide. They
include:
—

• Graphs for full, abridged and perfonnance duties for
building services engineering.
• Graphs expressing fees for non-lead, civfl’structural
services as a percentage of project or works cost.
• More guidance on variation of fees for complexity and
alterations/additions to existing works.

UK: Air Photographic Coverage
from Donc Tong [RC]

As part of the millennium initiatives the whole of the UK is
being flown by Simmons Aerofllrns and Cities Revealed to
give comprehensive air photographic coverage. Most of this
data is already available digitally in standard formats
like JPEG and BMP.
Square kilometre tiles are sold at a cost of around £20.00 per
tile but a set of adjacent tiles can be geo-referenced into a GIS,
to form a seamless map set. The acquisition height is
nominally 10,000 feet but pixel resolution can go down to 25
cm, hence you can see a white lines on a road surface.
A sample of this data-set was acquired for the Fmnmgley
Airport project and has proved extremely useful in assessing

visible site features when compared with the existing
Ordnance Survey digital coverage on the same screen.
If you would like to see some samples or need more
information then please contact the GIS Section in
Basingstoke.

Global Positioning System (GPS)
from Doric Tong [RC]

Following from Paul Lacey’s last entry on GPS and the many
enquiries we received, we are trying to raise a business case to
justify the purchase of a GPS unit for internal hire.
If you have hired a GPS in the last year can you give me some
indication of the costs spent. Also if you are intending to use
GPS on a future project what you intending to budget for a
GPS Survey.
Any responses appreciated.

Environmental Data on CD RO1i
from Steve Handsley [RC]

The Geotechnics section in Basingstoke has just acquired a
CD ROM from Catalytic Data Ltd, which provides
comprehensive data from the Environment Agency and many
other organisations (eg BGS, HSE, MAFF, NRPB, EN) for
the whole of the UK. There are over 40 data sets on the CD
which can be interrogated and from which data can obtained.
Either a grid reference or postcode is required to define the
site, and the area of search can be varied between a 250m
radius and a 2000m radius from the site. The CD is updated
on a monthly basis.
Geotechnics intend to use the database for its environmental
searches conducted as part of Phase 1 or 2 Land Quality
Assessment studies, but the datasets have a much wider
application. The cost of accessing a full range of data for the
250m radius search will be £90, (more for the wider radii
searches) and information can be supplied within 24hrs (or
sooner if you ask us nicely!) Partial searches, on a reduced
number of datasets, can also be undertaken.
Please contact JoIm Andrews. JoIm Sawyer or Steve Handslev
for further information on the CD ROM, and the datasets it
contains, or John Andrews if you require a search to be
undertaken.

Quality Group in Chesterfield, but because our profile has
been raised by the full publication back in March of a state-ofthe-art report on the subject prepared for CIRIA entitled
Hydraulic Measures for the Control and Treatment of
Groundwater Pollution. The report was edited and part
John Holden with support from other authors
written by
including Mike Jones, Stephen Booth and myself.
John Holden presented a paper on the subject at the Second
BGS Geoenvironmental Conference at the ICE on 14
September which identified some of the key factors
influencing successful implementation.
CIRIA have supplied us with a large number of free copies of
the Report. If you could make good use of a copy or you
have clients who would find a copy useful, please contact Pat
Furniss in Chesterfield (ext 33 1).
At the same conference Dr Sheila Banks presented a paper on
the treatment of abandoned colliery discharges using chemical
dosing and aeration and/or passive treatment with reed beds.
Bernie Roome and the team in Chesterfield have developed a
strong capability in this field as Project Managers of the
National Abandoned Mine Discharge Programme for the Coal
Authority and in designing treatment systems for the
Monktonhall and Polkemmet discharges in Scotland.

Presentation

-

Basingstoke

II
Tony Neillis of SouthBank Systems will be giving a
demonstration of their Road Information Management system.
This system is one of the main contenders in the RIMS market
in UK and abroad.
1]e presentation is in the conference room in Network House
on Thursday 23 September 14:00. If you want to attend
please contact Alec Patterson or Diana Clarke on x402.
Numbers are limited by’ the size of the room.

Thanks
from Kit Chick

Thank you for such a brilliant send-off. I had a wonderilil
evening. Thanks to everyone for the generous presents and
cards. I’m looking forward to joining in any future festivities
just try to leave me out!
-

Groundwater Treatment
from Geoff Byms [C]

More schemes for treating groundwater pollution or for
contaminant plumes are starting to be implemented in the
UK due to changes in policy and legislation designed to
protect our groundwater. Even more schemes will start to
come forward when the Enviromnent Act 1995 is finally
implemented in December (unless of course its introduction
slips again).
Scott Wilson are well placed to win this type of work, not
only because of the skills and relevant experience within the
Water Department in Basingstoke and the Land & Water

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Kuala Lumpur
Botswana

XV R Kemp
R 0 Cobham

30/9 8/10
27/9 15/10
-

-

2

What’s Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; B: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

Scott Wilson Work in the Republic of Ireland
from Paul Godsmark [PPA]

Scott Wilson have a long history of work in the Republic
of Ireland (Eire) and are currently enjoying an increase in
workload from there as the current economic upturn
gathers pace. Jerome Munro-Lafon is responsible for
co-ordinating the work of Scott Wilson in the Republic of
Ireland where we have worked with and through several
local companies in the past. Currently we are
concentrating our efforts through T.J. O’Connor and
Associates based in Dublin.
At the moment we are working on several projects
including the Dundnim Shopping Centre, the Millennium
Shopping Centre, Dublin Bay Sewage Treatment Works,
the TIA for Sandyford Industrial Estate, Dublin and the
TIA for mixed development in Dundrum. We have most
recently won the commission for the Dublin Bus Study.
To assist in the co-ordination of Scott Wilson work in the
Republic of Ireland I have been asked to set up a database
of work that has been completed there, work that is
currently in-hand and work that we are bidding for. In
addition I have a record of bids that have been
unsuccessful that may prove useful in guiding our
thinking for future bids.
If you have any relevant information for the database to
keep it up to date, or have need of it for a bid that you are
assembling, then please contact me at Basingstoke Ext.
334.

Congratulations!
Long Service Awards

Congratulations to Tina and Michael on
their wedding on Saturday 18 September
and
at Telford
from everyone
Birmingham offices.
o

Congratulations on the mamage of
Diane Goddard to Seamus O’Sullivan
in Banff, Canada on 20 September.

Congratulations to Alan Soutar and
Caroline on the birth of their son,
Joseph, who was born on Friday 3
September 1999 weighing a healthy
8fbs 2 oz.

kilo ve’
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Terry Keegans who joined SWR, Swindon on 2 August.
Sara Andrews who started as a Graduate in the Civils Section
of Chesterfield office on 6 September.
Christine Oates joined Telford office as a Secretary on 13
September (replacing Angela Philpin).
Dean Ross who started as a Trainee Technician for Structures
(BA) on 13 September.
Venetia Bradlleld who has
joined SWHL as Assistant
Company Secretary on the 20
based in
September
1999,
Basingstoke.

Venetia has a BA (1-Ions) degree
Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
all received Long Service Awards this month.
Erik Faithfull
Tim Bilson
Paul Eeeles
Simon Ellis
Richard Bayly
Caroline Moore
Tim Dawe
Gordon Davidson
André Gilleard
Martin Love

20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

11 September 1999
4 September 1999
4 September 1999
4 September 1999
4 September 1999
11 September 1999
11 September 1999
18 September 1999
18 September 1999
25 September 1999

in Business Administration and is
currently pursuing a Masters
degree through evening classes in
I3usiness Law.

Initially Venetia will be assisting Geoff Redwood and Project
Managers on contract and collateral warranty matters and
also Professional Indemnity Insurance.

TRANSFERS

A warm welcome to Lynn Lewis who joined Project
Management as a Team Administrator transferring from
Swindon Railways to Basingstoke on 13.9.99.
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from Sian Bishop (RC)

Two belated thank yous. One to eveiyone in Basingstoke
who sent their good wishes on my nansfer and one to
everyone in the Leeds office, who have made me feel one of
the family and given me plenty of work to keep me busy.
For anyone who hadn’t noticed, I have transferred up to the
Leeds office with effect from 1st August and have been
working on the Environmental Assessment of Doncaster
Finningley Airport (Peel Holdings). Office expertise includes
planning, landscape and visual assessment, tourism and
leisure and ecology and a bit of environmental assessment.
Please give us a call if you want any further information on
our capabilities and we guarantee a warm northern welcome
will be extended to all visitors.

LEA VERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Brian Mcintyre who left SWR, Swindon on 3 September.
Angela Philpin who left Telford on 10 September.
Paul Gardener who left Plymouth office on 16 September
Sean Holmes who left Basingstoke office (Network House)
on 17 September
Andrew Condie who left SWR Swindon on 17 September to
go to university.

Sports & Soc/a/s
Jump info your Jeans on Jeans
for Genes bo,W
Basingstoke office will be
supporting Jeans for Genes
bay again this year on Friday
8th October. Wear your jeans
on that day, remembering to drop
£1 (or more!) into the collection
box at Reception. Great Ormond
Street Hospital Children’s Charity
and other childrens charities will
benefit from your donations.
Other offices who want to join in
can ring freephone 0800 980
4800 for a free information pack.

Vacancies

disciplinary projects. The role will develop with increasing
responsibility. Project Management division are looking for
an enthusiastic and proactive, self-motivated individual with
good communication skills who enjoys continuous challenges
and relishes increasing responsibility. You will need to work
as an effective member of a team.
If you are interested in the above position please contact Pam
Masson on ext 507.
Temporary Data Entry Clerk Basingstoke
-

We require someone, possibly a pre-university student, to
perform a computerised data entry function within a young
friendly team. You will need to be methodical and undertake
routine and repetitive tasks accurately. Keyboard skills are
desirable, as is some experience in database management.
If you are interested in the above position please contact Sally
Mason on ext 210.

Whatc on your
Mind?
Would whoever sent the amusing item commenting on the
article “Total Computer Shutdown” please let me have your
name as we can’t accept anonymous items. \Ve will be happy
to publish your piece without showing your name Editor
-

4

Idea of the Week
from Rob Carr (RC)
This may have been looked into before, but I suggest that we
have the option of having expenses paid directly into our hank
accounts through the BACS system.

Thoughts for the week:
Dilbert’s Words of Wisdom
“Never argue with an idiot. They drag
you down to their level then beat you
with experience.”
“When you don’t know what to do, walk
fast and look worried”

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Postgrad in Project Management (or equivalent)

Project Management require a graduate to work within the
team in Basingstoke. Duties will include acting as assistant to
Project Managers on MOD related and large multi4

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 285 Fax: 01256 335 001
e-rnai 1: angela. lowle@swkeurope. corn

Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256475 600
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Attention All Staff!
Press Comments
from Bob McGowan [Chairman SWHL]
-

Every now and then something happens that serves to remind
us of the need to occasionally reinforce things that we
otherwise tend to take for granted.
One day last week there was a call made to Scott House from
a reporter seeking comment on a road contract with which we
had an involvement. We know the call came in, we know it
was passed on, but we do not know where it fmished up.
Item 10/12 in the Employee Handbook deals with the matter
but I would like remind staff that whenever possible any
requests by the press or any other media for comments should
be referred to myself or Geoff French.

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme
Trustee Meetings
from Chris White [SWHL]

The Trustees have asked that members are notified through
ScottLight and News Swap of Trustee Meetings at least one
month ahead of the meeting.
Further the subject of Trustee Meetings is to feature in the
autumn edition of the Pensions Newsletter which is scheduled
for the end of October/early November, once the scheme
accounts for the past year have been signed off. In particular
members will be reminded that they can place matters on the
agenda of Trustee Meetings.

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme -AVCs
from Chris White [SWHL]

The Trustees have recently reviewed and re-confirmed the
Prudential as the Scheme’s AVC provider. They have
obtained from the Prudential an offer to carry out AVC
roadshows or workshops aimed at removing some of the
aspects of AVCs that members tend to fmd less than clear at
present.

Could members let me know the level of interest there is in
this subject please before 5 October 1999.

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme
Explanatory Handbook
from Chris White [SWHL]

The Explanatory Handbook is now accessible on the Intranet.
There was an error on page 33, Example 2 at line (E) a figure
off 12000 was used instead of £25000, though the error was
not carried through the subsequent calculation. This has been
corrected on the Intranet version.

Weather Delays to Contracts During 1998
from John Peters

If anyone within the UK Company has dealt with or can gain
information relating to inclement weather extensions of time
awards or even weather delay analyses for contracts in force
during 1998, could they please contact John Peters at
Manchester Airport Office (Tel 0161-489-2255).

Relocation of Birmingham Office

Please note that from 1st October 1999 the Birmingham office
will relocate to the following address:
Scott Wilson
First Floor
McLaren House
35 Dale End
BIRMINGHAM
B4 7LN.
The telephone and fax numbers remain the same.
A further announcement from the Directors will appear at a
later date giving more information about the new office.

Public Holidays Botswana
-

I am meeting with the Prudential again on 5 October and I
would appreciate knowing the likely demand for a visit from
the Prudential.
It is my understanding that there is a willingness to go to any
office in the Europe region where there are Scheme members,
at no cost to the Scheme or the office.

Please be advised that 30 September and 1 October are public
holidays in Botswana so the office will be closed and will
resume business on Monday 4 October 1999.

l.’:bsroR5rNI’EOpLE

Bob Boyd, Head of Projects,
Railtrack Scotland unveiling the
Scott Wilson Railways Scotland
lIP award and congratulating
Hugh Blackwood and staff on
achieving lIP accreditation.

Second Annual T.E.N Award

Many congratulations and grateful thanks must go to Mike
Grinrniel who has just been notified that he is the winner of
the second annual T.E.N Award.

/

(
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Education
Television
Network Ltd (T.E.N) who
produce the Civil Engineers’
Channel video CPD service
launched their award for
young chartered engineers
who can demonstrate an
and
of
understanding
commitment to Continuing
Professional Development.

To be invited to compete for the award Mike had to fulfil the
following criteria:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

to have passed the ICE’s professional review in Autumn
1998 or Spring 1999
been nominated for the Renee Redfern Hunt memorial
Prize for the excellence of the essays written as part of the
review process
be aged under 35 years at the time of presenting for review
submit a 3000 technical paper to T.E.N based on a cunent
civilj’structural engineering project
be willing to undertake a telephone interview if shortlisted
be willing to participate in publicity photographs lbr The
Pro f’ssionaI magazine and ICE publications
be available for approximately 2 days of filming and
consultation for the production of a video about the
submitted project

The project Mike submitted was titled From Chemical Works
to Housing Development and deals with a current brownfield
site where our clients are AgrEvo UK Ltd and Barratt North
London.

For being the winner Mike receives £1500 for himse1f a free
one years subscription to the Civil Engineers’ Channel for
Scott Wilson (worth £1495), the project featured in the bi
monthly magazine The Professional and a video based on the
project which is broadcast on the Civil Engineers’ Channel.
The Award is to be presented to Mike at the Institution of
Civil Engineers in November.

ACE and BCB Drop Plans To Merge
The following press release was issued on 17 September 1999
jointly by the Association and the British Consultants Bureau.

The chairmen of the Association of Consulting Engmeers
(ACE) and the British Consultants Bureau (J3CB) have
formally announced that proposals to merge the two
organisations have been dropped. Both associations have
pledged to continue to work closely on matters of mutual
interest.
ACE chairman Jim Dawson and BCB chairman Peter Garratt
issued the following joint statement:
‘Long and detailed discussions have been held over the past
two years. These revealed that, whilst most members of both
organisations recognise substantial advantages in a proposed
merger, a significant proportion have serious reservations. We
have concluded therefore that a merger is not achievable.
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‘The reservations arose because the focus of ACE is on
furthering the business interests and professional standing of
consulting engineers, primarily in the domestic and European
markets, whilst that of BCB is on furthering the commercial
success of consultants of all disciplines worldwide.

Contaminated Land Advances in Groundwater Protection
Both papers are presented by speakers from the EA
-

Professional Ethics Taking the ‘Sin ‘out ofBuyjess
-

Land Use Relating to Sea Changes Case Studies
-

“The merger negotiations have taken up much time and effort
over the past two years. The priority now for both ACE and
BCB is to focus on our primary objectives of providing the
best possible services to our members. Part of that focus will
include co-operation with each other on appropriate issues.
‘Such co-operation may include:
Joint responses to consultations and representations on issues
of common concern; Meetings with visiting international trade
officials; Collaboration on workshops and study trips.

CVianges to Our Built Environment Restraints on
Developments
-

hformation Technology Where ii cxl?
-

All are very welcome, excellent for CPD & IPD. If you are
interested please contact Andy Scott x242 or Sanjay
Wijesekera x241 for further information

Change of Address for Scott Wilson TRIP, Nepal

“Each organisation will recognise the strengths and primary
objectives of the other and avoid as far us possible duplication
and competition.”

Talks, Seminars and Training Sessions

.w

Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
Third Road Improvement Project
Bishal Nagar, DoR Compound
GPO Box 12104, Kathmandu
Nepal
Tel: +9771417152/414239
Fax: +9771416 183

Quality Assurance Presentation
from Brian Murphy ESP]

E-mail address remains the same.

A Quality Assurance presentation has been arranged for
Friday 12 November 1999 at Scott House (2A/2B)
commencing 10.00 hrs. The presentation is to be made by Mr
Peter Charmley QA Adviser with Defence Estates and will
extend into a p.m. question and answer session.
-

Thanks
A big Thank you’ to everyone for our wonderful presents and
the card. Our wedding day went really well, fantastic
weather and all went to plan. Thanks once agam.

Scott Wilson Quality Assurance Managers/Advisers are
invited to join EWC Managers to take advantage of Mr
Charmley’s considerable QA knowledge particularly with
MOD. Please telephone Sue Blanchflower to reserve your
place.

Nicky and Dom Howgego.

-

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Nepal

Hamish Goldie-Scot

29 Sept to 11 October

CIWEM Training Day

CIWEM Southern Central Branch’s annual training day this
year is entitled ‘Managing in a changing environment
Beyond Y2K’.
-

The training day is being held on Wednesday 13th October at
The Wiltshire Hotel in Swindon. The programme is extremely
interesting and varied, a number of guest speakers are
presenting papers on the following issues:
Bioso lids Regulatory Requirements Customer Demands
and Public Confidence, by Bob Davies, an expert on sludge
from WRc
-

-

Environmental Changes Past, Present and Anticipated, by
Timothy O’Riorden who was chairman of the Norfolk Broads
Authority for 20 years and is involved in the politics of the
transition to sustainability in Europe
lytaintenance oft/ic Built Fabric Environment

What’s GonK On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

-

Pavement Evaluation and Design at Jersey Airport
from Robert Armitage [SWPE]

In 1998, Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering (SWPE)
performed detailed assessment of the aircraft pavements
(runways, taxiways, aprons) at Jersey Airport, Channel
Islands. The results enabled the client to adjust aircraft
operations in order to maximise the life of some of the weaker
pavements. Data also showed that some recently constructed
pavements were not as strong as they should be, due to poor
quality dry lean concrete.

Water Resources Abstraction Licence Review
-

3

Jersey, being an island, has limited aggregate resources, and
high harbour dues make importation of materials and plant
extremely expensive. There are therefore unique challenges
for optimising the design and performance of locally available
materials a challenge which SWPE believes can be met to
the benefit of the client.

Moves
STARTERS

-

A warm welcome to:
Our client, the Public Services Department, has recently
awarded additional services to SWPE (Fee Scale C) related to
the new Alpha Taxiway and comprising:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Robert Barker who joined the Ports Division, Basingstoke
office on 20 September.

Review of previous construction records and traffic data
Assessment of local materials, including laboratory tests
Recommendations for design of rigid, flexible and
composite pavements
Advice on Specification and Contract Documentation
Tender Review and Audit Role during construction
End Performance Testing using Falling Weight
Deflectometer

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Sid Oakley who left the A19 DBFO on 17 September
Items 4) and 5) will be performed by PA Division. The
Project Director for SWPE is Robert Armitage and Project
Manager Dr Bachar Al-Hakim.

and Rob Goldie who leaves on 1 October.

Lifting Experiences
from Mike Hackney [SWSL]
SWSL (Structures) are right at the heart of two high profile
civil engineering events due to take place in Scotland in
October, both involving the lifting of major bridges.
On 16th October, Kingston Bridge, arguably Europe’s most
heavily trafficked bridge, and weighing over 45,000 tonnes is
to be raised 15 mm. The following weekend the bridge will be
repositioned 30-50 mm to the south of its current location.
Road closures are limited to 36 hours for each move.
Having initially inspected and assessed the structure in the
early 1990’s, SWSL has acted as Checker and Advisor to
Client Glasgow City Council in their contract to strengthen
and re-locate the bridge. The decision to proceed with the lift
follows on from the recent successful installation of additional
pre-stressing in the main span, and represents the culmination
of over 6 years of hard work, innovation and dedication by
Brian Robertson and his team.
BIG LIFT” a smaller but equally
As a prelude to the
important bridge lift is planned between 2 and 7 October.
“

The existing Float Viaduct is to be demolished and replaced in
5 days with a new structure to carry the WCML over the
River Clyde near Carstairs.
The new 4 span steel structure, designed by SWSL, will be
assembled in sections on site and erected onto the new
supports using a 1000 tonne mobile crane. The scheme was
designed and detailed in just over 5 months; the programme
being so short that at times the contract was almost “Build and
Design”, necessitating good relations and co-operation with
Client Carillion Construction Ltd.
Thanks to everyone involved in both projects for their hard
work and dedication.

Sports & Soc/a is
t’on’t forget
to Jump thto your Jeans
on
Jeans for Genes 1ay
&hlay 8 October.
-

S W Basingstoke Cricket Season 1999
from Nick Blake [RCj
The Basingstoke cricket season has been both
exciting and at times depressing this year. We
have won some good matches and got
thoroughly beaten in others.
Some outstanding batting by the likes of Nick
Jeffries, David Bunn, Graham Handy and John
Butterworth helped Scotts score over 600 runs in 9 games
together with bowling figures from Ivan Hodgson and
Graham Handy taking 16 wickets between them helped Scotts
win 4 out of the 9 games. The low spot was obviously losing
to SW Swindon but there is always next year! Thanks to all
who played for and against us this year, hope next year brings
more sunny evenings where the sound of wood against leather
makes for an enjoyable evening.
The Batting and Bowling scores are below. I must point out
that the scorebook never lies but Adam Symons had a good
year but his wickets were never recorded in the book, so
apologies to Adam.

4

Bowling

Batting

Overs

Runs

Wkts

RIW

PJQ

N Jeifries

7

24

2

12.00

3.43

15.00

S Wijesekera

7

24

1

24.00

3.43

2

22.80

DBunn

0

0

0

0.00

K Majdoub

0

3

14

0

4.67

D Briggs

7

26

1

26.00

3.71

0 Handy

5

66

2

22.00

GHandy

21

107

7

15.29

5.10

S Booth

1

10

0

10.00

SBooth

1

9

0

GThomas

4

27

0

6.75

0 Thomas

0

NBlake

5

6

1

1.50

N Blake

8

61

3

20.33

7.63

J Oliver

1

12

1

J Oliver

1

6

1

6.00

6.00

I Hodgson

5

31

2

10.33

I Hodgson

25

146

9

16.22

5.84

K Hackney

2

2

1

2.00

K Hackney

10

70

2

35.00

7.00

DMartin

5

9

0

1.80

DMartin

0

A Symons

4

51

1

17.00

A Symons

17

70

1

70.00

4.12

J Andrews

4

41

0

10.25

J Andrews

6

14

2

7.00

2.33

A Senanayake

6

28

0

4.67

ASenanayake

1

6

0

P Currie

8

39

0

4.88

P Currie

13

49

3

J Butterworth

2

40

1

40.00

J Butterworth

0

R Wallace

4

18

0

4.50

R Wallace

0

S Hodgson

1

5

0

5.00

S Hodgson

0

A Booth

1

17

0

17.00

A Booth

1

12

0

PLAYER

Total

Not

Inn

runs

Out

Ave

Player

N Jeffries

3

57

2

57.00

S Wijesekera

2

15

I

DBunn

7

114

K Majdoub

1

D Briggs

-

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale: Vauxhall Cavalier
C reg 1986, 1.8 Sri, Black
Tax & MOT. Good Runner

9.00

-

-

6.00

16.33

-

3.77

12.00

Ideas of the Month
Please note that as there were so few contributions August’s
results are being held over to appear at the same time as
September s.

£500.00
Contact Jemma on Bas ext: 393.

NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

Thought for the week:
“The illiterate of the year 2000 will not be the individual who
cannot read or write, but the one who cannot learn, unlearn
and relearn.”
Alvin Toffler

5

from Mary Rook [CS]
The Millennium will be a time to do something memorable, a time to make a difference.
What better way to create an enduring memory than for each of us to commit the value of our last working hour of this
Millennium, to the children of the next?
Statistically, there could be a child in every street who faces abuse, has run away, is excluded from school or suffers
from poverty.
Children’s Promise is a fundraising initiative that will enable significant help to be offered to children suffering from
homelessness, abuse or neglect.
The initiative has been set up by Marks & Spencer and the New Millennium Experience Company, with M&S covering
all the operating costs to ensure that every penny donated goes towards children’s causes.
The seven partners including the UK’s five main children’s charities will then share the funds raised and use their
expertise to allocate the money to agreed new projects.
The lasting legacy of the Children’s Promise will be for the children of the next Millennium to enjoy a happy, healthy
and fulfilling future.
All you have to do is want to make a difference.
The benefiting charities are Barnardos, BBC Children in Need, Childline, The Children’s Society, Comic Relief, NCH
Action for Children and the NSPCC.
I’m sure that most of you will already be aware of Children’s Promise, if not you must have been walking through Marks
and Spencers with your eyes closed for the past few months. What in effect you are being asked to do is to donate the
“Final Hour” of your salary earned in 1999.
We have already determined that our payroll provider PROLOG will process the donations on our behalf- so all you
have to do is sign up to the idea.
Please sign the return slip at the bottom of this page to confirm that you wish to make a “Final Hour” contribution to
Children’s Promise and return this slip to your Personnel Department as soon as possible, but no later than 30th October
1999.

I wish to make a donation of my “Final Hour” salary to Children’s Promise and hereby give my permission for a
deduction to be made from my December 1999 salary.
Staff No

Full Name

Signature

Date

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in

Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 356 Fax: 01256 475 600
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

Date

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 475 600
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

Operating Unit

Locatiow

From

I/deai of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Operating Unit
Locatiorr
NameS
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiaiy companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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All Staff!

Mick Mansell
from Mike Brown
the M&E
It is with deep regret that we announce the death of
Mansell.
Mick
Department’s Public Health / CAD Technician,
General
stoke
Mick was 48 years of age and died in Basing
a brain
of
r
Hospital during the afternoon of Saturday 2 Octobe
us
previo
the
haemorrhage after having been taken ill on
Wednesday lunch time.
1988 as Public
He joined Scott Houghton on 4 November
y working
recentl
Health Engineer in Scott House and was more
a CAD
as
arily
on a temporary employment basis, prim
as they
s
matter
technician but also handling public health
arose.
ted in the more
Mick had a dry sense of hum our and was interes
his colleagues
by
simple things in life. He will be sadly missed
to replace.
lt
and his versatility was such that he will be difficu
BCIA 2000
from Chris White [SWHLJ
Group) has been
Bob McGowan (Chairman Scott Wilson
tional Award to
invited to join the judging panel for the Interna
ry Awards 2000.
be made under the British Construction Indust
n Jefferson CB
Bob’s fellow judges for this award are Brya
ry of State for
CBE (Architectural Adviser to the Secreta
kman (Director of
Culture, Media and Sport) and Chris Spac
Bovis Ltd).
Documents on the Intranet
from Geoff Redwood [SWHLJ
prequalifications and
To assist Project Managers in assembling
ts, the following
proposals, and generally meeting client reques
documents have been placed on the Intranet.
years ended 30
Summary of the Report and Accounts for the
1995/96 figures
April 1997 and 30 April 1998. (Note that
of the 1996/97
are shown in the previous year column
accounts).
Web Page as soon
Summaries for 1998/99 will be posted to the
as possible.
Professional Indemnity Insurance Certificates

• Public Liability Insurance Certificates
• Employers’ Liability Insurance Certificate
L, SWSL,
The above information is provided for SWKC
SWRL, SWR(S)L and SWPE.
Section of Scott
The Web Page is located in the Marketing
Wilson Holdings Ltd.
Professional Services Appointments
from Geoff Redwood [SWHL}
problems when
It has come to light that there were formatting
Intranet.
printing the standard Terms of Business from the
with a clause
The problem has now been corrected, along
number cross referencing error.
ss has ‘Oct1999’ in
The latest version of the Terms of Busine
no longer be
the footer reference and any earlier version should
used.
Please Remember, Don’t Forget
Total Computer Shutdown
from Stephen Leach [CS)

-

shutdown of all our
As mentioned in ScottLight No. 210, a trial
ay 16 October.
Saturd
computing equipment will take place on
facilities in
e-mail
and
This will affect all servers, PCs, printers
Units.
ating
Oper
an
all the permanent UK offices of all Europe
iring
requ
work
any
plan
All staff are therefore advised not to
computing resources on that day.
Personal Telephone Rental Costs
from Alan Morton [SWKCL}
claimed from the
Would employees note that all rental costs
ne telephones,
land-li
or
Company relating to personal mobile
and must be
taxable
are
which are used for business purposes,
claimed/reimbursed via the payroll.
xable and are still
Claims for actual business calls are non-ta
cashier as before.
local
the
eligible to be reimbursed at cost via

TRAVELLERS

A New Computer Virus Is It Real Or Is It A Hoax?
from Stephen Leach [CSJ
-

I have had several e-mail messages forwarded to me recently
which warn of new computer viruses. The messages suggest
sending the warning to all your e-mail contacts and several
members of staff have done just that.
The problem is that most, but not all, such warnings are hoaxes
and are really just an electronic form of chain letter. The only
purpose that they serve is to clog up our e-mail system. One
that I received recently has been circulating since 1997.
I would be grateful if anyone receiving such a warning would
forward it to the Computing Support e-mail address only and
not to all e-mail contacts. I will check it against a list of known
hoaxes and, if necessary, issue a warning to users generally.

Security Controller
from Peter Innes
Bob Ballard has taken up the duties of the company’s Security
Controller. Staff are informed that Bob must immediately be
made aware of any UK Government project when the Client
refers to “security” requirements or “secret matters”, in order
that the necessary protective measures are put in place from the
outset. This includes projects which are at the bidding stage.
Failure to adopt the required protective measures could have
very severe consequences for the individuals concerned and for
the Company.
Accident Suffered by Ian Lunt
from Richard Cooper
The following is an extract of an e-mail received yesterday from
lan Lunt in Mongolia
Unfortunately on Wednesday I had an accident in the car
somewhere between Tariat and Section lOd I was dozing in
the front seat, Badral had to do an emergency stop, the jeep
has no seal belts, predictably I head-butted the metal
dashboard and handrail. I was unconscious/asleep for 14
hou,v and unable to get out of bedfor the rest of the following
day with what I assume to be concussion. On Friday I visited
the alleged hospital in Tariat where the Doctors pronounced
me fit enough to travel back to UB slowly. I arrived back on
Saturday to find various messages awaiting me from a World
Bank mission (A nil Somani and Robin Carruthers) who were
here to discuss their next project with the DoR I had a long
meeting with them on Sunday and was able to update them on
this Project and comment upon the proposedforthcoming one.
Note: Tariat is located in a remote area of Mongolia some 500
km west of the capital Ulan Bataar and 15 hours driving time
in a Russian Jeep over gravel tracks and pot-holed tarmac.

Location

Traveller

Dates

Geneva, Bonn
India

Ruth Golombok
David Williams

6-12 Oct
11 Oct -20 Nov

7
What’s Going- On
Scale: A: £3 mill ioil+: 13: £600,000- £2,999,999;
C: £60000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

Heritage Tourism in Jamaica
from Malcolm George
As part of a major Study of Sustainable Tourism in Jamaica,
funded by the Inter-American Development Bank, Malcolm
George has been appointed as the team’s Heritage Tourism
expert. The aim is to extend the island’s tourism product
beyond the dominant ‘all-inclusive’ resorts and shore
excursions by cruise ship passengers, by utilising the wealth of
historical and natural features. Following the preparation and
evaluation of an inventory of such resources, the study will
produce development strategies for key sites such as Seville, the
site of Columbus’s landing and the first Spanish capital; Port
Antonio, a former banana port and developing arts and crafts
centre; Falmouth, the former slave port with magnificent
Georgian architecture; Port Royal, the former Naval Base and
pirate town, (two thirds of which is under water following the
1692 earthquake); and Black River, a centre for eco-tourism
based on crocodiles and manatees.
A brief study tour has already highlighted the need to improve
airport and read facilities and for anyone with aspirations in
this part of the world, it may be helpful to know that Malcolm
will be undertaking several week-long trips there before
Christmas!
(Value D)

Con gratu1ation.’
Long Service Awards
Congratulations to Bruce Lunn of Edinburgh Office for
achieving 10 years service in September 1999.
Congratulations to Mat-tin Love who has recently been
awarded with a certificate for passing the ICE Law and
Contract Procedure Examination.

Attached to this edition of ScottLight is a Special Issue
reporting on the recent conference in Amsterdam.
2

Congratulations to Derek Appleby who
married Angela on Friday 17 September
1999. Best wishes from everyone at the
Edinburgh office.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Jenny Ford who joined the BA Environmental section as
Graduate Environmental Specialist on Monday 4th October
Graham Floater who also joined BA Env section as
Temporary Env specialist on Monday 4th October.
Nicholas Rey who joined as a Graduate in the Glasgow office.

fl,
[LI;

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Sally Mason who leaves the BA office and Elisabeth Butler
who leaves the Peterborough office on 8th October.

Sports & Socials
‘Mainline Rail’
from John Blackmur
on
The annual competition for the ‘Mainline Rail’ took place
but
small
A
Club.
Golf
ell
Carsw
venue,
new
23 September at a
select group of golfers representing Swindon, Basingstoke,
y
Abingdon, Telford, Chesterfield and Plymouth endured slightl
tition.
compe
ble
enjoya
but
fought
closely
in
a
damp conditions
on
The ‘Rail’ has been returned to its rightflul home in Swind
40
with
tition
compe
the
won
who
d
Hillyar
courtesy of Mick
with
on,
of
Swind
also
,
Silvey
Tom
by
ed
points closely follow
ack
39 points, third was Mark Williams of Telford on countb
with 35 points.
on
The booby prize was also regrettably returned to Swind
** points.
thanks to Alex Evason with
in
Nearest the pin was David Blythe of Chesterfield who was
a shot
the first group and effectively ended the competition with
st
Longe
putt.
the
g
missin
nately
unfortu
before
to about two feet
from
drive was last year’s competition winner Peter Ansell
Rob
n
betwee
draw
a
was
tition
compe
putting
Telford. The
prize a
Persey and Kevin Brown and as there was only one
‘putt-oft’ was held in the bar with Rob emerging triumphant.

Many thanks to all who took part and we look forward to
seeing you next year.

Basingstoke Business 5-a-side League
from Mike Grimmel
e
The summer season of the Basingstoke Business 5-a-sid
team
the
and
Soccer League competition has come to an end,
from Scott Wilson have given a good account of themselves by
finishing in third position.
es
The league is organised by the Sports Centre and includ
each
play
who
many of the large businesses in Basingstoke
other in 6 minutes each way fixtures.
Through this period the team has taken a stable shape and the
results have improved dramatically, due mainly to our new
Paul
‘Gucci’ kit and the star players, Adam ‘the Cat’ Symons,
’
‘Rosie
Steve
el,
‘Gaffer’ Eeles, Mike ‘Salmon’ Grimm
e’
‘Stepto
Lee
and
O’Grady, Alistair ‘No flair’ McNicol
is
Cunningham. The friendly atmosphere of the tournament
of
fitness
and
pace
of
lack
totally absent from our fixtures as the
the team is replaced with raw aggression and bad language.
However, the previous season’s sending offs of Salmon and
Rosie were not repeated, assisting ability to win games.
Our final league position of 3rd is particularly satisfactory when
sizes of organisations are compared, and the flagrant player
swapping which occurs throughout the season.
e as
With our improving strike rate up front, and a defenc
for
cts
prospe
the
te,
penetra
impenetrable as something hard to
we
time
This
good.
are
r
the new season starting on 4th Octobe
taking
be
won’t
ely
definit
we
are gunning for first place, and
any prisoners.
SWR(Scotland)Golfing Success !!!
from Daniel Macbeth
s of the
The team representing SWR(S) emerged as winner
Cancer
al
Imperi
of
aid
in
Lenzie Golf Club Charity Pro-am
ised
compr
team
The
1999.
ber
Research on Sunday 5 Septem
d
assiste
ably
th,
Macbe
Danny
Hugh Blackwood, Ian Hay and
Club.
y
Countr
ch
Gleddo
of
son
by professional Steven Thomp
par) in the
A local team had produced a score of 54 (15 under
formidable
a
be
to
proved
this
and
second game of the day
forty-four.
of
field
a
in
last
fifth
out
target with our team going
with all
par)
under
(6
28
e
credibl
We reached the turn in a
. Then
format
ball
better
the
in
uting
team members contrib
After
I!!
I
hole
10th
five
par
The
!
came the shot of the day
our
y,
fairwa
the
d
bisecte
which
carving a 300 yard drive
and
feet
to
2
iron
7
superb
a
strike
to
professional proceeded
and
hole out for an eagle three !! This set us up for a charge
arrived
ally
eventu
We
ently.
consist
birdie putts started to drop
some
on the 18th tee needing a par four to tie for the lead. After
we
tee)
the
from
bounds
of
out
went
neny shots (yours truly
as
which
par)
under
(9
26
of
nine
back
achieved our goal with a
half
inward
better
the
on
tition
compe
it transpired won us the
3

Our professional, Steven, tied for fourth place in the Pro’s event
with a 3 under par 66 which, together with the team prize,
moved him from 8th to 6th on the Tartan Tour money list. At
the end of an enjoyable day Imperial Cancer Research were
presented with a cheque for £3500.

in
With our long experience and broad based expertise both
ng,
planni
as
such
fields
related
closely
and
aviation/airports
already
airport access and environment, Scott Wilson are
tancy
consul
ning
burgeo
this
of
share
ing
winning an increas
market.
such as
In UK, whilst continuing to serve our traditional clients
have
Manchester, Birmingham and East Midlands airports, we
the
to
now established ourselves with two recent entrants
the
market from the private sector, Peel Holdings and
and
ral
structu
civil,
are
,
we
former
the
For
p.
Wiggins Grou
million
environmental consultants for both their £50
e for
schem
ry
visiona
their
also
and
ool
development at Liverp
near
gley
Finnin
at
airbase
y
militar
converting the disused
For
Doncaster into a new civil airport to serve the North East.
rapidly
the
for
ers
engine
and
Wiggins, we are planners
on
expanding Kent International Airport at the disused Manst
with
ned
concer
is
growth
the
RAE base where most of
maintenance and cargo.

Team photograph (L-R) Hugh Blackwood, Steven Thompson,
Ian Hay and Danny Macbeth

Vacancies
n
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Sectio
d.
rtise
adve
y
before replying to any vacanc
Purchasing Assistant (2.1)
y
Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon, currently have a vacanc
sing
Purcha
a
for
line
Discip
ement
within their Business Manag
d to
Assistant, Grade 2.1. In this role you will be require
and
es
invoic
ute
distrib
and
process order requests, receive
an
be
would
QA
of
ence
Experi
.
resolve any subsequent queries
the
that
ensure
to
ability
the
need
advantage, as you will
be
purchasing procedures are adhered to. You will also
ved
‘Appro
the
lling
contro
and
responsible for monitoring
Suppliers List.
telephone
Previous purchasing experience, together with a good
would
Excel,
and
Word
of
edge
knowl
manner and a working
be advantageous.
262) if
Please contact Alison White on 01793 515262 (07-75
you are interested in this position
Airports Flying high More Crew Needed
from David Farthing

es
Having recently completed the South West Air Servic
for
placed
well
now
are
we
Strategic Study for DETR,
tments
appointments for the major prize of consultancy appoin
rt
l
airpo
tiona
addi
for
for identilying and assessing sites
and.
Engl
of
capacity in the South East and East
as. John
New opportunities are also coming our way overse
have been
we
where
o,
Kosov
Prosser has just returned from
and
onal
operati
the
appointed to assess and resolve
can
it
ensure
to
ort
Airp
maintenance problems at Pristina
are
We
.
period
winter
remain open during the next critical
and
design
to
plan,
shortly
also expecting to be appointed
ort following
supervise the rehabilitation of Montserrat Airp
opportunity
er
Anoth
year.
the devastating volcanic activity last
plan
master
and
n
locatio
site
in the final negotiation stage is the
ras).
(Mad
study for a new airport at Chennai
more staff
To accommodate this growth, we urgently need
recruits.
new
two
and
rs
in addition to recent internal transfe
ch are
e
approa
flexibl
a
with
Drive, energy, enthusiasm, along
gh a
althou
nce,
experie
more important attributes than airport
would
nt
ironme
ng/env
planni
background of infrastructure or
n/airports.
be useful, together with some knowledge of aviatio
to your Section
If interested, please call me after speaking
Head.
potential in
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Aviation/airports is a rapid growth sector and a
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market for Scott Wilson. Key organisations
that air
such as IATA, ICAO, Airbus and Boeing are all agreed
m for
travel will continue to increase by about 5% per annu
To accommodate this
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Only 18% of UK population have flown
Only 20% of Americans have passports
Only 10% of Japanese have ever been abroad
Only I in 14 Europeans have ever flown
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For Sale & Wan ted
e in North
For Rent: A three bedroom semi-detached hous
h 2000.
Marc
of
end
the
until
Waltham is available for rent
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locat
ge
villa
eftul
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,
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Large garden, all mod
Rob
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any
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ested
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Morris in the Hong Kong offic
.hk),
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further details. (robert.moprris@scott-w
No smokers or destructive pets!
Price a bargain £550 month (negotiable).

Swapsies:

Kelloggs Star Wars Statuettes.

in return for
I can offer a Darth Maul or an Anakin Skywalker
Jinn.
Gon
Quia
or
dala,
n
Ami
Quee
a
an Obi Wan Kenobi,

see if other
good idea, once these databases are set up, to
in joining
businesses in Basing View would be interested
the schemes.

Scott Wilson Namehoards
from John Alberts [C]
rent contracts
In the past 36 months I have worked on nine diffe
erected expensive
and on each contract llwe have requested and
sizes. 90% of these
plastic Scott Wilson nameboards of various
contract.
the
of
end
at
the
nd
behi
nameboards were left
ard size, peel back,
Would it be a good idea to produce a stand
tenance” signs.
stick-on sign similar to the “Motorway Main
Storage, No
The advantages would be: Less Cost, Less
Transport Charges and Easily Fitted.

May the Force Persuade You.
Andrew Welch, Basingstoke x 378.

Thought for the week:

Idea of the Week
Transport
from Adam Synions [RC]
buildings have
Recent seminars in the transport demands of
h Scott Wilson
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port system. So
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plan lifts to work. If there is a large amo
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bus
would be willing to set up a database for a
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pass
whereby the local bus company will pick up
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ld
who live away from normal bus routes, It wou

Dilbert’s Words of Wisdom
“The goal of every engineer is to retire
r
without getting blamed for a majo
catastrophe.”
(contributed by Graham Lee [Matlocki)
“If at first you don’t succeed, try’ again. Then
quit. No use being a damn fool about it.”
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Special J/ssue
Si XII 8 October 1999

AMSTERDAM CONFERENCE

—

THEME “ONE SCOTT WILSON”
16 to 20 September 1999
-

from Bob McGowan IChairman -SWIHLJ
Scott Wilson is owned by its shareholders, all of whom are
employees of the group companies (unlike many of our
competitors). Scott Wilson international shareholders, the
owners of the international firm, meet every four years to
explore new strategic directions for the group and review
recent performance. We have recently returned from the
latest conference, held in Amsterdam, from 16th 19th
September.

In addition to the overall “One Scott Wilson” theme, the
change to the strategic and business planning process, the
chance for informal contacts and the exchange of best
practice ideas, the Amsterdam Conference also
recommended that there should be:

-

The Amsterdam Conference took the theme “One Scott
Wilson” and the Level 5 Executives worldwide debated at
some length how this aim would be achieved whilst giving
the Operating Units sufficient flexibility to run their
business in the most efficient manner.

•
•
•
•
•

There was a clear desire for “One Scott Wilson” to be the
image that clients and the public have of us. The
International and Regional Strategic Plans will define those
things that are essential, and only those things that are
essential, for this concept. The Operating Units would then
produce Key Business Plans within this framework before
they are consolidated at Regional level.
Much of the force for “One Scott Wilson”, the corporate
glue as it has been called, depends on the relationship
between the Level 5 Executives and other senior staff
worldwide. Thus much of the benefit of an international
gathering such as the Amsterdam Conference is the chance
for informal contacts between the delegates. The hectic
programme of formal meetings outlined later in this report
was therefore supplemented by social activities designed to
facilitate these intbmal contacts.
Amsterdam also provided an excellent forum for
exchanging ideas on best practice in many different areas
across the group.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

no change in our corporate structure
wider staff share ownership (and simpler share transfer
rules)
each Region to be wholly responsible and accountable
for the financial performance of that Region
a combination of the Africa and Europe Regions for
management purposes
detailed consideration of how this is to be implemented
to ensure that Africa does not lose its identity
flexible management stnictures which are responsive to
the changing needs of the group
detailed consideration of the benefits of being clearly
identified as a sustainable development consultancy
improved communications, the existing policy document
is too prescriptive and is to be reconsidered and re-issued
urgent research into reward schemes
an Intranet that better meets the needs of users
more effort on Innovation
a new system of Discipline Champions who are the
custodians of our intellectual capital, in future only the
International Discipline Champion (IDC) will be
identified by the International Board. The IDC will be
responsible for the appointment of others

Conference Programme
Thursday 16th September

Introduction and Welcome

Bob McGowan

Presentations by Market Sector
a) Transportation
b) Buildings & Project Management
c) Environment
d) Urban Development and IHRD

Friday 17th September

Corporate Structure

Richard Denton-Cox

Financial Structure

Bob McGowan

Management Structure

Richard Rawson

Business Development

Richard Denton-Cox

Break-out groups on:
i) Sustainable Development
ii) New Markets
iii) Major Projects
iv) Visibility in the Market Place
Profitability
Saturday 18th September

Break-out groups on:
i) Ten best ways to reduce overheads
ii) Ten best ways to win more fees
iii) Ten best ways to make projects more
profitable
Employment

Sunday 19th September

Ron Rakiisen

Geoff French

Break-out groups on:
i) Staff Recruitment
ii) Communications
iii) Working Practices
Rewarding Success
Operations
Break-out groups on:
i) Innovation
ii) Intellectual Capital
iii) Knowledge Management
iv) Outsourcing

Ron Rakusen

Closing Comments

Bob McGowan

Further information on any aspect of the conference can be obtained by talking to any Level 5 Executive.
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Attention All Staff!
Scott Wilson Pension Scheme AVCs
from Chris White [SWHL]
-

As advised in ScottLight Issue 212 1 did meet with the
Prudential on 5 October. Though the advised level of interest
in an AVC roadshow was not massive it was sufficient for
something to be arranged.
I have agreed with the Prudential that during weeks
commencing 22 and 29 November 1999 they will attend at
our offices to conduct a short seminar over lunchtime.

CV’s for C OU Staff
from Mary Rook [C]

Following Bob McKittrick’s note regarding CVs (Issue 209)
we have sent all CVs held centrally for C OU staff to each
individual to be updated before setting up a central system
within the Operating Unit,
Any member of C OU technical staff who has not been sent a
CV should either create a new one in company format or send
a copy of an existing CV for inclusion on the system. Staff
should also note that it will be each individual’s responsibility
to ensure that his/her own CV is kept up to date.

The Agenda is to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

C OU CVs will be managed and updated centrally by Rhoda
Hamer and Beth Smith, at Chesterfield. Please contact
either of these two if you require a copy of a CV.

What are AVCs
Reasons for paying AVCs
How do AVCs work
Features
Investment Choices
Communication

We would be grateful if we could be advised which
individual(s) will be similarly responsible for the management
of CVs for each of the other Operating Units.

I shall schedule an itinerary and book conference rooms etc
and aim to publish this at the end of October. In the meantime
if you have not advised me you were interested, or if
collectively an office wants to decide it would like a visit,
please let me know by the 29 October at the latest.
I can say that there will be sessions arranged for Chesterfield,
Telford, London and Basingstoke offices thus far.

Registered Environmental Assessor Status
from Stuart Coventiy [RC]

We have recently been successful in achieving Registered
Environmental Assessor status with the Institute of
Environmental Assessment and Management (IEAM). To
achieve this status we submitted, for IEAM peer review, the
Environmental Statement for a proposed Waste to Energy
Plant in Portsmouth, together with a large fee.

Please Remember, Don’t Forget
Total Computer Shutdown
from Stephen Leach [CS]

-

As mentioned in ScottLight Issue 210, a trial shutdown of all
our computing equipment will take place on Saturday 16
October. This will affect all servers, PCs, printers and e-mail
facilities in all the pennanent UK offices of all Europe region
Operating Units. All staff are therefore advised not to plan
any work requiring computing resources on that day.

Greta Bridge “Best of the Century”
from Cohn McKenna [SP]
-

The Concrete Society is this year making an award for one
building and one civil engineering structure that represents the
best achievement of UK concrete designers and constructors
in the past 100 years. Scott Wilson nominated two entries in
the ‘structures’ category, namely Greta Bridge and the pre
cast retaining wall system developed for the Glasgow Ring
Road.
Overall eleven structures were nominated and the votes cast
by the readers of Concrete magazine resulted in Greta Bridge
being the winner, beating off such structures as the Channel
Tunnel, Second Severn Crossing and the Thames Barrier.
The result will be officially announced at an Awards Dinner
on November 2 and there will be a special edition of Concrete
in January 2000 which will include a feature on Greta Bridge.
The design was carried out by Tee Pemba in the early 1 970s
and represented an early use of fmite element analysis on
bridges. It is also interesting to note that, although it has
always been praised for its appearance, no architect was
involved on the job. If anyone has, or knows of the source of,
any photographs other than the site progress photos could they
please let me know.

Using the Computing Helpdesk
from Stephen Leach [CS]

help Macmillan Cancer Relief, as indicated above, please
contact me for more information.

We always have many new staff joining the organisation so I
like periodically to remind all computer users in SWKCL of
the best way of getting help with computing problems.
Each office (or section in Basingstoke) has its own Computing
representative who is a member of a technical section but
liaises with Computing Services regarding problems and
needs. If you have a problem with your computer you should,
in the fust instance, contact your Computing Representative.
if it is a simple problem then he or she may be able to provide
a solution in seconds. If necessary you may be asked to
contact the appropriate Computing Services helpdesk. The
helpdesk numbers are: Basingstoke ext. 250, Chesterfield ext.
237 and Telford ext. 245. If the full time Computing Services
staff in Chesterfield or Telford are out of the office, then the
Basingstoke number should be contacted.
All calls to the helpdesks are logged and given a priority. You
will be given an indication of how long it will be before
someone will be able to attend to your problem. Calls are
dealt with in priority order so a server or printer being down,
which affects many users, will have a higher priority than a
problem with an individual machine that only affects one
person.
If you come to one of the helpdesks in person, please be ready
simply to have your query logged it would be unfair of us to
answer your query immediately in advance of someone who
has already phoned with a similar priority problem. Similarly
please don’t phone or ask for individual members of
Computing Services staff they may be busy on someone
else’s problem and diverting them wouldn’t be fair on the first
caller.
-

-

With about 10 support staff serving about 700 users and
dealing with about 800 calls per month, we are always busy
and following these procedures will help us to help you as
soon as we can.

Macmillan Cancer Relief
from Alan Morton [CS]

During the year 2000, Macmillan Cancer Relief will be
launching an Appeal to raise funds for a Macmillan Cobrectal Nurse to be based at the North Hampshire Hospital. At
the moment a Basingstoke Committee is being established in
an effort to raise funds over the next two years, in order to
reach the target of £150,000 to be able to put this clinical
nurse in post.
New committee team members are currently sought to join the
local fundraising team. Commitment is by way of the giving
of a minimum of one and a half hours each month to attend
meetings, and then additional time to attend an event
organised by the team. In particular, a Chairperson is needed.

.

Free Evening Lectures
from Debra Power [JO]

qyr••

The following FREE evening lectures have been advertised in
the University of Reading Management Unit newsletter:
Senior-Subordinate Relations/i ips
14/10/99, 1 l!04/00, 18/10/00
The fundamental building block of all formal organisations.
An in-depth study of this important relationship with a check
list of all the do’s and donts.

Delegation the essence ofgood management
17/11/99. 1805/00, 13/11/00
If you cannot delegate properly you stand little chance of
successfully empowering people, which is what you must
ultimately do.
—

Time management and the quality revolution
15/12/99, 13/06/00, 06/12/00
We all have the same amount of time, so why do some people
achieve more than others?
The professional manager
16/02/00, 0 8/08/00
A discussion of the 57 characteristics of a professional
manager and the 47 characteristics of an amateur manager. A
challenge: select one professional trait you do not have and
adopt it, and select one amateur trait you have and drop it.
The leadershiv and motivation ofpeople
13/03/00, 18/09/00
Leaders come in all shapes and sizes, from all cultures and
creeds, and with different management styles. So what are the
common factors relating to successful leadership’?

These evenings are informal, starting at 5.45 pm with the
opportunity to mix with other professionals. The 75 minute
lectures begin at 6.15 pm.
Anyone interested in visiting for the first time should call and
reserve a place on 0118-931-8180.

9’

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

AustralialFiji
Accra
Hong Kong
Almaty
Nepal
India

P M Guthrie
P A R Scott
D Jordan
S Pun
G Ream
G French

7 18 Oct
8 16 Oct
4 16 Oct
until 23 Oct
until 20 Oct
23 Oct 5 Nov
-

-

-

-

These voluntary roles would be suitable for anyone who has
some time on their hands, and would especially be appropriate
for anyone approaching retirement. Should any member of
staff wish to have further details on how they may be able to
2
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Whats Going On

preliminary design and procurement of a further four new
opening bridges.

Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

-

Alfo ve’

Success at Float
from Mike Hackney [S]
STARTERS
Further to my article in Issue 212 of ScottLight, I am pleased
(and relieved ) to announce that the new Float Viaduct was
successfully erected.
The old bridge was removed and the new structure installed in
just 84 hours, 36 hours ahead of the scheduled re-opening of
the WCML. Great credit is due here to Carillions
programming and orgamsatton. not to mention hard work.
Members of SWSL and SWSRL were able to visit the site
and were impressed by the new bridge and the variety and
scale of the plant needed on a project of this nature.
Congratulations to all those involved.

The Millennium Link
from Alan Frew [S]
The recent award of two design and build contracts to Balfour
Beatty and R J McLeod brings to an end the firm’s
involvement as Client’s Agent on Contract C3 of the
Millennium Link, an ambitious £80 million scheme to reopen
the Forth & Clyde and Union canals to navigation across
Central Scotland.
Scott Wilson have been responsible for feasibility studies,
exemplar designs, planning applications and procurement of
(NEC) design and build contracts for ten separate road and
bridge schemes. Each individual scheme presented unique
problems, particularly due to the constrained urban locations.
However, a blend of innovative design and close consultation
with the local authorities has produced exciting and attractive
solutions at each location, including the UK’s first dropped
lock (lowered pound) below Dumbarton Road on the outskirts
of Glasgow. The dropped lock is already being targeted as a
future tourist attraction in its own right with ambitious plans
for an adjacent hotel and restaurant being mooted.
Our original appointment was won via a cut-throat fee tender
competition, not helped by the fact that the risk of delivering
acceptable solutions at each site was passed on to the
consultant. However, by adopting a close-knit project team
under the direction of Ronnie Hunter and applying strict
controls on budgets we were able to not only develop
acceptable technical schemes at each location, but also show a
Everyone involved is therefore to be
modest profit.
,
with
particular thanks going to Peter Adams,
congratulated
who at times single-handedly guided our proposals through a
sea of local authority intransigence.

A warm welcome to:
Jason Morrow who joined the BA Transportation Planning
section as Assistant Transport Planner on 11 October.

TRANSFERS
from Ronnie Thomson [SW Thailand]
Scott Wilson (Thailand) bids auf viedersehen to David
Staniforth who leaves the Bangkok office on 15 October,
after 4 years in Thailand, to work on Scott Wilson’s MKI
WorldCom project in Frankfurt.
David originally came to Bangkok in 1995 from the UK to
work on the Second Bangkok International Airport Project
and was so taken by life in a leafy, well-planned city, he
decided to stay on and join Scott Wilson (Thailand).
Apart from harassing the rest of the Scott Wilson empire for
input for proposals and being the local contributor to News
Swap, he has managed the design of a full range of
infrastructure projects: from railways to ports to waste
disposal facilities. Not bad for a drainage engineer from
Plymouth!
We wish David, Rachel and young Hannah the greatest of
success in their new German adventure.
As part of a seamless transition, we welcome Richard
Bartlett who joined the Bangkok office on 4 October 1999.
Richard joins us from Ove Amp & Partners. He is a Chartered
Structural Engineer with over 9 years experience in
Commercialllndustrial Building Projects and Major Civils
Works including Bridges.
Richard is no stranger to Thailand. His previous appointments
include Design Liaison Engineer and Site Supervision on the
Hopewell BERTS (Bangkok Elevated Road and Train
System) plus Design and Construction Management on the
GM Opel Car Plant in Rayong, where he worked alongside
SEATEC with whom this office has very close links. In total
he has spent over 4 years working in Thailand.
By the addition of a Structural Engineer to the team with past
in-country experience and contacts, we hope to tap into the
recovering and expanding market of structural work here in
Thailand

We retain an involvement in the Millennium Link through our
role as Client’s Agent on Contract C/O, which involves the
procurement of a further seven opening bridges. Our role has
included the assessment (by our Bridies Section) of three
existing opening structures which will be refurbished and the
3
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Previous office experience is essential, together with a
working knowledge of Windows, Word and Excel.

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Technician, Grade 1.2

Guy Clark who left the Basingstoke office on 8 October.

A presentation will be made to Don Lee (who will be retiring
from Scott Wilson) on Friday 29 October at the A564 DSBP
Contract A site office. A buffet lunch will be provided on site
in the conference room at 1.00 pm approx. Any member of
staff who would like to attend please let Rita Boume know as
soon as possible. Thank you.

Sports & Socials
Jea;s for Genes bay
Thanks and congratulations to the
following offices who participated in
Jeans for Genes Day and collected
between them a tidy sum for the
benefiting children’s charities.
Chesterfield’s Springwell House office raised £46.00 for
Jeans for Genes Day. A big thanks to all who took part and
special thanks to Sarah Spillar who co-ordinated the day for
us (made us pay up!

A very big THANK YOU to everyone (EWC/Property
Management and WSM) at the Tidworth and Bulford EWC
offices that participated in Jeans for Genes Day on Friday 8th
October.

Working with team of engineers you will be involved with
surveying work, CAD drawings, report writing and document
production.
Ideally you will be qualified to lINE’,! HND level in Civil
Engineering and have experience of using either Microstation
of Autocad.
WRCM ‘Relief’ Project Administrator, Grade 2.2
An opportunity exists for an experienced Project
Administrator to provide relief cover for the above post, on an
‘as and when required’ basis.
Although this is not expected to lead to a permanent position,
the experience gained on this large, multi-disciplined and
multi-office project would be good for personal development.
The role would ideally suit a flexible and well organised
person seeking to stretch themselves in a new environment.
Please contact Alison White (01793) 515262 (07-75262) if
you are interested in any of the above positions.

Credit Control Administrator, Grade 1.2 Basingstoke
-

The Accounts section in the Basingstoke office are looking for
the above to provide administrative support to the credit
controller. Duties will include typing of statements and
letters, updating computer records and some telephone contact
with clients.

Three quarters of the staff turned up for work in their deninis
and paid for the privilege. Those that didn’t, couldn’t escape
and a ‘hefty’ fine was levied.

Candidates should have minimum of GCSE Grade C m
English and Mathematics. They should also have experience
of spreadsheets, using Excel and have good keyboard skills
and be experienced in Word. A good telephone manner is
essential.

In all a total of68.48 was raised £5 more than last year.

Cashier Assistant, Grade 1.2 Basingstoke
-

-

Between them Basingstoke offices (Scott House and Network
House) collected £140.04. Many thanks to everyone who
contributed and to Dawn Varty, Nikki Heaver and Di Clarke
for ‘encouraging’ everyone who wore jeans (and some who
didn’t) into paying up!

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Scott Wilson Railways currently have the following vacancies
at their new and expanding Birmingham Office:

The Accounts section in Basingstoke are also looking for
someone to provide general assistance to the Cashier. Duties
will include computer input of cash book payments, receipts
and expenses. Writing cheques, coding expenses, petty cash,
banking, reconciliation of accounts and bank statements.
Candidates should have experience of general accounting
procedures, have accurate computer skills, be conscientious
and willing to learn all aspects of cashiering procedures. A
driving licence is essential, as is reliability and honesty.
If you are interested in either of the above two positions
please contact Lisa Litchfield, ext 358

Graduate Engineer, Grade 1.2 Peterborough
-

Administration Assistant, Grade 1.2
Providing administration support to a team of engineers, you
will be responsible for answering the telephone, typing, filing,
document assembly and general office duties.

The Peterborough office are looking for an existing graduate
to join them in either a long term temporary or permanent
transfer to assist with the management and design of
4

environmental and civil
infrastructure) projects.

engineering

(roads,

drainage,

Candidates should have a degree in civil engineering or
environmental subject and be working towards C.Eng or an
They should also have some
equivalent qualification.
experience in the design and management of projects.
If you are interested in the above position please contact
Diane O’SullivanlLisa Litchfield Basingstoke exts: 209/358.
-

For Sale & Wanted
from Gareth Hamilton-Fletcher [SPJ
Become green for the environment by sharing transport to
work. I am seeking to share transport with a person or
persons to work in Basmgstoke from Godalming/Haslernere
or Farnham.
Please contact me on Basingstoke ext 289.

What’s on your
Mina?

Reply ofthe Week
From Debra Power [JO]
I would like to say what a good idea Adam Symons has put
forward in Issue 213 of ScottLight re: Transport. I am lucky
enough to live close enough to work to cycle in most days,
and walk when the weather is bad. I choose to use my car only
when I come into work at weekends or evenings.
I think Scott Wilson should be proactive about promoting
greener transport methods for our staff Apart from the
excellent bus and car share ideas, we should remember that
the train station is a short walk from Basing View and
encourage the use of the train once a week where possible.
Perhaps the company could widen the current policy of loans
for rail season tickets to include bus travel cards, and perhaps
even offer such loans fully interest free.
I also think that getting involved with other business in Basing
View can only help raise our profile in the town. Hampshire
has a transport initiative, we should be involved at grass-roots
level in this.

.1

from Duncan Pickard [PPA]
With reference to the Amsterdam Conference attended by the
Level 5 Executives I would question the suggested method for
the dissemination of the information, ideas, goals and the
strategic direction of the Company as discussed and agreed at
the conference.

%e ciee4:
The Language Barrier:
In a Bucharest hotel lobby: The lift is being fixed for the next
day. During that time we regret that you will be unbearable.
At a Budapest zoo: Please do not feed the animals. If you
have any suitable food, give it to the guard on duty.

Surely it would be far more cost effective and also take
account of the “One Scott Wilson approach” to provide a
comprehensive report (available on the Intranet) covering
each topic on the agenda together with the recommendations
and conclusions of each “break-out” group rather than having
each interested employee track down a Level 5 Executive.

V.

Ieao te11Vee
from Mike Padfield (C)

To ensure that all offices and departments use either MS
Office 95 or MS Office 97 as we continually have problems
with formatting when trying to convert from one to another.

5

Another opportunity to contribute to this worthwhile cause.

THE MILLENNIUM FINAL HOUR APPEAL

from Mary Rook [CS]
The Millennium will be a time to do something memorable, a time to make a difference.
What better way to create an enduring memory than for each of us to commit the value of our last working hour of this
Millennium, to the children of the next?
Statistically, there could be a child in every street who faces abuse, has run away, is excluded from school or suffers
from poverty.
Children’s Promise is a fundraising initiative that will enable significant help to be offered to children suffering from
homelessness, abuse or neglect.
The initiative has been set up by Marks & Spencer and the New Millennium Experience Company, with M&S covering
all the operating costs to ensure that every penny donated goes towards children’s causes.
The seven partners including the UK’s five main children’s charities will then share the funds raised and use their
expertise to allocate the money to agreed new projects.
The lasting legacy of the Children’s Promise will be for the children of the next Millennium to enjoy a happy, healthy
and fulfilling future.
All you have to do is want to make a difference.
The benefiting charities are Barnardos, BBC Children in Need, Childline, The Children’s Society, Comic Relief, NCH
Action for Children and the NSPCC.
I’m sure that most of you will already be aware of Children’s Promise, if not you must have been walking through Marks
and Spencers with your eyes closed for the past few months. What in effect you are being asked to do is to donate the
“Final Hour” of your salary earned in 1999.
We have already determined that our payroll provider PROLOG will process the donations on our behalf so all you
have to do is sign up to the idea.
-

Please sign the retum slip at the bottom of this page to confirm that you wish to make a “Final Hour” contribution to
Children’s Promise and return this slip to your Personnel Department as soon as possible, but no later than 30th October
1999.

I wish to make a donation of my “Final Hour” salary to Children’s Promise and hereby give my permission for a
deduction to be made from my December 1999 salary.
Staff No

Full Name

Signature

Date

6

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 356 Fax: 01256 475 600
e-mail: angela.low1eswkeurope.com

DateS

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256475600
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
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Attention

-

Week ending: 22 October 1999

All Staff!

Invoices for Self-Employed Consultants
from Alan Morton [CS]
Would Project Managers please note that, in an effort to
speed-up the process of entering invoices from our selfemployed consultants on Conquest, we are asking consultants
to send their invoices direct to the relevant Accounts
Department (to Linsley Hird at Chesterfield for C Op-Unit
projects/work, and to Steve Sanders at Basingstoke for all
other SWKCL Op-Units). This request is being written into all
new Self-Employed Agreements, as well as asking the
consultant to record on the invoice the name of the relevant
Project Manager.
Linsley/Steve will then forward the invoices to the Project
Manager for checking, coding and approval purposes, who
should forward to Personnel Department in Basingstoke (to
Pam Masson relating to UK consultants and to Amanda
Hutson for consultants working overseas). After checks
against the Agreement, and assuming that confirmation of selfemployment status has been established, the invoices are
passed to the Accounts Department for cost allocation and
final processing, and then to arrange the appropriate payment
to be made.

Entrants submit a 2,000-word report on an aspect of the
profession and its future prospects. The choice of issue is up to
you. It doesn’t matter whether you work for a small, medium
or large firm as all entries are judged on competence and
initiative.
The deadline for all entries is 24 January 2000. That leaves
just three months to write your report and work out where to
keep that winner’s medal! Well, what are you waiting for?

Scanned Images for PowerPoint Presentations
from Tim Blow [CS]
It has come to my attention that some people are not too clear
on how to scan images and at what resolution and colour depth
to specify when importing into PowerPoint, so here is a quick
guideline.
1)
2)

3)
Young Consulting Engineer of the Year Award 2000
4)
Calling all young engineers!

If scanning a photo, select ‘colour photo’ option on your
scanning software.
If you want the photo to appear the same size in your
presentation as that of your original, select lOOdpi on your
scanner.
If you want to resize your photo once it is imported, select
72dpi which is quite adequate for displaying on screen
and multimedia projectors.
If scanning anything other than a photo, ie graph or table,
select 256 colours on your scanner options and again scan
at 72dpi or lOOdpi.
Your saved scanned image should not be more than 1mb
ideally, and can then be embedded into the presentation.

The race is on to see who will become the first ACE young
consulting engineer of the new millennium.

5)

Now is the time to put forward your entry for the Association’s
annual award scheme and the chance to win the coveted title of
Young Consulting Engineer of the Year 2000.

Please Note : It is not necessary to scan at 300dpi, as this has
little effect on screen resolution, takes up far too much disk
space and takes a lot longer to download during your
presentation. The only advantage of scanning at 300dpi is
when you require a good quality print from your photo/image.

The award gives consultants under the age of 30 a real chance
to make a name for themselves (and their firms). The winner
will receive a cheque for £500 and a medal, both presented at
the ACE’s annual dinner at the London Hilton next March.
Application forms for the competition can be obtained from
Andy Walker at the ACE (awalker@acenetco.uk). If you are
under 30 there really is no excuse for not taking part!
Entering is straightforward. The judges, from the ACE and the
Worshipful Company of Engineers, are looking for consulting
engineers who can demonstrate significant achievement
together with an understanding of the engineer’s role in
society.

Lunchtime Seminar Chesterfield
from June Brown [CS]
-

II

sbd Technical Services will be giving a presentation on
Concrete Repair and Construction lasting approximately 1
hour followed by a question and answer session. Topics
covered will include Introduction to Construction Products;
Concrete decay; Repair materials & techniques; Concrete
repair; Replacement micro-concrete. CPD certificates will be
issued.

The presentation will be held in the Conference Room at
Bayheath House on 2 November at 12.30 pm. Sandwiches will
be provided so I need to know numbers as soon as possible. If
you are interested please contact me on ext 217.

Jason Morrow
from Anan Abs [PPAI
Jason Morrow who recently joined Scott Wilson from the
Haicrow Group has considerable expertise in the application
of PEDROUTE and PAXPORT. These are pedestrian
simulation models to aid in train station, facility and airport
design. His experience includes projects completed in France,
Denmark, The Netherlands and Australia as well as the UK.

Congratulations!
We, in the Information Systems department, Basingstoke,
would like to extend our gratitude to our agency staff for their
In particular, we
hard work on the FDMS project.
congratulate Emma Whitehouse who was awarded the
MERIT ‘Temp of the Month’ award last week for her hard
work and dedication. This is a particularly fine achievement
given that we struggle to make anyone stay in our department
for more than a day at a time.

Mo ve’
STARTERS

TRAVELLERS
A warm welcome to:Location

Traveller

Dates

Zambia
Tanzania
India
India
India
Russia
Poland

Hamish Goldie-Scot

23 30 Oct
300ct- 14 Nov
25 Oct 4 Nov
1 5 Nov
18-28 Oct
24 27 Oct
28 31 Oct
-

Geoff French
Stephen Kimmett
Gil Thomas
Jerome Munro-Lafon

-

-

Ian Wilkins who joined SWPE Railway Section on 4
October. A Geophysicist, Ian’s expert knowledge will greatly
enhance both our railway and pavement capabilities.
Hilary Cox who joined the Water section in Basingstoke as
Part-time Administrator on 18 October.

-

-

[Fl

jjJ:
What Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000- £599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000

LEA VERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Soo Powell who leaves the Basingstoke office on 20 October.

-

-

Regent Street Refurbishment
from lain Calder
We were appointed, in competition, in March this year as
structural consultants for a £9m refurbishment of 106/112
Regent Street, London with David Sharples as Project
Manager. This is the building until recently occupied by
Garrards, Jewellers to the Crown. The client is The Crown
Estate and one of its requirements is for a Performance
Monitoring report by the team, on themselves, on a quarterly
basis.
I have just received the results of the first of these assessments
which cover the six criteria of Output Quality/Timely
Delivery/Flexibility/Contribution to Team/Innovation and
Added Value/Client Needs, and am pleased to report that the
team rates Scott Wilson as good on all counts with above team
average achieved in three criteria and team average in the
remaining three. The client rates us excellent and above team
average in all six criteria. Well done to the team which
includes Ade Adeboya, Cohn Parks, Alan Tuhey and Khaled
Majdoub with Michael Banks on site.
Fee Scale C

Sports & Socials
Thanks to everyone at the Peterborough office
who collected £14.22 for Jeans for Genes Day.

Scott Wilson’s ‘Italian Job’
from SR OU
Graduate engineer Euan Nicolson is recreating the classic
Michael Caine movie ‘The Italian Job’ to raise money for the
NSPCC.
Sponsored by Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) Euan in his
Scott Wilson livened mini cooper will be joining 119 other
minis as they attempt to “steal” (legally of course) a
consignment of wine from under the noses of the Italian
authorities.
The 1500 mile escapade to Imola involves driving skill tests
and a competitive navigational rally through a series of
vineyards to collect the bottles of wine, but inevitably the route
will involve a few traffic jams, sewers, weirs and rooftops as
he smuggles the ‘loot’ back to good old Blighty, intact and
unopened (the hardest part!!)
2

Euan through various fund raising events has succeeded in
raising £2,500 for children’s charities and would like to thank
Hugh Blackwood and Keith Wallace for arranging
sponsorship and helping in reaching this amount.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
The following positions are available at the Area 14 Highway
Maintenance office in Matlock,

will Euan split the loot?

Network Management Technician Matlock
-

To assist the Network Manager in initial consideration of
Planning Applications on the Area 14 Network, development
of the programme of improvement schemes, budgetary control
and with reporting requirements for our client, the Highways
Agency.
Must hold HND/HNC or equivalent, with experience of
designing and managing small road improvement schemes and
possess a full driving licence. Experience of Planning
Applications and computer literacy would be preferred.
Maintenance Technician Matlock

The self preservation society from U Keith v. .Jlace, Euan
Nicolson & Hugh Blackwood.

-

Christmas Dinner 1999
from Nick Blake [RC]
I, on behalf of RC Division, am organising a Christmas boat
cruise on the Solent ((Southampton to the Isle of Wight and
return) on 15th December 1999.
If you are interested, pLease let Nick Blake (ext 373) know
ASAP as we have to send a £5 deposit to the cruise company.
Max number 180.

Responsible for the detailed preparation and supervision of
capital maintenance and small improvement schemes of less
than £100K for issue to the Area 14 Term Maintenance
Contractor. Work will include minor changes to vertical and
horizontal alignments and the preparation of Bills of
Quantities.
Must hold HNDIHNC or equivalent, preferably with 3-5 years
experience of preparation of roads maintenance schemes, be
physically fit and hold a full driving licence.
If you are interested in either of the above positions please
contact Mary Rook.

Lets all have a good party for the end of 1999.
-I

C

BW FNNEL CRUISES
T.l :01703 223271

Faa 01703 571471

Christrrias Party Time
Cruise
-

Various dates during December

Senior Engineer, Grade 3.2 EWC Beaconsfield
-

EWC Beaconsfield are looking for the above to carry out
duties of Establishment Works Consultant at DSL
Beaconstield.
Candidates should have an awareness of DEO(W)
specifications 005/003/01. Experience of EWC operations,
good computer management and operating skills. An ONC
(Building) is required.

7.3Opm bordIngfor 8pm sailing.and rturningat 12.30cm

J%
—

Cruise includes:

If you are interested in the above position please contact Pam
Masson, Basingstoke ext 507

Buffet conaisting of

Sliced Ham

—

— Chicken Bites

Norfdlk Turkey
—

—

Prawn Cocktail

—

— Selection of Salads—
...Sausage Rolls New Potatoes
.-

Plus : Disco Entertainment ard Bars will be open for the
duration of the cruise.

Transport Planners/Engineers, Various Grades
Location: Basingstoke, Glasgow, Birmingham, London,
Chesterfield and Matlock

Ticket price £20.00
Group Party Discount ketes Available
(over 18’s only please)

We currently have opportunities for Transport
Planners/Engineers in various locations in the UK.
Current projects include:
• Large developments for the Public & Private sectors
• Aviation Policy study
3

•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS & accessibility modelling
Procurement of Traffic Control Centres
Advanced Transport and Intermediate Modes modelling
Demand forecasting for major rail schemes (e.g. West
Coast Mail Line Upgrade)
Dublin Bus Study
National Toll Roads Policy Study, India

We are seeking both junior and senior staff with experience
which should include some of the following areas:
• Transport impact assessments using ARCADY, PICADY,
OSCADY, LINSIG, or, TRANSYT
• Multi-modal modelling and assessments using EMME2,
SATURN, TRIPS or QVIEW
• Toll Roads, PH, road user charging
• Modelling intermediate public transport modes
• Transport master planning
• Traffic engineering, traffic signals and road safety
We are seeking lateral thinkers and team players with between
2-15 years experience and a good appreciation of transport
planning. Successful candidates will enjoy finding innovative
and challenging solutions for projects. Opportunities for
overseas travel will be available.
If you are interested contact Diane O’Sullivan/Lisa Litchfield
in Basingstoke office.

For Sale & Wanted
For sale:
VW Passat 1.8GL, 1989 F reg, 7 months
MOT, 1 month tax, £1500 ono.
Contact Martin Love at Manchester Airport
(can deliver to Basingstoke)
NB: Illustrations above do
to the items on offer!

i

not

through one appointed person in each section who ensures that
the organogram and relevant files are kept up to date.
Thinking futurologically (have I invented a new derivative?)
this could be a useful front-end to a powerful company
database appropriate people could access other’s electronic
diaries, electronic forms showing work in progress, electronic
timesheets etc to monitor work and plan and programme
ahead
etc, etc
-

from John Kinirons [Cl
As part of our fax header could we not provide some boxes to
indicate to the recipient the urgency of the communication.

For example:

Facsimile Transmission
To

:

FaxNo

Attention

:

Page 1 of
Date

From
Copy

:

Internal
Distribution

Subject

:

Job No

l:]Urgent QFor Review

“

Telephone etc

Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
Address

[]Please Comment

QPlease Reply []Please Recycle

necessarily bear any similarity

,

ii

Iaea or tne WeeK

Th
V

Who’s Who
Paul Godsmark [PPAj
In order to identify other members of staff for advice,
relevance of CVs for bids, appropriate form of address in
opening conversations etc. why not put an organogram of each
Section andlor Operating Unit and/or Office on the intranet.
The organogram could show useful information such as:
names, rank, (contact) number, specialisms, who their
superiors and subordinates are.
This could be made relational so that a double-click’ on the
person that you are interested in then brings up their CV in
Word or any other relevant information e.g. as an alternative
to alphabetical searching Project Managers/Personnel!
Admin/Secretaries could also access files that relate directly to
that person for relational reasons. Administration would be
-

jo z’k a’eeá:
“It’s what you learn after you know it all that counts.”
Coach John Wooden
“We don’t know what the problem is, but we’re doing
everything we can to correct the problem.”
America Online responding to a
query about a problem with e-mail

Editor’s note: Thank you to those who have included their
Operating Unit initials with items submitted. Could I remind
other contributors to please let iiie have their OU initials with
their ScottLight contributions. Thank you.

4

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 356 Fax: 01256 475 600
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256475600

DateS

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

K

Operating Unit

Locatiorv

From

K

K

K

Idea of the

Veek

DateS

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

-

Operating Unit
Locatiorv
NameS
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
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Week ending: 29 October 1999

Attention All Staff!
UKAS Accreditation Extended to Structures Testing
from Allen Flatman (C)
On-site Structures Testing during bridges inspection is now
another first for Scott
covered by UKAS Accreditation
Wilson.
-

The Firm have had UKAS/NAMAS accreditation for site
testing of a wide range of construction materials since 1994.
For many of our commissions this accreditation is an essential
contractual requirement for carrying out testing in our site
laboratories. For many years the Firm has been commissioned
to provide structural inspections and assessments with
subsequent reports. This type of work increased dramatically
with the award of our Area 14 Highway Maintenance
commission by the Highways Agency last year. In order to
enhance the services we provide in this field we have extended
our UKAS accreditation to cover testing and inspection
elements. After much hard work in updating existing Quality
Manuals and writing new Appendices, the Structures Testing
Section in Matlock was audited in August, and UKAS have
now confirmed the extension of our accreditation. This formal
recognition of our capability, combined with our inspection
teams being roped access trained, enables the Firm to provide
a unique inspection, testing and structural assessment service.
This gives considerable savings to Clients in avoiding having
to employ separate Roped Access Teams and Testing
Consultants, and reduces access/traffic management costs
significantly. This commercial advantage is being recognised
in increasing commissions in UK, and Ireland.
Thanks are due to Tom Dean and his team in Matlock for their
the UKAS inspection process is a very
enthusiasm
demanding one!
-

Technical or commercial enquiries on this new capability
should be addressed to Tom Dean in Matlock, and more
general queries on systems and certification to Allen Flatman
in Chesterfield.

Scott Wilson Intranet
UPDATE
Kevin Lloyd (CS)
If you have any questions or comments concerning any
document located on the Intranet, please contact the
relevant Page Manager.
The SWSL and SWRSL Curricula Vitae are now available for
all staff to access under the Personnel category of Scott
Wilson Europe Holdings Ltd. The CVs are grouped in the

menu by the first letter of the relevant person’s surname. The
Page Manager for the SWRSL CVs is Willie Gray (Glasgow),
and for SWSL Rona Lightbody (Glasgow x459).
Changes have been made to the Finance and Insurance
Information document located in the Marketing section of
Scott Wilson Europe Holdings Ltd. The pages within this
document now contain links to other pages and allow the
insurance certificates and accounts to be printed or
downloaded. The Standard Contracts have also be changed to
aid navigation and allow the Terms of Business to be printed
or downloaded. The Page Manager for both of these
documents is Geoff Redwood (Basingstoke x225).
The Project Description Sheets document in the Marketing
section of Scott Wilson Europe Holdings Ltd has been
updated to include new material. The main addition has been
a Hong Kong section which includes PD sheets for that region.
The Page Manager for the Project Description Sheets is Tim
Blow (Basingstoke x312).
If you have any general questions or comments concerning
the Intranet, or wish to make a document available on the
Intranet, please contact Kevin Lloyd (Telford x245).

Relocation of Crewe Office
Please note that with immediate effect the address for the
Crewe office is as follows:
Scott Wilson Railways
Scott House
Westmere Drive
Crewe
CWI 5ZG
Telephone and fax numbers remain the same.

Announcement in the Major Projects
Association Newsletter: MPA in Action.
from Peter Innes EPPAI
“Some MPA members may not be aware of the activities of
the international charity called FLOAT. Its purpose is to give
counselling and support to project managers suffering from the
debilitating metal illness known as Spatvolk’s Syndrome. One
of the more distressing symptoms of the illness is the
development in the victim of an irrational belief that his or her
project is still going to be finished on time. According to the
charity, unless the illness has really taken hold, it is usually

possible to effect a cure. Obviously, if the illness is not
diagnosed until the project is very nearly due to be completed,
there is little chance of achieving a recovery. If you know or
are working with a project manager who you think may be
suffering from the illness, tell him or her about FLOAT. Do
not be discouraged, says the charity, if the victim’s first
response is negative. Apparently this is quite common.”

ConKratulations!

10
10
10
10

years
years
years
years

-

If you are interested please contact Reception, Scott House
for an invitation card. (NB the discount is only available if
you take along the card)

Vacancjes

Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson
staff who have received Long Service Awards
Mike Brown
Done Tong
Neil Robertson
Ade Adeboya

Christmas Shopping Time!!
BHS, The Brooks Centre, Winchester
invite Scott Wilson staff to a Christmas
Shopping Event on Wednesday 24
November 1999 at 5.30 9 pm, when there
will be 10% off all purchases.

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

22.8.99
2.10.99
16.10.99
23.10.99

Moves

Highway Staff, Grade Various UK and Overseas
-

The 10 Operating Unit are looking for suitably qualified senior
highway engineers/IT professionals, with a minimum of 5
years experience to work with UK & overseas project teams in
either:
Pavement Systems
Design & specification of road maintenance systems
Development of software programs & associated training
Programming of interface software

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Mokhtar El-Houry who joined the Structures Department as
a Graduate on 25 October.
Gemnia Hyett who joined the 10 Division as SecretariaL!
Admin Assistant on 25 October.

Highway Maintenance
Highway maintenance management
Privatisation of highway maintenance
Labour based methods for maintenance
Institutional strengthening of highways authorities
If you are interested in any of the above positions contact
Diane O’Sullivan/Lisa Litchfield in Basingstoke office.

flJ

LEA

Farewell to Katrina Gilbert from Coastal Group (BA) who
will be leaving on 29 October, for a 4 month time out for
travelling Have fun!!
-

Sports & Socials

-

A Mechanical Technician or Engineer with several years
experience in the management and repair of road building
plant and equipment is needed to join our resident team for
approximately 15 months on this major assistance project in
the Zambesia Province of Mozambique.
Proven overseas technology transfer capability is essential, but
a knowledge of Portuguese whilst preferred, is not necessary,
as tuition can be arranged.

A Theatre Trip is planned
to see the much acclaimed
ThE LiON KING
at the
Lyceum Theatre,
London on
Thursday
30 March 2000
Ticket price £3t
Bring friends or family
with you.

Mechanical Technician Engineer, Grade 2.2/2.3
Mozambique (15 months contract)

Tickets are going
quickly so please
contact
Maggie Gibbons,
BA ext 224
or Glynis Crackuell
BA ext 367
with £10 deposit
per person.

Chief Resident Engineer, Grade 4.1 India
(approx 2 years contract)
-

JO Operating Unit are looking for a CRE to work in India on a
World Bank funded road rehabilitation project. Experience
should include at least 5 years CRE experience, particularly on
World Bank FIDIC contracts, time spent in Asia (preferably
India) and at least 15 years on the supervision of road
rehabilitation and reconstruction projects.
If you are interested in either of the above two positions
contact Amanda Hutson in Basingstoke office.

A coach will be available at additional cost.
2

CAD Technician, Grade 1.2/2.1 Abingdon
-

The Abingdon office are looking for a CAD Technician to
assist with the following:- preparation of drawings, plans and
graphic material using AutoCAD.
Candidates must be enthusiastic, willing to learn and develop a
broad range of CAD skills. No previous CAD experience is
required but computer skills and keyboard competence are
essential. Qualifications in Maths and/or Technical Drawing
may be an advantage. This position may suit a recent school
leaver but candidates must have a current driving licence.
Urban Designer, Grade 3.1/3.2 Abingdon
-

The Abingdon office are seeking a good team player to assist
with a broad range of masterplanning, urban regeneration and
development related projects as part of a multi-disciplinary
team with a growing portfolio of projects.
You should be a qualified architect or landscape architect with
a minimum of 3 years urban design experience and/or
qualifications. Good client facing skills and the ability to work
both independently and as part of a team are essential as is a
current driving licence. CAD skills experience would be
advantageous but not essential.
If you are interested in either of the above two positions
contact Lisa Litchfield in Basingstoke office.
Team Administrator, Grade 2.2 Basingstoke
-

Ports and Airports Division of PPA in Basingstoke requires
a team administrator to provide full administrative support to
their managers and teams. Responsibilities will include cost
control and billing, application of quality control systems,
maintenance of technical and promotional material, filing
management, arranging travel, the coordination of secretarial
resources and also the preparation and maintenance of
spread sheets, databases and written communication.
Some previous experience in a similar post would be useful
but more importantly you must be enthusiastic, enjoy working
in a team, and relish a challenge.
A high standard of computer literacy and in particular a good
working knowledge of Word, Excel and Powerpoint are
essential. A degree in a business related subject would be
preferred but good A-Levels and/or a relevant diploma might
be acceptable.
If you are interested in the above position contact Lisa
Litchfield in Basingstoke office.

For Sale & Wanted
Surplus Typewriters:
JO Operating Unit in Network House have 2 electronic
which
are surplus to their
(working)
typewriters
requirements, a Canon AP700 and a Canon AP1000. If you
need one in your Operating Unit, please call Barbara Smith on
Ext 402.

For Sale: from John Gibbon
Some of you may be aware that in addition to sailing
competitively at the weekends, I also breed Jacob sheep. They
are an old fashioned, small, hardy breed that have black and
white fleeces, with horns on the ewes and rams. I do not have
organic status yet, but they have been brought up on untreated
grass, and have minimal treatment with drugs for any ailments.
However, the time of year has come when I have to say
goodbye to the young rams and some of the older ewes.
Would anybody like to buy some very efficient lawn mowers
at £15 per head, or would you prefer the more convenient
freezer-ready version at £55 per whole carcass. They come
fully butchered, packed into polystyrene trays and fill a
medium sized cardboard box.
Please ring John Gibbon on 0171 904 7107 or 0467 274 502.

There are no Ideas of the Week this week but attached
are the results of the Ideas of the Month for August and
September.

Thoughffor/he tveek
Help Desk Hell (article from H&V News 23/10/99)
contributed by Geoff Rails
When Bill Gates forecast the computer age, with a terminal at
every office desk and in every home, he forgot to reckon that
some of us are still living in the stone age, as this taped
conversation between an office worker and a computer help
desk in the USA shows.
Help Desk: Technical help desk, may I help you?
Office: Yes, well I’m having trouble with my computer. I was
just typing along and all of a sudden the words went away.
Help Desk: 1-1mm, so what does your screen look like now?
Office: Nothing. It is blank and it won’t accept any type.
Help Desk: Are you still in the program?
Office: How do I tell?
Help Desk: Do you see the C prompt on the screen?
Office: What’s the sea prompt? The screen is completely
blank.
Help Desk: OK, does your monitor have a power indicator
on?
Office: What’s a monitor?
Help Desk: The thing that looks like a TV screen, is there a
light on anywhere?
Office: I can’t really see it properly. It’s all dark in here. The
whole office is dark.
Help Desk: Can you put the light on?
Office: No, there’s a power cut.
Help Desk: OK, now I think we have got it cracked! Pick up
the monitor and the keyboard and go back to the shop where
you bought it.
Office: And what do I tell them?
Help Desk: Tell them you are too stupid to own a computer!
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1.

Incorporate colour photographs on CVs.
Alan Gibbs [SP] Issue 204

2.

Consider using a service such as One.Tel for cheaper telephone calls.
Chris Tolley [10] Issue 204

3.

Make Microsoft Scheduler available to staff in the Basingstoke office.
Lisa Litchfield [CS] Issue 206

4.

Our Internet provider to supply a pool of e-mail address that can be used across the globe by
staff when travelling overseas.
Andrew Piechowiak [RC] Issue 206

5.

Consider moving to a common job numbering system with SW Railways.
Peter Ansell Issue 206

6.

Video-conferencing to be used to save travelling time/leave for staff in remote offices.
Joe Melton [RC] Issue 208

7.

Format for Meeting Notes to be altered to include the date on which the meeting was held
rather than the date the notes were typed.
Joe Melton [RC] Issue 210

8.

Expenses be paid directly into bank accounts.
Rob Carr [RC] Issue 211

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

s

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for August 1999. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region.

Consider moving to a common job numbering
Idea 5
system with SW Railways.
-

Peter, this is the long term aim but there are a number of hurdles
to overcome. Basically a good idea that is happening already.
Issue 6 Video-conferencing to be used to save travelling
time/leave for staff in remote offices.
-

£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation

* **

=

Accumulate *** through commendations and an award of
£25 can be claimed. (Please note that if you have accumulated
*** entitling you to an award of £25, you will need to be
proactive in claiming the award.)

Joe, the technology is Out there, in time there is no doubt we
shall be using it or the next generation of it. At present it is
something we consider as and when. It is something that will
eventually be commonplace with costs to match.
Issue 7 Format for Meeting Notes to be altered to include
the date on which the meeting was held rather than the date
the notes were typed.
-

Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!
Joe, we agree.
Idea 1 Incorporate colour photographs on CVs.
-

Issue 8 Expenses be paid directly into bank accounts.
-

Alan, the Comn-iittee are happy to accept your idea and ask that
you send Tim Blow (Marketing, Basingstoke) your example CV
so that we standardise where photographs are to be placed and
the size to be adopted. It is up to each operating unit to then
decide if they wish all the CVs they are responsible for
maintaining to incorporate photographs or not. For some
ensuring that CVs are up to date remains their main concern.

Rob, the problem with options is you finish up with an even
greater administrative demand. Not all staff are prepared to
effectively provide a line of credit to the company and therefore
there will always be staff who wish to have expenses reimbursed
as soon after they are incurred as possible.

Consider using a service such as One.Tel for
Idea 2
cheaper telephone calls.
-

Chris, you are right to point out that there are cost savings to
derive from being constantly aware of the market place and
current competitiveness of telecommunications. The matter was
and is in hand.
Idea 3 Make Microsoft Scheduler available to staff in the
Basingstoke office.
-

Lisa, in some operating units this is already happening. In
others there remains the need to have someone sensible
controlling things, as such things as conference room bookings
require the degree of priority to be considered.
Idea 4 Our Internet provider to supply a pool of e-mail
address that can be used across by staff when travelling
overseas.
-

Andrew, this seems like a sensible idea, one which has been
adopted by individuals but which we have not tackled on an
organisational basis.

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.
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Week ending: 5 November 1999

Attention All Staff!
-

Waste & Sustainable Development
from John Holden [C]
Peter Guthrie presented the John Carr Memorial Lecture at the
University of Sheffield on Tuesday 26 October. His talk on
Waste Minimisation in Construction A Small Step Towards
Sustainable Development was well received by a large
audience which included 60 Scott Wilson guests and about 20
members of staff. The buffet provided by the John Carr Trust
and the University was a great success and gave us the
opportunity to renew links with a number of clients.

April 2000
June 2000

Report Writing
Contract Law

The following review from Steve Miles (Ab) outlines some of
the highlights of the first training day.

—

The University was pleased because we had helped to achieve
their objective of bringing more people from industry into the
University to meet research staff and to hear about the research
initiatives which are being pursued. Perhaps others can see
similar opportunities for using our links with the universities to
greater advantage. Thanks go to Pat Furniss for making Scott
Wilson’s contribution to the arrangements.

“Ltst Thursday the sun was shining sweetly, the birds were
swinging and there was nor a crowd in the sky, as the freshfaced, light-hearted, young things of Scott Wilson skipped
gaily through tile Basingstoke College of Technology
reception, to their hid Presentation Skills class. They found
their places, gazed wide-eyed upon Beverley Flanagan, their
wise teacher, and waited on tender hooks.
Beverley smiled benevolently, welcomed them all and
reassured them that the hooks were simply there as a courtesy
they extended to Scott Wilson, should any of them try to
escape...

Open by grabbing the audience’s attention.
Make them want more.
Second lesson: First impressions matter (see lesson one).

First lesson:
Travelling to Russia
from Debra Power [JO]
There have recently been some changes to the entry and exit
procedures for Russia. All money must be declared upon entry
and you must obtain a STAMPED customs form. If you don’t
have a form stamped upon entry, you won’t be able to take
money out.

bid Programme
from Sarah Dewsbury
(on behalf of the hid Committee)
As many of you are aware, the hid programme is now well
under way. On Tuesday 28 October we held our first training
course on the subject of presentation skills, for the Southern
Region Ipil’s. This was a one day course held in Basingstoke
aimed at improving confidence and presentational skills.
Feedback from the course suggests that it was a resounding
success, much to the relief of the hid committee. A similar
course is due to be held in Chesterfield for the Central Region
11111$ in the near future (date to be confirmed). We hope that
the rest of the courses will be equally as successful and that the
hid population continue to support the hid programme. Our
draft programme for the coming year is as follows:
November 1999
December 1999
February 2000

Presentation Skills (Central Region)
Financial Management
Project Management

As we exchanged introductions over the muffled roar of the
lawn mower outside, many admitted to some awkwardness
when it came to presenting in front of other people. This was
in spite of realising the importance of good presentation skills
generally not only within the company but also, in my case, in
dealing with members of the public.
The morning consisted of being introduced to essentials of
good presentation skills. The lecture itself was clear, relevant,
easy to understand and covered the basics of good
It also emphasised the importance of
communication.
preparation, self confidence, and a sense of humour when
things unexpectedly go wrong.
Over a working lunch the class divided itself into four groups.
Each group selected one topic, to base a 15 minute
presentation on that afternoon, to give us an opportunity to
gain confidence in applying what we had learned that morning.
Our group included my colleague, Robert Spencer (the
Forester at Abingdon), Dominic Howgego (a graduate civil
engineer) and myself. We pursued the range of topics, gave
the decision a lot of thought, did the democratic thing and
selected a topic which no-one knew anything about: the
British/French beef crisis.
We proceeded to employ a mind-mapping technique which
had been introduced to us earlier that morning, and, in 80

minutes, abused it completely by producing a series of
atrocious meat puns many of which strangely seemed to
centre around music. The worst of which was Beef T.” as in
Ice T., the rapper.

user friendly computer programmes available today.
Tragically John died, at an early age in January 1974, and was
unable to enjoy much of the acclaim that the bridge has since
received.

Together the three of us, via the gift of harassment, persuaded
the entire room to participate in bashing out the rhythm from
Queen’s “We Will Rock You. Robert and Dom kept everyone
going while I unleashed on the entire room the appalling
British beef rap lyrics I’d created earlier.

Correction
In last week’s ScottLight the postcode for Crewe Office’s new
address was incorrect. It should have read CW1 6ZG.

-

In all seriousness, on behalf of everyone who attended, I
would like to say thanks to BCOT for hosting us lunch was
delicious, to the Ip Reps for arranging the day, and to
Beverley for her humour, support and encouragement.”

TRAVELLERS

-

Steve Miles, Assistant Landscape Architect, Abingdon

Article in Issue 216 UKAS Accreditation
Extended to Structures Testing

Location

Traveller

Dates

Rome
Zambia
Italy

Steve Booth
Mike Le Gouais
Simon Hindshaw

7-19 Nov
9-12 Nov
until 11 Nov

-

Editor’s Note: Following the above article appearing in
ScottLight last week it was suggested that it would be useful to
know the meaning of the initials UKAS and NAMAS, so an
explanation follows from Allen Flatman:

1Vhat Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

Area 14 Matlock
from John Trinick [C]
-

The initials UKAS stand for United Kingdom Accreditation
Service, which is “the UK national accreditation body
responsible for assessing and accrediting the competence of
measurement, testing, inspection and certification of systems,
products and personnel’. This is their definition. In summary,
UKAS oversees and monitors organisations such as BSI QA
and Construction QA to ensure that they apply consistent
standards to their work of inspection and registration of Firms
such as Scott Wilson.
The initials NAMAS stand for National Accreditation of
Measurement and Sampling. All the various standards for our
testing are published by NAMAS and hence these could be
considered as analogous to the British Standards we have to
meet in order to retain our QA Registration.
Probably the best way to summarise our position is that we are
accredited by UKAS to carry out testing to NAMAS
standards.

Area 14 Highways Agency Maintenance and Improvements
Commission has been operational since April 1998, We have
been assessed by HA on our first year performance as “very
good”, with a number of areas rated “excellent” and none
worse than “good”. For the first year of a very difficult
commission involving over 90 staff this was very pleasing, but
only reflects on the outstanding team at Matlock who have
done the work, ably assisted by SW Pavement Engineering
and the Chesterfield office.
We expect that the original 3 commissions will now be
extended to 2002, and this performance puts the Firm in a very
good position to bid for the new HA Motorway and Trunk
Road Contracts in Area 14 and elsewhere.
Fee Scale A

Transport Planning Section Projects
from Anan Allos [PPA]
-

The complexity of the relationship between UKAS and
NAMAS is historic but suffice it to say that both organisations
are nationally and internationally recognised.

Greta Bridge Best of the Century
from David Williams [India]
-

Following on from Cohn McKenna’s article in Issue 214, I
thought that the part that the late John Measor played in the
conceptual design of Greta Bridge should not go unnoticed.
The form of the bridge and the relationship of the spans,
curves and tapers that gives the bridge much of its appeal was
the brainchild of John, assisted by Tee Pemba. Hence in one
sense John was the Architect. It was then left to Tee and his
team to make the concept work, without the aid of the more

I thought it would be useful to give an update of some projects
within the transport planning section:
Within the Environmental Management Consultancy for
Railtrack on the West Coast Main Line we are carrying out
passenger forecasts for the whole route to reflect the impact
of faster journey time due to infrastructure improvements
and Virgin’s tilting trains. We are using our National
Accessibility Model as a basis for developing a multi-mode
model which considers highways and air, as well as rail
transport. NAM is a nationwide district based model
containing detailed highway, rail and Underground routes
and linked to a GIS.
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• With Booz Allen Hamilton, we are term consultants to the
Shadow Strategic Rail Authority (formerly OPRAF). the
first commission we won related to an audit of PLANET, a
passenger demand model used by Railtrack for scheme
assessment. We are currently involved in over-looking the
assessment of the PPP Rail/Underground integration
proposals submitted by Railtrack and London Transport to
the SSRA.
• We have started work on COURAGE (Construction of
Unbound Road Aggregates in Europe). It is an EU
sponsored 4th Framework project with 10 countries
participating. We will carry out a cost benefit analysis of
unbound pavement based on trial tests done in 3 of the
countries.
I gave a paper at the Institution of Highways and
Transportation conference last week ‘New PPG13 &
Development Planning Issues’. (PPGI3: Planning Policy
Guidance Note 13) The paper entitled ‘Modelling
Sustainability’ reported on the work carried out for the
Hatfield Aerodrome transport impact assessment with some
novel approaches of modelling walking, cycling and public
transport contributions.
• We are taking a team of officers from the Dublin Transport
Office on a two day technical tour in London, visiting
Central Goverpment authorities to discuss issues relating to
planning policy, parking standards and restraint,
sustainability and the impact of PPG13.

ConKratulations!
To Martin Pickup who was admitted as a Member of The
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

Unlike the majority of us who never get the chance, James will
be “giving up the day job” to concentrate on cycling, his
ultimate aim to become a Professional Cyclist.
He has been selected to join a World Class Performance
Programme which brings together a small group of major
talents with the aim of boosting British Olympic cycling hopes
for the future. The group, based in Stoke on Trent, will consist
of 6 Road Racers, 4 Mountain Bikers and 8 Track Cyclists,
sponsored by the Sports Council and assisted by Lottery
Funding.
If that wasn’t enough, James tells us that the group is likely to
be heading “down under” after Christmas to spend 6 weeks at
an Australian Training Camp.
This is initially a one year opportunity and future funding will
be dependent on his continued success.
James will be supplying autographs before he leaves us, but no
doubt we should all look out for his name in the future.
Keep in touch James.

Sports & Socials
i 99
from Nick Blake [RC]
As you have seen in a previous Scottlight notice, RC Division
are organising a boat cruise on the Solent (Southampton to the
Isle of Wight and return) on 15th December 1999.
Developments have taken place, bookings have been made
and further details are now available. We are organising a
coach from Basingstoke to Southampton, returning via
Winchester, Basingstoke and Reading, thus eliminating the
need to drive long distances to Southampton.
The cruise people have confirmed that there is a vegetarian
food option available on request as well as the normal buffet.
They have informed us that should the weather be bad, the
cruise will take place up river in calm waters, so no need to
worry about sea sickness!

Stuart Miller who joined the Development Department at the
Telford Office as a Graduate, on 11 October.

If you are interested please let Nick Blake or Mel Smith
(Water Section, Basingstoke, ext 373/4) know ASAP. Deposit
of £5 per head needed. Max number 180.

Will Crick who joins Information Systems, Basingstoke as a
permanent member on 1 November after many months in a
temporary role.

Lets all have a good party for the end of 1999.

LEA VERS

Chesterfield office would like to wish a fond farewell and
every success to James Alberts who will be leaving on Friday
12 November 1999.
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For Sale & Wanted
Wanted: Temporary Accommodation in Basingstoke
from Rob Rushmer [C]
As of Monday 29 November 1999, I will be based in
Basingstoke. Until I have fixed myself up with a permanent
place to stay, I wonder whether any kind soul could spare a
bed for a few weeks. I would like (if possible) somewhere to
lodge initially, until Christmas and then a few weeks into the
New Year. To discuss rates, availability, etc I can be
contacted on x3 14 in Chesterfield. Thank you.

What on your

Mind?
Scanned Images continued
from Dave Webb [RC]
-

I was interested to read Tim Blow’s article in ScottLight Issue
215 on the subject of “Scanned Images”. It would appear that
other offices besides ourselves here at Peterborough have been
grappling with this weighty matter.
We at Peterborough have recently produced both Power Point
Slides and Word Documents containing a large number of
scanned photos. In order to achieve quality we initially tried
scanning at 300 dpi on our HP Scan Jet 6100C and saved the
final image as a Windows Bitmap. The file size of the final
image is, as Tim so rightly suggests, enormous. Printing one
page of a word document could take up to 20 minutes on the
colour laserjet. I am glad to say we don’t do it that way any
more.
After much experimenting we have come up with an
alternative method which gives a good end product with a very
small file size for the final scanned image.
Our procedure is to scan the photo at 300 dpi (or 150 dpi if it’s
not so critical) from within a Photo Editing piece of software
(we use Photo Editor by GSP but you could equally use Corel
Photo House or similar) and then save the final image as a
JPEG format image. This image can then be embedded into
both Word 97 or Power Point 97, depending on what you are
producing. Remember Word 6.0 and Power Point 4.0 can’t
handle JPEG format.
Just compare these typical file sizes for a standard 6 x 4 inch
photograph scanned at 300 dpi:
Saved as a BMP
Saved as a JPEG

Idea of the Week

i

from Steve Booth (RC)
Not wishing to poach into the Landscape MOU’s territory or
give Don Johnson the gardeners grumbles, but how about the
following:
To brighten up the rather dreary, nondescript front of Scott
House and at the same time provide a long-lasting, attractive
and cheaply produced item that colourfully markets the Scott
Wilson logo, why not utilise the perfectly inclined grassy bank
next to the flagpole for a floral display?
The letters SW could be broadly cut out of the turf ( following
the example of the Vale of White Horse, but on a somewhat
more modest scale!) and planted with a stunning display of
closely planted, “low maintenance” scarlet red flowers, such as
Salvia, Primula or Pansy. With a bit of careful thought and
choice, this could be kept colourful for at least nine, if not the
full twelve months of each year. The Scott Wilson logo would
thus be attractively visible to ll passers-by ( even including
aerial traffic!) and make it that much simpler for occasional
visitors to Scott House to immediately identify and locate our
otherwise drab building.
Taking it forward the logical next step, we might even expand
the display in summer with an array of hanging baskets along
the front of the building and car park, giving us a fair shot at
the relevant category of the Borough Councils Basingstoke-in
B loom competition and thus further boost the Companys local
environmental persona??
Undoubtedly there will be opportunities for similar, simple but
effective floral advertisement in front of other UK Regional &
International offices let me know if youd like a quote!!
-

‘Thou’/,/fo Ihe week:
Y2K in Indonesia contributed by Peter George
-

PLN, Indonesias national electricity board, was recently asked
by an Indonesian newspaper about its Y2K preparedness. The
reply is a gem:
“We can observe what happens (at midnight 1999) in Western
Samoa, New Zealand and Australia and still have 6 hours to
make plans.”

5,919 KB
181 KB

Enjoy Firework Night on Friday, but take care!
That’s a factor of 32 smaller. You might like to check this out
for yourselves. Have fun
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 356 Fax: 01256 475 600
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Attention All Staff!
-

Staff ‘Non-Resident in UK’
from Alan Morton [CS]
A person who is sent overseas to work in full-time employment for at least one complete tax year and who visits the UK for
less than 183 days in any tax year and average less than 91 days a tax year will be treated as not resident in the UK.
In ScottLight Issue 154, dated w/e 7 August 1998, the clipboard announcement by Geoff French (in relation to the abolition
of the Foreign Earnings Deduction), paragraph 7 indicated it was possible to work for short periods in the UK and still
maintain non-residency. However, the following information recently received direct from the Inland Revenue details the
various circumstances and implications with regard to such working in the UK and whether the relevant earnings become
taxable or not:•

If during the period of non-residence the individual returns to the UK to perform duties in the UK there may be a
potential liability. If the work done in the UK is subservient or ancillary to that done overseas, ie the individual attends
an updating/debriefing session, then the duties may be regarded as ‘merely incidental’.

•

If, on the other hand, the work done in the UK is of the same kind as that done overseas, or if not the same it is of equal
importance, it will not be ‘merely incidental’. Therefore duties performed in the UK that are relevant to the overseas
project (and are not ‘merely incidental’) or duties performed in respect of other projects will be liable for UK tax.

•

Duties performed in the UK between overseas assignments will also be taxable.

•

To determine whether work done in the UK is ‘merely incidental’, details of the nature of both the work performed in the
UK and overseas needs to be considered. Where the duties are not regarded as ‘merely incidental’ then the amount of
remuneration paid in respect of those duties, and any other benefits provided, will be liable to UK tax.

The following are scenarios to show how particular situations should be treated:
1.

An overseas representative of a UK employer, while on visits to the UK, which total less than 3 months in a year, does
nothing more than report on trade conditions and results in his/her area, consult their employer on questions of policy, or
receive instructions, or collect samples in preparation for the next tour. The duties performed in the UK will be treated as
‘merely incidental’.

2.

An overseas employee visits the UK for periods of training which do not exceed 3 months in the year. If he/she does no
productive work while in the UK, the duties performed here are regarded as ‘merely incidental’.

3.

A company director, although usually working abroad, attends directors’ meetings in the UK. That activity is basic to the
joint duty of a board of directors to manage the company and therefore cannot be incidental to work done overseas.

4.

A courier visits many countries in the course of his/her work. Visits to the UK, however few and however short, are of
the same importance to the job as visits to other countries and therefore cannot be treated as ‘merely incidental’.

Office Move of the Accounts and Administration
Department Basingstoke
from Angela Gardiner [CS]
-

Please note that due to the above move which will involve
Accounts and Admin re-ocating their workspaces within the
same area, a restricted service will be in operation on Friday

19 November 1999. These departments will be totally closed
on Monday 22 November, normal service resuming on
Tuesday 23 November.

A Week of Awards
from Angela Lowle [SWHL]

Telford (to include Birmingham based staff)
30 November 1999 timing and venue to be confirmed locally
-

Last week was a very good one for the presentation of awards
to Scott Wilson and its staff.

Chesterfield (including Matlock based staff)
1 December 1999 timing and venue to be confirmed locally

On Tuesday 2nd November Mike Grimmel was presented
with the T.E.N. Award (Television Education Network Ltd)
at the Institution of Civil Engineers for his project From
Chemical Works to Housing Development. (Further details of
Mike’s award were given in ScottLight Issue 212).

Nottingham
1 December 1999 timing and venue to be confirmed locally

At the same ceremony the Brunel Medal 1999 was presented
to Scott Wilson Scotland for excellence in civil engineering
for the M6 DBFO Project. Audrey Weir of Glasgow Office
represented the Scott Wilson team of civil engineers
responsible for the M6 DBFO Project. Audrey has spent her
professional career with Scott Wilson in Glasgow where she
specialises in a wide range of traffic and transportation
planning projects. She is currently responsible for the
collection of traffic flow data for the M6 DBFO Project and
involved in the verification of shadow toll payments to the
Operator, Autolink. Joint recipients of the medal were the
Client, Scottish Executive Development Department,
represented by Alan Clark, and the Operator, Autolink
Concessionaires Ltd, represented by Douglas MacDougall.
Also on Tuesday 2nd November, at the Concrete Society
Dinner, the official announcement was made that Scott Wilson
had won the award for the best concrete structure of the
century for Greta Bridge in Cumbria (see ScottLight Issues
214 and 217).
On Wednesday 3rd November the Glossop Award was
presented at the Royal Institution of Great Britain to Jonathan
Hart for his abstract on his work on the Halsema Highway in
the Philippines. (Further details of his Award were in
ScottLight Issue 202)
What a splendid week
involved.

-

-

-

London (including Basildon based staff)
2 December 1999 timing and venue to be confirmed locally
-

Edinburgh
6 December 1999 date, timing and venue to be confirmed.
-

Generally the intent is for the Roadshows to be over lunch
time and therefore staff who are interested, but haven’t thus far
indicated this, are still welcome to attend, subject to whatever
control is necessary due to the venue selected.
In this context I advise that in Basingstoke there are already a
significant number of staff who have expressed an interest and
I have already informed them of the arrangements, so places
still available are limited. If you are not one of these but now
wish to attend please let me know as soon as possible.

Scott Wilson Intranet
UPDATE
Kevin Lloyd [CS]
If you have any questions or comments concerning any
document located on the Intranet, please contact the
relevant Page Manager.
Office Location Maps
The maps for the new Birmingham and Matlock offices have
now been added. The Page Manager for the Office Location
Maps is Pam Mcintosh (Basingstoke x349).

many congratulations to everyone

Prudential AVC Roadshow
from Chris White [SWHL]
Les Wloch of the Prudential is to attend our offices as
scheduled below to unravel the mysteries of AVCs, and why
we should all be considering investing in them no doubt.

Marketing
Four new Project Description Sheets have been added on the
Environmental page, these are:
E88h1
E87h1

E90h1
The Agenda is:
•
•
•
•
•

What are AVCs
Reasons for paying AVCs
How do AVCs work
Features of AVCs
Investment Choices

E89h1

UK: Broadland Flood Alleviation Strategy:
Environmental Monitoring
UK: Broadland Flood Alleviation Strategy:
Environmental Monitoring
Vegetation Monitoring
UK: Broadland Flood Alleviation Strategy:
Environmental Monitoring
Geographical Information System
UK: Broadland Flood Alleviation Strategy:
Environmental Monitoring Saline
Intrusion in the Main Rivers

The offices to be visited resulted from the expressions of
interest received. They are:

When ordering PDSs from the Intranet, you are now required
to enter a Job Number to which expenses can be charged. The
Page Manager for the Project Description Sheets is Martin
Nielsen (Swindon).

Basingstoke
22 November 1999

The Standard Contracts and the Finance and Insurance
Information documents cannot be printed in the usual way

-

1pm in Conference room 2A/2B
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from the Intranet because their appearance must not be
different from the original documents. Therefore, these
documents have been set up so that there are 2 versions of
each document, one that should only be viewed on-screen
from the Intranet, and one which should only be printed.
Where there is a View button, such as for the Terms of
Business, left-clicking on this will display the document onscreen. This version should not be printed. Where there is a
Print button, such as for each Insurance Certificate, rightclicking on this and selecting ‘Print Target’ will print the
document in its original form. The Page Manager for both the
Standard Contracts and the Finance and Insurance Information
is Geoff Redwood (Basingstoke x225).
If you have any general questions or comments concerning
the Intranet, or wish to make a document available on the
Intranet, please contact Kevin Lloyd (Telford x245).

The Intranet
from Bob McKittrick [HMB]
You will be aware that the Scott Wilson Intranet has been
running now for several months and hopefully many of you
will have accessed it and realise the usefulness of the material
already mounted and the potential for the future. If you have
not yet looked at the Intranet I would encourage you to do so.
The Intranet was discussed at the Amsterdam Conference in
September and, as was stated in Bob McGowans report of the
conference, it was recommended that there should be an
Intranet that better meets the needs of users. We realise that
we are now at a watershed in terms of the future development
of the Intranet and appreciate that it must be user-led otherwise
it will not be used to its full potential. We are therefore very
keen to hear from you about the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

for what purpose would you use the Intranet?
what do you want to see on the Intranet in addition to the
material already mounted ?
how do you wish to access the material?
• on the present basis by Region?
• on a topic basis?
• on a word basis like a dictionary?
• on some other basis?
how long would you wish material to remain on the
Intranet?
what knowledge do you have of Intranets in other service
firms like us and what can you tell us about them?
what search mechanisms would you like to have on the
Intranet?
do you have any views on how the material should be
edited, approved, controlled and revised or if any controls
are necessary?
do you have any other views on the Intranet?

Please send your responses as soon as possible, but by the end
of November at the latest, to:
•
•

Stewart Dalton in UK for Europe Region and Africa
Region
Andreas Sher in HK for Asia Pacific Region.

Your views are vital to the future use and development of the
Intranet so please assist us by responding. Many thanks in
advance.

Free Publicity
from Tim Blow [CS]
What overseas projects have we won recently?
Scott Wilson have the opportunity to get free publicity on
projects won overseas including a brief description of the job
and a photograph. This will be sent to Construction News who
will list projects won overseas by member firms on a monthly
basis.
It is a great opportunity for Scott Wilson to gain free publicity
so please let Denise Smith in Marketing know of any overseas
project won and supply her with a brief description and photo
if possible.

Civil Engineering Graduates and Technicians
Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood [CS]

-

Mr Murray Grant, the ICEs RLO, is visiting Basingstoke
office on the 16th November 1999. He is primarily coming to
meet with the new graduates, the technicians and some SCEs.
Should anyone wish to see Murray Grant could they please let
me know as soon as possible. Those who have already
advised their requirements do not need to do so again.
He is going to be present all day as that evening he is attending
the Southern Associations Geotechnical Group Meeting at the
Anvil. This meeting has been arranged by Chris Ford [RC], it
starts at 6pm and the subject matter is ‘Geotechnical
Engineering through the Jubilee Line Extension’. All are
welcome and as it is so local there does not appear to be much
by way ofjust cause not to go to this meeting.

HSE Charges
from Dave Sutton [R]
From 7 October 1999, the Health & Safety (Fees)
(Amendment) Regulations 1999 became law which enable the
HSE to charge for some of their services relating to gas
transportation, offshore work and the railway industry.
So far as railways are concerned the main chargeable activities
are:
a) assessing and issuing approvals of new or altered works
under the Approvals of Works, Plant and Equipment
Regulations 1994;
b) assessing and making orders under the Level Crossings
Act 1983;
c) assessing and accepting safety cases and revisions to
safety cases;
d) inspecting activities or workplaces related to railway
safety cases under RSC* Regulations 3(1), 4(1), 5(1) and
6(2);
-
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e)

investigation of activities and workplaces in (d) above in
response to incidents or complaints.

Whilst it is unlikely that Scott Wilson would attract these
charges directly, it is nevertheless likely that we would carry
out work on behalf of a Client who would be liable to the
charges. Please be aware therefore that the current rate (for
1999/2000) is £115 per inspector per hour and that where
necessary you advise the Client accordingly and allow for the
charges in any estimates you prepare as appropriate.
A guidance document has been produced by the HSE giving
more detail on the charging regime, please speak with Dave
Sutton (Swindon) if you need more information.
*RSC Regulations Railways (Safety Case) Regulations 1994.
-

Are You Being Understood!
from Chris White [SWHL}
In conversation recently the subject of Gunning’s Fog Index
came up and it might just be that there are some of you who
have never subjected their written work to any kind of check
concerned with how readable it is. Gunning’s Fog Index has
been around since the 1940’s and it continues to be as relevant
today as it was then.
To determine your own Fog Index select a passage you have
written containing at least 250 words. It must contain full
sentences. Having selected your text:
•
•
•
•

Count the total number of words. Call this figure ‘X’
Count the number of sentences. Call this figure ‘Y’
Calculate the average number of words per sentence: X/Y
Count the number of ‘big’ words in the text: words with
three or more syllables. Call this figure ‘Z’. Do not count:
1. proper nouns names of people, places. organisations,
products;
2. combination words made up of smaller words:
horsepower, catchword, nevertheless, etc.
3. any verb which becomes three or more syllables by the
addition of -es, -ed, or -ing: releases, surprising,
organising, motivated, etc.
Apply the following formula:
{X/Y + (Z/X x 100)] x 0.4 = Your Fog Index
-

•

Remember this index is only a guide to how readable your
writing is and whether it is suitable for the audience to which it
is addressed.
Fog Index
1-8
8 10
10-12
12 14
14-17
17+
-

-

Interpretation
Childish
Acceptable with caution
Ideal for most audiences
Acceptable tending to the academic
Difficult, academic
Unreadable

Internet E-mail Addresses for the
Kuala Lumpur offices
from Loo Chu-tong [IT Section, Kuala Lumpur]
Our offices in Kuala Lumpur have recently implemented a
new e-mail system with a domain name “scott-wilson.com.my”
and all staff have their personalised e-mail address using
firstnameJastname@scott-wilson.com.my
Email addresses of some of the key personnel are:
John Archibald
john.archibald @scott-wilson.com.my
Mehran Azari
mehran.azari @scott-wilson.com.my
Simon Davies
simon.davies@scott-wilson.com.my
Richard Denton-Cox
richard.denton-cox @scott-wilson.com.my
Derek Holden
derek.holden @scott-wilson.com.my
Steve Holman
steve.holman@scott-wilson.com.my
Mohamad Asharat
mohd.asharat@scott-wilson.com.my
Tengku Maizura
tengku.maizura@scott-wilson.com.my
Yeo Ai Yin
aiyin.yeo @scott-wilson.com.my
Email addresses of the three companies in Malaysia,
namely:
Scott Wilson Asia-Pacific (swkap@mol.net.my)
• Scott Wilson Malaysia (swkm@mol.net.my)
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering (swkpe@mol.net.my)
will continue to operate as usual.

Digital Data Has Never Been Cheaper
from Will Crick [RC]
As part of the Ordnance Survey’s Great Leap Forward’ their
new Director has slashed digital prices for some products by
around 80%. The new prices are effective from the first of this
month.
You may have seen on the news about the launch of the
seamless coverage of the UK in 25cm resolution Aerial
photography from the Millennium Mapping Company This
data is now available through several re-sellers at around £20
per 1km tile to combine with the above in true geographic
space. This data set is also available for most International
Cities.
Also Space Imagings IKONOS satellite was launched
successfully this month and is quoted as the “world’s first
commercial high resolution imaging satellite”. Satellite images
will be captured at a resolution of imeter Monochrome and 4
meters Multispectral. EOSAT in the States have also slashed
Landsat 7 (20 meter resolution of 7 colour bands) imagery
prices.
With the emerging technologies of Image Web Servers and
new image compression techniques all these products will
soon be available through the Web to allow users to select and
download samples and order the products on-line. The
delivered product will be so compressed that one can easily
down load and pan/zoom around in Satellite Image mosaics of
Terra Bytes in original size.

Next time you find you haven’t got your message across it
might just be worthwhile checking your fogginess.
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What GoinK On?

NCE Communication Competition 2000
The Power of Persuasion
obtain the communication skills needed to meet
the challenges of the new millennium

Scale: A: £3million+; 13: £600,000- £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,099; D: £6,000- £59,999;
E; less than £6,000
-

NCE have announced the above competition and are looking
for teams of people (aged 35 and under) to take part. It is a
first class training opportunity, with much prestige and a
£1000 in prizes for the winning teams. For further information
and an entry form contact Sarah Dewsbury in Basingstoke, ext
393.

Please Power Off Your Monitors
from Stephen Leach [CS]
I have been asked to put in a plea to all computer users to turn
off their monitors when they go home at night. Monitors used
to take their power from the base units meaning that monitors
were turned off with the main computers. However, this tends
to be no longer the case so monitors need to be turned off
independently.
A monitor, even in power save mode, uses about 8W of power
so the saving in electricity bills would amount to a few
thousand pounds over the course of a year. In addition, and
perhaps more importantly, monitors that are left on represent
an unnecessary fire hazard in unattended buildings staff in
Basingstoke may,remember Churchill Plaza catching fire a
few years ago du to an overheating photocopier.
-

Partnering Agreenwnt Term Commission
for Defence Estates Scotland
from Alislair Napier [S]
SWSL have been awarded a Partnering Term Commission for
the provision of Project Management and Advisory Services to
the Defence Estates (DE) Scotland Business Unit. The
Commission, which is for an initial term of 2 years with the
option for an extension to 4 years, will include multi
disciplinary advisory services and project management and
design of projects up to £5m in value.
SWSL will be the sole partner for all of DE work throughout
Scotland and the Commission represents a major change in
project procurement for DE.
Alistair Napier will lead the advisory services team and co
ordinate the partnering approach and Andrew Aikman will be
the co-ordinating Project Manager.
Thanks to Birmingham office and David Johns for the use of
their conference room and facilities for preparation and
rehearsal prior to our presentation to the Client at Sutton
Coldfield.
(Fee Scale B)

TRAVELLERS
Management Consultancy Performance Improvement
from Mark Smith [PPA]
-

Location

Traveller

Dates

Zambia
India
Brazil

PARScott
Alan Stacey
Ruth Golombok

9-13 Nov
9-2lNov
14 22 Nov
-

To Italy for SWRail’s project for TAV:
16.11.99
Martin Nielsen
16.11.99
Mike Thomas
14.11.99
A Allos
14.11.99
JPerkin
14.11.99
AClegg
14.11.99
NSnell
14.11.99
Whitfield
G
9.11.99
RLewis
14.11.99
RCarr
14.11.99
M Clarke
To Ukraine for SWRail’s contract with Ukrainian Railways:
10.11.99
Phil Shepherd
10.11.99
Alan Brookes
To Moscow for Tacis framework contract:
18.11.99
Alan Brookes
22.11.99
Phil Shepherd
23.11.99
Eddie Hawes
22.11.99
Pete Jefferies
1.12.99
Rob Carr

Following a lead from Don Wootton, and because of Scott
Wilson’s multidiscipliary scope and geographic experience,
we have won a performance improvement project for a world
top 300 civil engineering contractor based in Turkey.
Turkey has received $3500m in aid loans following the
earthquake disaster and the improved relations with Greece
should now make it a candidate for EU entry. 70% of the
population is under 35 and Turkey will have the largest
population in Europe in the next Millennium. Our client
recognises the opportunity and wishes to restructure its
operations to take advantage of the +5.5% growth in GNP
predicted for 2000.
Fee Scale D (Phase One)

Kosovo: Pristina Airport
from David Farthing [PPAI
Scott Wilson have been appointed by the Department for
International Development (DFID) to manage the procurement
and installation at Pristina Airport of all the necessary AOL
(Aviation Ground Lighting) and navigational equipment to
maximise the time the airport stays open during the Winter.
Since the NATO intervention and the confrontation between
Russian and British airborne forces, Pristina Airport has been
operated by a joint military NATO task force on behalf of the
5

United Nations Civil Administration for Kosovo (UNMIK).
The condition of the airport pavements, AOL and navaids has
been giving rise to serious concern and a technical appraisal
team of six British specialists led by John Prosser of Scott
Wilson visited to survey the airport in mid-September.
The investigation concluded that the infrastructure is such that
use of the airport by civil aircraft would be severely curtailed
during the winter due to poor visibility, thus posing a serious
threat to an essential supply route and the provision of water
food and medicines. To achieve the rehabilitation within the
remaining few months, DFLD have made £3 million available
through their emergency aid programme.
Our appointment is not only for the management and
supervision of the installations, which is being led by John
Prosser, assisted by Julian Foster and Neil Robinson, but also
for the actual procurement of the navigational aids, airfield
lighting equipment and associated civil works and shipment to
Pristina, the latter task being the responsibility of Geoff
Redwood and Jackie Constable.
The urgency is mainly
concerned with operational equipment as the runway itself
only needs short term maintenance which will continue to be
carried out by the Russian engineers with advice from our
specialists.

Kingston Bridge
from Brian Robertson [S]
In the small hours of the morning on Sunday 24th October, the
twin decks of the Kingston Bridge over the Clyde in Glasgow
were finally lifted off their original piers by sixty four 1000
tonne jacks. Scott Wilson Scotland has been heavily involved
in the project to strengthen this thirty year old pre-stressed
concrete bridge and took an active part in the jacking
operation. During the lift Brian Robertson and Grant Scholes
were part of the design team ensuring that all stages of the lift
and load redistribution to the jacks were completed safely.
John Redpath and Derek Appleby processed the
instrumentation monitoring which analysed the bridge and the
approach viaducts behaviour in response, as the 26000 tonne
structures were raised by about 20mm off their piers.
Jacking operations commenced at 2pm on Saturday with three
different systems of jacks being inflated and made ready for
the lift. The structures were raised on 64 primary vertical jacks
while the other jack systems restrained and controlled the
structure longitudinally and transversely. At 7pm the
motorway was closed to allow the jacks to be inflated beyond
the nominal loads. The closure itself was no small feat, being
the largest temporary traffic management scheme undertaken
in Scotland.
Inflation of jacks continued in stages into the night, with pause
periods to allow the structure to be inspected to detect any
unexpected cracking or distortion. All went well and by about
4am the separation of the decks was achieved. The lift
continued in further stages to create a gap of about 20mm at
the bearings, allowing sufficient room for the existing piers to
be removed. After a final 2 hour pause period and final
inspection, bridge reopening started at 13:30.

After a glass (more accurately a plastic cup) of champagne
provided by the jacking contractor VSL, all retired to catch up
on lost sleep.
During the following weekend the structures were moved
35 mm to the south using four 3000 tonne jacks. The same
team were present to ensure that the second operation was
completed smoothly and ahead of schedule. In this case the
operation commenced at 7 pm with the operation being
completed by 3 am (BST) Sunday. In six month’s time, the
deck will be lowered onto new bearings on new piers. All
jacking operations were complex tasks and the lowering of the
structure will require similar levels of planning and monitoring
to these initial operations.
SWSL are independent checkers of the strengthening works
and are responsible for processing the information from the
structural monitoring. The client is Glasgow City Council who
act as agents for the Scottish Executive. The current contract
value is estimated at £32M. Project Managers are Brian
Robertson and John Redpath, Project Director is Jim
McCafferty.

Congratulations!
to Kathryn Whitmore (Senior Landscape
Architect, Abingdon) and her husband on
the birth of their baby boy on 9 October
1999.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
the following staff who all joined Basingstoke office on 1st
November:
Jagit Kang Environmental section as Graduate
Environmental Specialist
Ingrid Shardlow Personnel Officer
Ann Harvey JO Operating Unit as Project Administrator
Melanie Hill Accounts department as Project Accountant
-

-

-

-

London office
is pleased to welcome back from 1st
November, Najeeb Latif. Prior to rejoining, he has spent the
last two years working with another consultant and before that,
nine years with SWK. Najeeb is to be engaged on a part time
basis whilst he studies for his MBA and will be employed on
Business Development. This will entail, inter alia, him
identifying new work and clients, and developing these
projects, in the initial stages of the relationship, with the
designated project manager.
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its 8_3 ( xxxxxxxx.xxx) file naming convention with only
three characters to indicate the file type, you couldn’t have a
file called .JPEG, so the file type was used in the form .JPG.

LEAVERS

ft I

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Catherine Oxlade who leaves Basingstoke office on 11th
November.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Data Entry Clerk CS Op unit Grade 1.2 Basingstoke
-

-

-

The Basingstoke Accounts Department are looking for a
computer literate individual whose main duties will be all the
data entry of journal, petty cash returns, expense claims and
bank statements into CONQUEST
Keyboard skills are essential. Candidates do not need any
accounts experience but should be numerate and enjoy
working with figures.
If you are interested contact Lisa Litchfield in Basingstoke on
ext358.

Senior Secretary, Grade 2.2 Basingstoke
-

A Senior Secretary is required for the Basingstoke office to
provide secretarial and administrative support to the Finance
Director and members of the Holdings Company. Main duties
will include:
Typing reports, letters, memos, faxes etc.
Processing incoming mail
Maintaining filing systems
Co-ordinating diaries, appointments, travel arrangements
Candidates should have a good general education, be
computer literate and competent in Word, Excel and
Powerpoint. They will also need a good telephone manner
along with excellent communication skills.

If you don’t feel up to changing the file type, then you can do
two things.
Open the copy of Internet Explorer 4, which you have to
a)
use the Intranet. Go to the file menu and click on
“Open”
Select the .JPEG file you are interested in using. Open
it. Right click on the image, select “Save picture as”.
Save the file as a bitmap. (.BMP)
Learn how to rename tiles in Windows Explorer.
b)
The reason why the JPEG/JPG file format for images produces
smaller file size is the reason for its existence. The file size of
a bitmap image is governed by the resolution of the image, and
the number of colours which any one pixel may be.
[For example ( and you can try this at home children) f you
draw a black square on paintbrush and save it as a
“monochrome file” ie Black and White, you will get a small
file size. (I got 80K) If you save the same picture as a “24bit
bitmap” you will find the file is much bigger. (I got 1820K)]
Most image files contain large areas of the same colour. In a
.BMP file, every pixel has data associated with it even if each
pixel has exactly the same characteristics. What the JPEG/JPG
file format does is to compress the information on these
“blocks” with the same colour into a smaller size. When you
open the JPEG/JPG file into Word etc the file import filter
“stretches” the compressed image back out again.
The other reason why JPEG/JPG format files can be smaller is
that it is designed to be a “lossy” file type. It is possible using
the better image processing software to specify whether data is
lost when you save using the JPEG/JPG file type and exactly
what level of image degradation you are prepared to take in
order to reduce the file size.

Copyright
from Peter Brundrit [CS]
I am still getting a lot of grief over refusing to print jobs which
are covered by copyright. I would point Out that this is illegal
and that if caught it would be me that would have to pay a very
large fine and I can’t afford it!
-

What on your MLnd?
Scanned Images continued
from Matt Kingsley [RC]
-

Incompatibility of .JPEG file format with Word 6 and
PowerPoint4.

I feel that I should be able to trust that before copyright work
is presented for printing permission has been obtained to do
so. If this is not the case, and a prosecution is the result, I feel
that the Project Manager should be made responsible for any
damages as a result. If the company can guarantee that any
fine would not have to be paid by me personally, I will accept
that all work presented for copying is legal and will not refuse
to print it.

Both Word 6 and Powerpoint 4 will import JPEG files.
Change the file type from JPEG to JPG and you will find
that you can import the file.
JPEG stands for (I think) Joint Exhibitors Photographic
Group. However, back in the good old days of MS_DOS and
7
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Idea of the Week

i

Intranet Newsgroups
from John Redpath [S]
Those familiar with the newsgroups on the Internet might
agree that this is where the greatest interest and exchange of
information Lies. I would like to suggest that, if the technology
allows, our Intranet contains a newsgroup area. There are
currently 35,000 newsgroups on the Internet. To those
unfamiliar with this, a newsgroup consists of a single subject
where anyone is free to post a query, suggestion or comment
etc. Anyone else is free to post a reply to this in the form of an
open letter’ or “open e-mail or to post a new message. The
great benefit is that others can browse these conversation
‘threads” and either participate in the exchange of information
or just observe. The free flow of information exchange usually
leads some way from the original poster’s query in long
threads and spawns sometimes surprising insights.
On our Intranet, the newsgroups could be arranged by
discipline e.g. Airports, Bridges, Roads, Computing etc. and,
again if technology allows, restricted areas like Finance,
Strategy etc where perhaps only Level 5 executives would
have access. One disadvantage is that with some of our best
ideas being openly discussed, our competitors would be only
too keen to gain access also. For this reason, Intranet security
would have to be assured.

from Rob Tidbury [SRI
The use of project related e-mails is on the increase. Before it
spirals out of control, I would like to give a few words of
careful thought.
E-mails by their very nature are a simple but effective way of
communicating, because of this they are generally more
informal than written project correspondence and they have a
habit of being sent with no regard to QA procedures. I have
known instances where e-mailed documents have been used
for commercial gain without the knowledge of the originator
of those documents. Currently in the US, there is a legal case
involving e-mails containing an individual’s views, all of
which were racially discriminate, which although deleted from
that person’s directory, were later recovered from the file
server and used as evidence. The informal nature of project
related e-mails is worrying, as they could have commercial
implications. Whilst we are unable to prevent people from the
incorrect use of e-mails, we can better protect ourselves
commercially.

prohibited. The statement and opinions expressed in this e
mail message are those of the writer and do not necessarily
represent that of Scott Wilson.”

from Liz Sheerin [C]
The Job Number be included on the back of the Qi (Quality
Plan), as well as the front, When a Qi is printed from the
Word template it comes as two separate sheets, which can
easily become detached!

from lain Snaith [JO]
The main switch board does not know who in the firm are the
foreign language speakers and I recently received a very
important telephone call in French by the most devious route.
Switchboard should have at the front desk a list of the speakers
in the following languages such that calls can be quickly and
correctly handled:
French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Portuguese, Polish, Russian, Arabic. Other languages could
be added if appropriate.
Suggest Admin could organise such a list through E-mailing
the secretaries of each division.

j z’4e weed:
4
7
The Language Barrier
On the menu of a Swiss restaurant:
nothing to hope for.

Our wines leave you

In a hotel in Athens: Visitors are expected to complain at the
office between the hours of 9 and 11 am. daily.

Editor’s note. Could I point out to those of you who may not
have realised that I am now based in the third floor Directors’
suite in Scott House. When delivering anything by hand for
ScottLight this is where you will need to bring it, not to my old
location on the first floor Holdings offices (where I am reliably
Angela Lowle
informed it could get buried!)

My idea is to treat project related e-mails like faxes and add
the following disclaimer:
“This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential
and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to
whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient
or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have this e-mail in
error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or
copying of this e-mail and any of its attachments, is strictly
8
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Attention All Staff!
CIWEM Membership
from Mike Le Gouais [RC]
I would like to draw up a list of all CIWEM members in the
firm.
If you are (or would like to be) a member of CIWEM please
advise Joan Kingett in Basingstoke giving your name,
location, membership grade and, preferably, branch
membership and membership of any special interest group
(e.g. rivers & coastal, environment).

Training: The Way Forward
from Richard Levett [101

qy..

I have booked the conference room in Network House
Basingstoke on Thursday 25 November 1999 between 12:30
and 2:00pm for an exchange of ideas on training. Many
projects have a training (Capacity Building) element and this
can be a key feature for Project sustainability. Training crosses
all disciplines and we need to share our experience and
knowledge:
Methodology
Presentation material available
Experts willing to give training
Study Tour contacts
Opportunities
Training needs/opportunities for Ipils
I can’t promise sandwiches,just a lively discussion that should
lead to practical steps to capture the expertise and experience
within Scott Wilson. If you can’t attend please let me have
your views on e-mail: Richard.Levett@swkeurope.com
IF YOU CAN ATTEND PLEASE LET ME KNOW.

American Express Cards
from Angela Lowle [SWHLj
For the information of company American Express card
holders, I have taken over from Dorothy Bettesworth as the
Authorised Administrator. Any queries or reports of lost or
stolen cards should be addressed to me in Basingstoke, ext
356.

RoadPeople
from Stephen Vincent [RC]
In many countries around the world, the road network does not
provide the safe and efficient means of travel that we have
come to expect in Europe. In countries in Asia, Africa and
South America, roads are disintegrating through a lack of
investment in maintenance, and air pollution, traffic
congestion and other problems are getting progressively
worse.
The World Bank and other international funding agencies are
encouraging “road stakeholders”, the people who actually use
the roads, to get involved in improving accountability and
efficiency in the ways in which money is spent on the roads.
There is also considerable scope for interested road users to
assist in changing attitudes to road safety, overloading of
vehicles and other problems.
When I got involved in assisting the new road user association
in Pakistan over the last year, we realised that there is
relatively little information available to road users to make a
constructive contribution to the way that the roads in a country
are managed. There is a lot of information available on the
Internet, but most of it is aimed at consultants and other road
management professionals. There is also little opportunity to
exchange experiences and ideas between people in different
countries.
Brainstorming this problem with one of my colleagues in
Islamabad, Kamran Qamar, we came up with the concept of
“RoadPeople”. The idea is quite simple, an Internet based
community where road stakeholders anywhere in the world
can learn from each other, discuss solutions, and gain access to
practical knowledge relevant to the problems that they need to
solve. Internet access is growing very rapidly in most parts of
the world, through cyber cafes as well as through individual
accounts. In the latest call for volunteers to assist with the
road user association in Pakistan, over twenty five percent
gave an e-mail address.
We hit upon an interesting solution to keep the costs down.
The support office for the RoadPeople is in Islamabad, where
Internet expertise and office space are available at very
reasonable cost, but the web server is in the USA, where rates
are very competitive and performance expectations are high.
It is early days, and RoadPeople has a long way to go, but the
first stage of the web site is now up and running, and there are
plans to go multi-lingual as soon as possible, the technology is

already in place. Funding is a problem, but it always is in the
early stages of any venture like this!
Is anyone interested in helping? We need articles on down to
earth practical experience of setting up road funds, improving
road safety, achieving more road maintenance for less money,
plus any interesting or humorous anecdotes to make the site
more interesting.
We are especially interested in
recommendations of people to contact in any country in the
world who may have stories to tell which could help the
improvement of road management in other countries.
Any good ideas for information to include on the site, good
web site links etc would also be very welcome, we do not want
to repeat information that is available elsewhere, but we would
like to linkto it.

GERMAN
Basingstoke
Sanjay Wijesekera
Tee Pemba
PORTUGUESE
Basingstoke
Paul Godsmark
POLISH
Basingstoke
Shammy Pun
RUSSIAN
Chesterfield
Alexander Chmoulian
London
Sergei Turceninoff

Fluent
Good

Good

Fluent

Mother Tongue
Good

There is no record of Arabic speakers.
Take a look http://www.roadpeople.org
If you have any constructive suggestions, e-mail:
info @roadpeople.org
-

Linguists
from Mike Sales [CS]
Further to Ian Snaith’s excellent idea of the week, a list of
notified linguists against their spoken tongue follows. Would
any further linguists please contact me so that they can be
added to the list.
FRENCH
Basingstoke
Samira Lachehab
Saara Pinnell
lain Snaith
Bob Draycott
Lindsay Thomas
Chesterfield
Charlie Salisbury
Peter Sherwood
Roger Durgan
London
lain Calder
Sergei Turceninoff
Plymouth
Chris Taylor
Basildon
Michael Murray
Matlock
John Kinirons
Leeds
Peter Hiley
SPANISH
Basingstoke
Saara Pinnell
Shammy Pui
Mark Maunsell-Thomas
ITALIAN
London
Sergei Turceninoff
Swindon
Tony Caird

Mother Tongue
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent
Mother Tongue
Fluent
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Fluent
Fluent
Good

ICE Team Build 2000
The Institution of Civil Engineers Construction Industry
Council challenges young professionals in the UK
construction industry to take part in a realistic simulation of
the design and construction processes for the development of a
real site. This will take place over the weekend of 8 and 9
April 2000 and is open to competitors who are student,
graduate, incorporated or chartered members of their
professional Institution. The competition may qualify for 4
days CET/CPD. A few application forms are with Angela
Lowle, but for further information call: James Galassi, ICE,
Tel: 0171 665 2213, Fax: 0171 799 1325,
e-mail: GALASSI-J@ice.org.uk

Wanted (urgently!): Road Theme Christmas Card Ideas
from Stephen Vincent [RC]
My friends at RoadPeople in Pakistan (see separate item in
this issue of ScottLight) are planning to circulate electronic
Christmas cards on the Internet to publicise the RoadPeople
website. They tell me that the technology is available, but
we need ideas for good Christmas/Roads/People theme
pictures to use for the cards.
Any ideas? Just concepts and descriptions would be a start,
they have access to graphic designers in Islamabad who can
turn ideas into pictures. Santa Claus flying over a traffic jam?
Christmas decorations on a road roller? What might catch
your attention if someone sent it to you?
Ideas either to e-mail: info@roadpeople.org
or fax to my personal fax (UK): 0171-681-1403
or q-mail: Stephen PR Vincent
Anything, even vague ideas, would really be appreciated!

Good
Fluent
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Statistical Analysis Package
from Mel Smith [RCI
SPSS (version 9), statistical analysis package is available on
one machine in the Water section, Basingstoke. Anyone
wishing to use the application or wanting further information
contact Mel on x374

Recycling Paper
from Diana Clarke
[10]
th
November I collected all the recycling paper.
On Saturday 6
y
this
took me a lot longer than was really
Unfortunatel
Two
boxes
had so much coloured paper/brochures
necessary.
in them that I did not bother with trying to sort them. On
emptying the other boxes at the recycling plant I had to bring
FOUR back with me because they contained coloured paper,
dirty coffee cups, sweet wrappers etc.

I do this recycling purely voluntarily for charity, and I would
ask those who are not interested in helping to contribute by
only putting white paper into the boxes to just throw their
paper and rubbish in the waste paper bins and not spoil the
efforts of others.

Scott Wilson Central Africa Marketing Department
from Dermot Knight [SWK Zimbabwe]
Scott Wilson Central Africa has just re-established their
marketing department after being dormant for over 2 months.
The department’s first marketing function was held during the
weekend of 23rd and 24th October when they hosted 50
clients on both days at the Zimbabwe versus Australia one day
cricket matches.
This was the first opportunity given to Zimbabwe to play
against the World’s No 1 Champions with the scores not in the
Zimbabwean team’s favour.
However, they did play exceptionally well and put up a good
fight on both days, with a better match played on the
Sunday.

Saturday
Sunday

Zimbabwe
ll6allout
200 all out

Australia
ll7for2
203 for 2

Many spectators and invited clients were impressed to see
Scott Wilson hosting a Hospitality Tent and supporting one of
our nation’s major sporting functions. This has brought favour
amongst ex as well as would be clients, who happened to
“pop in” for a chat and drink not to mention a plate of our well
laid out spread of delicious roasts, cold meats, salads and
desserts.
Feedback received from invited clients has been excellent, and
has prompted them to feel obliged to award Scott Wilson with
projects they intend to undertake in the new Millennium!

Thanks go to all involved on a very successful sales strategy.

Working with Slum-Dwellers in Africa
from Hamish Goldie-Scot [10]
Scott Wilson has again played a leading role in pioneering a
new ‘total immersion” approach to training for upgrading lowincome settlements in Africa. Centred on Mburahati Barafu
settlement in Dar-es-Salaam, the over-subscribed two week
course was attended by 18 Engineers and Town Planners from
Zambia, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. Most were
City Council staff who felt unprepared for working alongside
local communities in the newly recognised unplanned
settlements in which the majority of city residents now live.
The course had two main threads. A set of 10 ‘theoretical”
modules covered labour based technology, participation
techniques, partnership arrangements, communication skills,
logical project analysis and related topics. Closely linked with
this were the ‘practical’ assignments which had the
participants working late into the evenings. Each participant
was assigned to a “consultant’s” team responsible for working
with local communities and other stakeholders in identifying
problems and developing fully costed proposals for
sustainable and integrated solutions in the fields of drainage,
water supply, roads/access, sanitation and solid waste
management.
Initially there was strong resistance from participants to the
idea that they should be required to make “real” decisions (and
In addition,
hence mistakes) as part of a training course.
social and
background
the
many took exception to the fact that
at times
was
with
supplied
technical data they were
By
end
of the
the
incomplete.
and
)
(deliberately contradictory
as
of
sense
achievement
great
was
a
there
course, however,
alongside
effectively
working
themselves
participants found
local residents whose views they would never normally have
taken seriously. If the resulting individual action plans are to
be believed, this course could have an early and significant
impact on policy development within the five affected
countries.
The impact of this pilot course will be formally assessed in 6
months time. If the results are positive the International
Labour Office (our client and close collaborator) intends to
develop a four year programme aimed at institutionalising this
approach at both the national and international level in both
Asia and Africa. Hamish Goldie-Scot (10) was responsible
for course delivery and the practical assignments, using
material prepared by himself, Peter Chaudhry (also JO) and
GHK international.

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Dublin

Sian Bishop

Kuala Lumpur
& Manila
Rome
Nigeria

John Nut

15-19 Nov
(may be extended)
20 27 Nov

Peter Guthrie
Ralph Cobham

24 26 Nov
29 Nov 7 Dec

-

-

-
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Rail Electrification Engineers, Various Grades
LondonlSwindonlCrewe/BirminghamfManchester

Conifratulations!

-

to Raoul Veevers, Planner, PPA, Basingstoke who was
awarded Chartered status by the Royal Town Planning
Institute on 10.11.99. He now has MRTPI status (Member of
the Royal Town Planning Institute).

Scott Wilson Railways Ltd, Swindon, are currently seeking
ambitious and self-motivated Rail Electrification Engineers of
all levels to join their Railway Electrification Discipline.
This role will involve working on a variety of UK project
work, ranging from pre-feasibility to design development and
implementation. There may also be the opportunity to work
within the field of traction power distribution, DC conductor
rail systems and possible overseas assignments for those
seeking a wider challenge.

to Jo Hughes (RC, Basingstoke Ecology)
who gave birth to a 8 lb 7oz baby girl, Ella
Kate, on 27 October 1999. Ella was
inconveniently early (she was due on 13
November), as Jo had a 31 October deadline
for a chapter she was writing for an
Institution of Highways and Transportation

Ideally you will be an experienced electrical or mechanical
engineer with particular experience in railway electrification
overhead system design gained in the UK or overseas and will
be educated to ONC level or above.

publication! Josh and Sam are delighted with their new sister;
father Dudley is feeling his age

Please contact Alison White on 07-75262 (01793 515262) if
you are interested in the above opportunities.

Farewell and Thank You
from Sue Offord [ex PPAJ

For Sale & Wanted

To all at Basingstoke who may remember me, this is to wish
you farewell. My temporary leave of absence has now
become permanent as nursing my elderly mother is proving
successful for both of us. The drawback is that I do miss your
company. So thank you for brightening my mornings for the
last 21 years. Take care and all the best for the next
millennium.

For sale:
Proton 1.5 GLS
Light blue, K reg. One owner. Full MOT.
Sunroof. £1,500 ono
Tel: Diana (Basingstoke x 404)
NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the ite,ns on offer!

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
.-

Architects & Technicians, Various Grades Abingdon
-

The Abingdon office are looking for architects and
architectural technicians to join their multi-disciplinary design
team to work on a variety of military, educational and
commercial projects.
Architects
We are looking for architects with 5-10 years experience who
have good design skills. It is essential that successful
candidates have the capability of taking general designs
through to detail and are able to produce sustainable and cost
effective solutions. CAD experience and a driving licence are
essential. Good client facing skills are an advantage.
Technicians
We also need technicians with CAD experience and a proven
ability to liaise with architects, suppliers and contractors to
produce efficient and cost effective solutions.

Idea of the Week

‘

from Shammy Pun [RCJ
Sticky labels with Scott Wilson bank details to be carried by
travellers who are likely to raise invoices abroad. The labels
could be attached to the invoices so there is no delay in
Also when making
invoicing and receiving payment.
payments a reference should be quoted by the remitter. It
would be very helpful if at least a job number was quoted and
if possible the country of origin appended.

from William Fidel! [SP]

The ability of architects and technicians to work in multi
disciplinary design teams is essential, as well as having the
confidence to work independently when required.

I think it would be a good idea if in the front of each
correspondence file a telephone list was inserted. Each time
someone is called with relevance to the job their details could
be entered on to the sheet. These details would include, for
example Name, Company, Position, Details of Work
Contributed and Contact numbers. Having a telephone list or
contact list would make it a lot easier for those following up a
past job or taking on an existing job.

If you are interested please contact Lisa Litchfield in
Basingstoke office.

For instance, last week I needed to contact someone about
water testing and so I went to find an old job where we had
4

done this. Then I spent a good while looking through the file
to find possibly the right contact. If there had been a contact
sheet on the inside cover this would have s
aved me time and annoyance.

from Phil Pearce [RI
To add to Alan Gibbs’ idea of colour photos on CVs.
Substitute pictures of “beautiful people” (Mel Gibson, Brad
Pitt, Leonardo De Caprio for the guys; Julia Roberts, Caprice,
Shaniah Twain for the girls) instead of our staff to hold the
client’s attention and avoid pre-judgement.

from Stephen Vincent [RCI
How about creating an electronic Scott Wilson Christmas card
on the Internet, to send to clients and friends before
Christmas?

1. You have a list of 18 phone numbers to reach your family
of four.
2. You e-mail your son in his room to tell him that dinner is
ready and he e-mails you back with “What’s for dinner?”
3. Your daughter sells biscuits for Brownies via her website.
4. You chat several times a day with a stranger from South
Africa but you haven’t spoken to your next door
neighbour.
5. You have to enter a password for the microwave and can
never remember it.

6. You haven’t played solitaire with a real deck of cards in
years.
7. You have several remote controls around the house and
frequently use the wrong one to try and change the TV
channel.

The principle is straightforward
(see http://www.bluemountain.com as an example).
On the Scott Wilson web server, there would be a picture,
including the Scott Wilson logo and a link to our web site.
This might have animation, and it might also have music. It
will also have a Happy Christmas from Scott Wilson type
message, and a space for a personalised message.
To send the card, a Scott Wilson employee logs on to the
Intranet, where there is a Christmas card form, with one field
for an e-mail address to send it to, and a second field to type in
a personalised message to be displayed on the card when it
arrives.
Sending the card sends an e-mail message to the recipient.
This contains a web link. Click on the web link, it
automatically runs the web browser and displays the finished
card.
Far fetched? Ask the average computer literate youngster
almost anywhere in the world. Sending e-mail cards is all the
rage these days. Too late to organise? A challenge maybe,
but things happen quickly on the Internet!

CThough!for Ihe week:
Technology Overload
contributed by Geoff Rails [SPj
The owners of ten new homes will be able to control their
heating, lighting and security systems while making a cup of
coffee and all without moving from their computer keyboard
after buying the very latest high-tech houses on the outskirts of
Watford. But for many people the endless advance of
technology is all getting a bit much. This list of tell-tale signs
will reveal if you are near breaking point with modern
technology:
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 356 Fax: 01256 475 600
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256475600

Date

FOR INCLUSION iN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Locatiorr

Operating Unit

A

Jidea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):
—

,y,

I,
Name
Location
Operating Unit
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.

S (ccOrrT
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Scot,

Issue 220

Attention

-

Week ending: 26 November 1999

All Staff!

Travel Expenses for UK Site Staff
from Alan Morton [CSI
We have recently established that travel expenses paid to ‘genuine’ site staff (not staff who normally work from/at a
permanent office and occasionally work on site) may be paid free of tax and national insurance deductions. This facility can
be back-dated to April 1998.
For relevant SWKCL staff affected by this, calculations are currently under way by Personnel Department to establish the
amounts involved. When complete, each person will be given specific details and asked to confirm their agreement, or
otherwise, prior to a ‘reversal’ being carried out on the January payroll with regards to the 1999-2000 tax year to date (up to
and including the October 1999 timesheets), thus allowing refunds to occur. We await a response from the Inland Revenue to
our request of refunding the excess deductions corresponding to the travel expenses relating to the previous tax year (19981999) by the same method.
If any employee feels that they fit into this category, and have not had contact from Personnel by Thursday
December, they should contact Christine Haines at Basingstoke to seek clarification.

th
9

From now on (November timesheet and forwards), ‘permanent’ site staff will continue to be paid travel expenses via the
payroll but the relevant expenses on the timesheet should be clearly marked ‘untaxed’.

Scott Wilson Nairn
The Directors of Scott Wilson Asia-Pacific Ltd are pleased to
announce that the well known and respected Australian
Transportation Planning firm of R.J. Nairn & Partners Pty Ltd
has become part of the Scott Wilson group.
Commencing immediately, R.J. Nairn & Partners will operate
under the name of Scott Wilson Nairn Pty Ltd.
Scott Wilson Nairn provides services in all fields of
transportation, including:
transportation planning,
traffic engineering,
transport economics,

It is intended that Scott Wilson Nairn will establish a presence
in our Sydney office within the next few months to help focus
on our major client groups.
The company maintains up to date computer models of traffic
flows in all major Australian cities and can respond quickly to
projects that require the powerful computer programs that use
these models.
Scott Wilson Nairn, whilst being a separate company, will
operate essentially as a Divisional Business Unit of Scott
Wilson Irwin Johnston.
Contact details for Scott Wilson Nairn, as follows:
P0 Box 3275 BMDC Belconnen ACT 2616
4/20 Walder Street, Belconnen ACT 2617
+61 (0)2 6251 7926
Phone
+61 (0)2 6251 7927
Fax
,

public transport patronage studies,
traffic impact assessments,
intersection design,
traffic signal design.
Located in Canberra, Scott Wilson Nairn services clients
throughout Australia and the Asia-Pacific region and has a
particularly strong track record in Papua New Guinea.

rjnpcan@netinfo.com.au
E-mail
Scott Wilson Irwin Johnston will move its Canberra office to
the above address.

The person to contact at Scott Wilson Nairn is Bob Nairn
himself or in his absence, Graham Read, the Senior Transport
Planner. Please keep Brian Adams of Scott Wilson Irwin
Johnston, Sydney, aware of any contact with Scott Wilson
Nairn.
An official announcement of the commencement of Scott
Wilson Nairn is now being prepared as well as Press Releases.
Promotional material in the form of a Broadsheet and PDS
will follow.
We all welcome Bob Nairn and his staff to the Scott Wilson
group and look forward to success in this exciting new field.

Permission to Copy Superseded Ordnance Survey Maps
from Mike Sales [CS]
In order to reproduce superseded Ordnance Survey Maps a
licence particular to this operation is required. Any Scott
Wilson Office which has this requirement should contact me
and I will arrange the Licence accordingly.

Scott Wilson and MClWorldcom
also from Mike Sales [CS]
Scott Wilson have signed a Contract with MClWorldcom to
become our telephone voice carriers. This contract which will
utilise BT lines is anticipated to show significant financial
savings whilst maintaining existing high standard voice
transmission.

Introduction to Bridge Surfacings 13 January 2000
Mechanical Testing of Bituminous Materials 30 March 2000
Developments in Asphalt 4 May 2000
-

-

-

For further details and an application form contact Rachel
Ramsden, Tel: 0115 951 3993, Fax: 0115 951 3898, e-mail:
rachel.ramsden@nottinghama.ac.uk

Manchester Office Cocktail Party
from Cohn Barker [C]
In celebration of Scott Wilson’s 75 years an evening cocktail
party was successfully held on Tuesday 16 November at our
office building in central Manchester.
Around ninety existing and prospective clients from around
the region were invited as guests and the opportunity was
taken not only to get to know them better and to network, but
also to explain en-masse about the recent expansion of the
Manchester office and the increased capabilities that the office
and the Group are now able to offer.
The event was clearly a considerable success, despite a few
guests not turning up ( well, we all know about Manchester’s
weather!) Bill Jameson as Director in charge of the office
gave a brief speech warmly welcoming the guests and also
announcing the latest key staff office placement being that of
Glyn Roberts, who as a highly experienced town planner will
head Manchester Office’s regeneration and development
initiative as our Divisional Head of Planning and Economic
Development.
.

The new service is scheduled to become operational during the
week commencing 13 December and relates to all Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd permanent offices in the UK.

Scott Wilson Directors also attending included Mehmet
Yilmaz, Bob McKittrick, Geoff French, Ron Wall, William
Kemp, Roger Edwards, John Holden and of course Mr and
Mrs David Lyon (retired).

UK Millennium Air Photography
Lunch-time Demonstration
from Doric Tong [RC]

Thanks also go to Bill’s daughter Danielle and friend Ellie for
providing the musical accompaniment very proficiently, and of
course to Rhoda Hamer and Katrina Sparkes who put in so
much effort in the arrangements for the party.

Following on from my recent notes in ScottLight about the UK
complete air photography coverage at 25cm resolution, I have
invited the main data provider, the Cities Revealed group, to
visit Basingstoke on Wednesday January 12th 2000 for a
lunch-time demo in 2AJB at 12:30 of their products including
coverage of cities around the world.
If you are interested, then can you let me know as soon as
possible, so that I can get an idea of numbers that wish to
attend

For Scott House Staff Window Cleaning
from Mike Sales [CS)
-

The windows in Scott House will be cleaned
during the weekend of 27th128th November. Kindly leave
access clear to all windows in order to facilitate their cleaning.

Doric.Tong@swkeurope.com ext. Basingstoke 245

‘9
Professional Development Courses in
Asphalt Pavement Engineering
from Isobel Belton [SWPE}
The Nottingham Asphalt Research Consortium and the
University of Nottingham will be holding a series of one-day
professional development courses covering the following
subjects:
Pavement Foundations 17 December 1999

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Dublin
China
Rome
Turkey

Sian Bishop
Richard Levett
David Blythe
Mark Smith

15 Nov 10 Dec
29 Nov 14 Dec
30 Nov 16 Dec
6 10 Dec
-

-

-

-

-
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What Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999: D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

-

National Cycle Network, Perthshire
from Alan Baker [SI
SWSL have been appointed by the environmental group
Sustrans to design and supervise the construction of some
10 km of the National Cycle Network around Lochearnhead in
Perthshire. The route follows the lines of the disused Crieff,
Comrie & Lochearnhead Railway and Callander & Oban
Railway, reckoned in their time to have provided travellers
with some of the most scenic views from any railway in
Scotland.
The project includes the replacement of a missing span on a
multi-span mass concrete viaduct across the Kendrum Burn,
and parapet rehabilitation work on a further multi-span
masonry viaduct in Glen Ogle. Both structures are listed
buildings.
The work will be undertaken in four separate contracts. Alan
Baker is Project Manager, assisted by Michael MacLean.
Derek Ogilvie will undertake the structural design, with Walter
McQueen acting as planning supervisor.
This commission builds on the successful work currently being
undertaken on the Millennium Cycle Routes on behalf of the
Scottish Executive. These works include the design and
contract procurement of 32 km of new cycle track adjacent to
(Fee Scale C)
the A9, A86 and A95.

Highways Inspections HA Area 17
from John Trinick [C]
Matlock office has been awarded a contract for Highways
Inspections by HA 17 Lancashire County Council. The work
is initially for one year and will employ 5 staff full time based
on M6 at Junction 31 near Preston, but supervised from
Matlock. The work came through the Manchester office by
negotiation on the back of a Framework Contract with Nuttall.
(Fee scale C)
Well done to all concerned!.
-

Surfacing, Made to Last
from Richard Elliott [SWPEI

and on a broader national scale, eventually a part of the trunk
road link between Heilongjiang province in the north and
Hainan Island in the south. Because of this strategic
importance of the bridge, it was essential that along with the
ability to be flexible and load resistant, the surfacing also
needed to be durable so as to avoid disruption to traffic flow as
a result of the need for maintenance repair works.
were engaged by
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering
Anderson Asphalt (Hong Kong), the surfacing contractor, to
conduct the design and performance analysis, and to derive a
surfacing system capable of coping with the specified criteria
of flexibility, resistance to fatigue, cracking, durability and
high stability. The resulting system comprised a bituminous
base waterproofing membrane, applied to the steel deck with
an adhesive primer and overlaid with a 48mm single coat
mastic asphalt layer with pre-coated stone chippings
embedded in the surface to enhance skid resistance.
The mastic mix is modified with Trinidad Lake Asphalt (TLA)
which occurs naturally in a 100 acre ‘lake’, (originally
discovered in 1595 by Sir Walter Raleigh), and located,
predictably enough, on the island of Trinidad in the West
Indies. This crude asphalt from the lake is a uniform emulsion
of bitumen, gas, water, sand and clay. It originates from a deep
lying oil sand bed that contains both asphaltic petroleum and a
natural gas under a high pressure. As the petroleum and gas
rise to the surface they come into contact with colloidal clay
and silica paste. The gas, water and surface vegetable matter
are removed by a simple refining process and converted to the
material known as TLA. Estimates indicate that the deposits in
the lake are of the order of 10 million tonnes.
It is the TLA modifier, when mixed with proportions of
conventional bitumen and selected fine limestone and coarse
aggregate, that provides the mastic asphalt with its unique
enhancing properties.
Pavement quality mastic asphalt is a well tried and tested
product with a long pedigree of being laid on bridge decks.
For example, across the Nile in 1929, the Forth in Scotland in
1964, the Bosphorous in Turkey in 1973, the Humber in UK
in 1980, and latterly the Tsing Ma in Hong Kong in 1997,
(also undertaken by Anderson Asphalt with advice from Scott
Wilson Pavement Engineering).
The Jiang Yin Bridge across the Yantze is the latest
construction in a long line of prestige fixed crossings. Its
surfacing system is a first class product suitable for a first class
bridge.”
(Fee Scale C)

The following feature on the Jiang Yin Bridge has been
submitted to the Bridge Design and Engineering Journal by
Anderson Asphalt, for whom Scott Wilson Pavement
Engineering have been working since 1997.

Camden Town Underground Station
from Peter Lynch [R]

“The surfacing system applied to the Jiang Yin Bridge steel
deck not only needed to be flexible enough to withstand the
fluctuation of movement of the steel structure caused by
factors such as wind force and temperature differentials, but
also rigid enough to cope with an increasing heavy traffic
loading. Increasing because it forms a vital local trade link
between the northern and southern parts of Jiangsu province

Scott Wilson has been appointed to undertake feasibility and
scheme design for London Underground’s redevelopment
proposals at Camden Town Station. Working with architects
Jestico + Whiles, a new underground station and oversite
development is planned. Scott Wilson’s assignment involves
the outline design of the underground station together with
the scheme design and planning application for a mixed-use
3

oversite development. Detailed design will follow, The
main reason for the scheme is that Camden Town Station is
regularly closed at peak times and at weekends due to severe
congestion, raising serious safety concerns. The estimated
construction costs are £41M for the station and £21M for the
oversite development.
The concept design for the station comprises a deep box
basement, passenger subways and tunnels connecting to the
existing platform tunnels, a large traction sub-station within
the box, a new ticket hall and concourses, building services
and new passenger connections to street. It is also proposed
to make passive provision for other transport schemes
proposed for the future, in and around the Camden area.
To undertake this high-profile project, we have assembled a
highly skilled team using expertise available within the
company, such as structural design, geotechnics, tunnelling,
building services design, acoustics, traffic engineering and
project management. Basingstoke’s geotechnical group,
under David Jordan and Chris Ford is currently planning and
procuring a major site investigation. lain Calder and Paul
Gray are leading the design of the oversite development
whilst the underground station structural design is led by
Geoff Smith-Grogan at Swindon. Phil Pearce will lead a
Swindon team undertaking the E&M design, comprising
building services, lifts and escalators. John Blackmur is
Project Manager, assisted by Phil Wells, with Peter Lynch as
Project Director.
It is no exaggeration to state that this could be the start of
something big for Scott Wilson for future London
Underground projects. As far as I can tell from discussions
with several Directors, this is the first “engineering design” we
have undertaken for a London Underground station. We will
aim to make the most of this project in the technical press.
(Fee Scale B)

Congratulations!
Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
all received Long Service Awards recently.
John Womack
Paddy bIt
Ian Snaith
Graeme Thompson
Kevin Smith
Graham Handy
Stephen Beales

25 years
20 years
20 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years

28 October 1999
1 November 1999
5 November 1999
7 November 1999
14 November 1999
20 November 1999
27 November 1999

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Brian Shorter who joined the Environmental section in
Basingstoke office as Principal Environmental Specialist on 22
November.
Emma Sibanda who joined the Water section in the
Basingstoke office as Graduate Engineer on 22 November.
Stephen Camp who started in the Glasgow office on 15
November as Transportation Planner. He is working for
Simon Hindshaw’s section, based in John Forshaw’s room (ext
408).

LEA VERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Juliet Burden and Sarah Brocklehurst
Basingstoke office on 26 November

who

leave

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Project Administrator, Grade 2.2 Swindon
-

Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon, are currently seeking a
Project Administrator to work with the West Coast Route
Modernisation project team based at Swindon.
The role demands that you will be computer literate (MS
Office), be able to type to RSA II standard and possess
excellent telephone skills. Being highly organised with a
methodical approach to coping under pressure will be second
nature to you.
You will be required to produce all relevant documentation
and correspondence to high professional standards, within ISO
9001 quality systems. Other duties include general secretarial
and administration work.
If you are interested in the above position, please contact
Alison White on 07-75262 (01793 515262).

Engineer Advanced Technology, Grade 1.2 or 3.1
Basingstoke
-

-

In addition to design related work on buildings, towers,
bridges and maritime structures, Advanced Technology’s
current workload comprises a wide variety of structural
projects including finite element modelling, dynamic
simulations and in situ dynamic monitoring, expert witness
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work, research projects, technical writing and materials
investigations.
We require an enthusiastic and self-motivated recently
Chartered Engineer (3.1) or very experienced Graduate (1.2)
with keen analytical skills and the ability to think laterally.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale: Vauxhall Nova 1.2 Merit, White,
F reg, recent MOT, 6 months tax, FSH,
Good reliable car £1000 ono.
Tel: Sarah, Swindon (01793 515924)
-

In addition you must:
possess good structural understanding and experience; be
prepared to be based in the Basingstoke office; have the ability
and confidence to work independently when required; possess
keen analytical skills and the ability to think laterally.

from Cathy Evans [C]
The Birmingham office has a large quantity of surplus, as new,
foolscap suspension files which they would like to go to
another office for re-use.

Good client liaison skills would be an advantage. The role
will develop with increasing responsibility. It is likely that you
would be involved in a number of interesting projects at any
one time.

If any other office has any surplus lateral files, to fit rails
276mm apart, Birmingham office would be grateful to hear
from them.

If you are interested in the above position please contact Pam
Masson in Basingstoke on ext 507.

NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on ffer!

General Office AssistantlWord Processor, Grade 2.1
Basingstoke

-

Based at Network House, the successful candidate would be
working as part of a team, providing general office assistance
and word processing support to the team. Main duties to
include:-

What on your
Mthd

I

Correction (Issue 218 Scanned Images)
from Maggi Fuller [C]
-

word processing
photocopying and binding documents
ordering and maintaining stocks of stationery
opening and distributing post
processing of courier packages
sending/receiving/distributing faxes
Other duties to carried out when required:-

JPEG stands for “Joint Photographic Experts Group”!

from Bob Wallis [10]
Whilst the scheme to attract clients set up by SWK Zimbabwe
Scott Wilson Central Africa Marketing
(Issue 219
Department) may be good PR and very jolly, is not going into
print somewhat risky following recently published EU rules on
the matter of ‘inducements’?
-

answering telephones, receiving visitors
data entry
travel (flights, hotels, taxi bookings)
Candidates must have excellent Word for Windows skills, be
accurate, methodical and conscientious. Be able to work well
as part of a team, seeking advice when necessary but should be
prepared to use own initiative once familiar with established
procedures. It is essential that candidates are able to
demonstrate a mature approach in their work and juggle many
tasks with the ability to prioritise in order to respond to urgent
demands.
This position is full-time but ajob share would be considered.
If you are interested in this position please contact Lisa
Litchfield in Basingstoke office.

Re: Idea Of the Week Electronic
Christmas Cards (Issue 219)
from David Dorward [R]
Whilst I think it is a nice idea, Tm afraid that Im about to
puncture it from several angles.
First the personal. I have received several Blue Mountain
cards; after being disappointed by the first two (which took
ages to load), I gave up opening them.
And now the technical.
There are two ways to implement idea: Server-side and Client
side. In both a template would be designed, the sender would
visit it and enter details to personalise the card and a link
would be sent to the recipient.
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Server side means that all the work is done on the webserver
and the finished card delivered to the client. If it was designed
server side the link would look something like
http://www.swkeurope.comlChristmas/card.cgi?cardnumber=
73283’, unfortunately, server-side programming is something
that will take some time and will use up quite a lot of
webspace as the custom messages are stored. Then there is the
question of whether the internet provider used actually allows
the use of server-side programming. Most charge extra for the
convenience.
Much easier to implement is client-side programming. In this
case all the work in customising the webpage is carried out by
the client’s browser. Unfortunately all the data that needs to be
in the card has to be included in the link
http://www.swkeurope.comlcard.html?to=John+Smith&From
=Sam+Jones&Greeting=Have+A+Very+Merry+Christmas+A
nd+A+Happy+New+Millenium&Graphic=railwayline.jpg&B
ackground=Dark+Blue&Font=Arial+Bold&Colour=Yellow’
this link is a little long, and gives the game away somewhat.
Also it tends to cause technical problems, as it wraps and only
the first line actually reaches the web browser. This tends to
cut the message off half way and pop up a pile of error
messages on screen. Additionally, not everybody uses a web
browser that can cope with JavaScript (the main language used
for this type of programming), and some who do, turn the
feature off to speed up their browsing.
-

was successful. This could be further enhanced by adding
feedback from the client on the reasons for winning/not
winning. The Quality Manual could be revised to include this
requirement.
In one of my previous jobs, this system was employed and was
extremely effective particularly if you needed to prepare a
proposal for a project similar to one done in the past. It was
also a good source of useful buzzwords and phrases. One thing
we don’t appear to do much of is to refer back to successful
proposals and re-use useful/relevant material.

Though!s for the eveek:
“The light at the end of the tunnel is often a train.”
“If you reach for the stars wear asbestos gloves.”

Editor’s Note: It’s that tune again!
Christmas/New Year/Millennium
input for ScottLight would be very
welcome whenever you like.

Of course, the end result of any failures would look pretty bad
for the company.
So all in all, its a nice idea, but technical problems and costs
make it difficult to implement.
By the way, JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts
Group.

I

Idea of the Week
Project Proposals and Reports
from Peter George [RC]
There is currently no central repository of Scott Wilson
technical/fee proposals and reports in the Basingstoke office
(and probably not in any other office either). Can I suggest that
whenever an Expression of Interest or full technical/fee
proposal is prepared for a project one copy be sent to the
library (in small offices this may simply be a designated set of
shelves). Likewise, one copy of all final reports (not drafts)
should be kept in the library, suitably catalogued.
This system has two major advantages: (1) it allows anyone
from any section in that office to have access to previous
reports and proposals for reference, and (2) it would allow
each office (and the company as a whole, if co-ordinated) to
keep up to date lists of all proposals and projects. The list
could contain information on the client, fee scale, project
location, project type and, for proposals, whether the company
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed, e-mailed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 356 Fax: 01256 475 600
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

Date:

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 475 600
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

Operating Unit’

Location:

From’

Idea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Operating Unit’,,,....,,,....,..,,,.
Location’
Name’
Week
the
only)
of
Idea
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to
-
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